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Editor's Notes

Don't worry, there's not going to be some
grand theme to this editorial, or any bold
message. (Some of you have just breathed a sigh
of relief, and some may actually finish reading
this.) I just want to take care of some business
before I leave Nexus.
Item One: The Literary Contest.
We received many, many, many high quality
entries for the contest, proof of what I spoke of in
my first editorial fall quarter- that there is a lot of
good writing out there on Wright State's campus.
And the contest did help ferret out some of it.
We're just glad that we had the opportunity to
support all of you in your writing, to give
something back to you. And for those of you who
didn't enter the contest this year, there's always
next year.
We would like to thank the Department of
English for co-sponsoring the contest and for
providing two outstanding judges that were able
to, on very short notice, go through a large
number of submissions and render decisions. You
may be a little surprised and you may not agree
with them, but we feel that they made fine
choices. The first place winners in each
category-fiction and poetry-will receive $100,
and the second place winners will each receive
$25. We wish it could be more, but money's been
tight this year. We've also included in this issue
several "honorable mentions." Our thanks to
everyone who entered.
Item Two: Visiting Writers.
This quarter we had the pleasure to host two of
the strongest new voices on the literary scene
today: Pam Houston and Charlie Baxter. Each of
them has a new book out-you can find them in
the bookstore-that are well worth reading. One
regret: I had found a Pam Houston story in my
files, left over from the previous editor, but I was
unable to present it to you here because it was
tied up elsewhere. But buy her book instead. Like
I said, it's worth it.

This summer, we will have several more
visiting writers corning to town as part of the
Institute on Writing, which is co-sponsored by
Wright State's Department of English, Antioch
University, and the Ohio Arts Council. You can
see Ron Carlson, Eve Shelnutt, Pamela Painter,
Christopher Merrill, Mark Shelton, and Terry
Harmsen read from their work and hold
discussions on writing. You don't have to take
part in the institute to enjoy their readings; they
will be free and open to the public.
Last Item: My Last Issue (sniff, sniff).
Yes, I'm leaving. (Hang with me on this,
because it's kind of a big deal to me.) I will be
moving to Boston in the fall, transferring into
Emerson College's Writing and Publishing
program. After that I hope to become an
underpaid, undernourished, and
underappreciated book or magazine editor in
New York, or something like that. Anyway, I've
tried to make Nexus more responsible to the
students and readers by presenting work that
would both entertain and enlighten you. I hope I
succeeded in at least a small sense. I have
received many compliments on the content of this
year's issues-that the work was more readable
and seemed to have escaped the mire of
weirdness it had sunk into the past few years. If
that's good, then I'm happy to have had
something to do with it.
Next year's editor will be Kevin Kearney, this
year's editor of The Guardian. I think Kevin will
continue to upgrade Nexus and keep the quality
of published submissions high. And I know he
will be very open to the work of Wright State
students. Hell, you might even be able to talk him
into holding another literary contest.
Well, I'm outta here. Onto the contest
winners-€njoy. And in the words of Rodney
King: "Can we all just get along?" Peace.
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Visible Man
Lori Phlllips-Young

Lori Phillips-Young
Lori Phillips-Young is a graduate student in
the creative writing program at Wright State
University. Her favorite career fantasy is to
move to an island in the South Pacific, teach
high school English to the natives, write, and
live for having the perfect set of brown feet. She
writes for and directs her own theatre company,
Open Gallery Entertainment. She has a talented
Springer Spaniel, a friendly husband, and a
teenager who owns his very own xylophone.
And she hates writing blurbs about herself.
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Sybil knew more than a decent person should.
I saw it in a flash just yesterday, but I don't know
how it could have happened without me. Sybil
and I had gone all the way through elementary
school together and we had been closer than
sisters. Much closer. We had the same haircut,
carried the same lunch box; we both hated the
Spinker twins; we shared the same already-been
chewed gum back in the third grade; we traded
blue-plaid uniform skirts; we both had purple My
Little Ponies. But that was grade school. Now we
were in junior high. The seventh grade. Now
things were different. And yesterday, when Sybil
told Jilly, Totie, and me how she sat in Father
Donovan's biology class and wrote love letters to
the see-through model of the Visible Man, I knew
we were different. Sybil was indecent.
It started when we were walking down the hall
after Sister Mary Frances's algebra class. Jilly was
holding court and bragging how that gorgeous
blond football lunk Greg Miller had brushed his
elbow across the front of her sweater just to see if
she would get excited and her nipples would pop
up. Which of course they did because he was
Greg Miller and tall and blond and everyone, just
everyone, dreamed of having the star quarterback
for their first French kiss in a lengthy career in
forbidden knowledge. It was the second six-week
grading period and many of our friends had
already started their sexual careers. All except me
and Sybil and Totie. If we had been popcorn you
couldn't have found three bigger duds-no pop,
no bang, no hot prospects, no nothing. I once
overheard my Uncle Phil describe teenage sex like
a mad collie chasing a red Volkswagon down the
street. The joke was that when the collie catches
the car what's it going to do with it? At the age of
six it was a pretty funny idea.
I guess I felt a little jealous that Jilly had started
her career when she turned and smiled and
brushed her long blond hair away from her face
and said in this silly low voice that long tongues

really tickle funny. She didn't blush or anything,
but she had this knowing little look that I think
she rehearsed in the bathroom. At first, the
thought that Jilly had started the chase made me
feel even more popcorn fart ugly than usual, but
the more I thought about it, the more Jilly began
to look like a collie.
At first, I thought that Sybil was talking about
writing those love letters just to prove that Jilly's
close encounter with tonsil hockey was too
juvenile to be considered big league sexual
mystique kind of stuff. I would have taken tonsil
hockey over those letters, but the way Sybil
talked it almost made them sound better than sex
and dirtier, too, kinda like the dirty magazines I
found under my brother Craig's mattress.
"Come on, Steffany, move your butt. This
conversation is going to be rad." Totie's hissing
little lisp whistled in my ear as she tugged on the
sleeve of my sweater, pulling me closer to the
huddle that Jilly and Sybil had formed at their
lockers.
"Well, just where are these love letters?" Jilly
asked. She was playing with the zipper on her
pencil pouch but I knew what she was doing. She
was so nosey. Like the time our friend Joey had
his appendix taken out and Jilly just had to be the
first one to touch it.
It was early in September and we'd all caught
the Wayne Avenue bus to go to St. Elizabeth's
Children's Hospital. Joey's room was on the
second floor and there were screaming children
everywhere. It was weird; you couldn't see them
but you could hear them. It was horrifying. Room
269 was supposed to be a ward room for six
people but all we saw were these tall shiny poles
that held purplish-blue bags of blood in their
outstretched arms. We were surrounded by
marshmallow white curtain walls that billowed
back and forth as nurses and doctors walked
around the beds. Thousands of coloring book
picture pages had been surgically taped to the
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radiator so that every time the furnace kicked on
the papers rattled like some kindergartner's teeth
on the first day of winter. Weird.
Joey's bed was the last one on the right, next to
the window. We peeked around the comer of
curtain and there he was sucking down his lime
Jello. He looked pale and skinny. If his mother
hadn't been our Girl Scout leader for the past four
years we'd have stayed home.
"Look a room with a view!" Totie said as she
walked around the foot of his bed. "Neat, sure
beats these white curtains."
"Very funny," Joey said knowingly. "That's the
hospital crematorium." We all just stared at the
tall red brick building that filled the view from
Joey's window. "If it hadn't been for my dad
asking for this baby, you'd be seeing it go up in a
poof of that blue-gray smoke. See?" He poii:it~
out the window. Sure enough, there was this big
poofer blowing out the stack.
"Well, can we see it?" Jilly asked. Joey just
pointed to the top drawer of the table ~ext to the
bed as if to say help yourself. So she did. And
there it was. Floating around in that hospital jar
looking for all the world like a pinkish-blue
rigatoni noodle cooked t~ the ~oggy point of no
return. Totie gagged, Sybil srmled, and I turned
myhead.
. .
"Can I touch them?" Jilly was weird hke that.
She unscrewed the lid to the jar and stuck her
finger in all that god-awful smelling stuff and
when she puked I wanted to laugh beca~se_I
knew she did it just to say she had done it first.
She was determined to do all the racy things first
and this letter writing to the Visible Man made
her look bad. Sybil just smiled.
"Just how many letters have you written?" Jilly
was toying with the combination lock on her
locker. If she couldn't be the first, she'd be the
best. I knew she was thinking if Sybil had written
ten letters, she'd write twenty-five. That had to be
easier than getting French kissed twenty-five
times and much less sloppier, too. Writing
twenty-five letters would be easy. Jilly was big
like that.
"So far? One hundred and thirty-seven." Sybil
jiggled the door to her locker ope~. One hundred
and thirty-seven. The three of us Just stood there.
I looked at Totie who was playing ping-pong
eyeballs, looking back and forth at Jilly and then

at Sybil. Sybil casually pulled her religion book
out of her locker and then slammed the door shut.
The sudden bang made Totie jump. Then Sybil
just stood there playing her tongue all aro~d the
inside of her mouth-waiting, waiting for Jilly to
say something, anything.
Jilly's jaw moved back and forth and her hands
played in and out in little pissed-off movemei:its
like she could strangle somebody. Nobody said
anything. I stood next to Totie, watching the lump
in Sybil's cheeks come and go while I tried to
avoid seeing Jilly's jaw grind out her anger. I
knew this little discussion had just turned into
something else, something that had the air of
being really dangerous. This was going to be a
showdown.
"I sit next to you in biology. I have never seen
you write letters to that dummy, never. You're
making all this up," Jilly's voice was low and_
dangerous sounding as she carefully reorganized
the contents of her locker. Jilly hated looking bad.
Hated it.
"Nope, do it everyday. Sometimes three and
four times. Even while you are looking at me and
talking to me. I write and write. You've missed it
all and don't know the half of it. Now what do
you say to that, Jilly?" Sybil casually leaned into
the locker next to Jilly's and crossed her bobby
soxed ankles with an air of genuine defiance. No
one defied Jilly. No one. I think I swallowed my
gum.
Totie laughed right out loud and her little
round fat face turned bright red. Now Totie was
in trouble. Jilly always had this mean little habit
of greeting Totie every morning by grabbing the
roll of fat that pouted over the waistband of her
uniform skirt and singing, "Totie the tub-boat."
Totie hated her for that and was waiting for the
day when Jilly would get hers. This love ~etter .
thing of Sybil's was starting to shape up mto a big
payback. Her unexpected laughter ma~e Jilly
furious. Jilly hated looking bad. Hated it.
"Totie." Jilly dropped her history book o:;i ~he
floor. "Totie, dear, can you get that for me? Jilly
reached over and found a quarter's worth of
Totie's blubber to pinch between her fingers as
she made her request. Totie got real quiet. I mean
real quiet. The whole hallway felt like i~ was
holding its breath. I wanted to run. Tohe bent
over but the toe of her oxford kicked the book and

it shot over in front of Sybil.
"No, dear, I insist." Sybil let her words slither
out real low and husky. Those sounds made the
hair on my neck stand up. She took forever to
bend over and when she handed the book back to
Jilly she said in that eerie voice, "There you go,
dearie. Right back to ground zero, n'estpas?"
Now Sybil had really gone and done it. Jilly hated
smart-ass French remarks. Her parents had
insisted she take Latin, bad as Friday's fish, good
old dead-as-mass Latin. Jilly hated taking Latin.
Hated it.
Sybil was so cool and under control it was
freaky. I'm not that cool. Sybil was only thirteen,
like me. When did she get that cool? Seeing her
like that reminded me of the time my mom
caught me putting on eye shadow in the garage.
She opened the garage door and just stood there.
She didn't say a word. She just stood there with
that calm-before-the-storm controlled look and
said nothing. Nothing. I mean it -nothing. I
thought my heart would beat straight out of my
chest. She just stared. And then, like some freaky
Stephen King movie, she raised one hand and
pointed a long bony finger at the downstairs
bathroom. Pointed. That was it. Pointed.
Soundlessly pointed to the bathroom. She was so
cool. God, I couldn't believe I was standing there
remembering how the bright blue eye shadow
had scuzzed up the downstairs bathroom sink
while I watched Sybil standing and staring at Jilly
like that. It must have been in a flash of what
Father Donovan calls "divine recognition" that I
knew Sybil was different. Really, different. I knew
Sybil was going to grow up and be just like my
mother. I mean you could just tell. It was
horrifying.
I snapped out of my private nightmare and
saw that Totie's head was down and I saw her
throw a grateful sidelong glance at Sybil. God
must have known what he was doing when he
made thoughts silent. The next look Totie threw
Sybil's way was a killer, "Fuck her ass into the
dirt, Sybil." Totie didn't say a word but that
thought screamed through the hall. God may
have made thoughts silent but he seems to have
made up for it by giving nuns some kind of weird
ESP. Sister Thomasina stuck her head out of the
home economics room and shouted, "You four
down there get on with it and go to class ... now!"

"Yes, Sister Thomasina, we're on our way,"
Jilly sang sweetly down the hall. She slammed her
locker shut and turned and pushed her face right
into Sybil's. "Listen, Sybil, I want to see those
letters and I want to see them now." If I hadn't
swallowed my gum before I probably would have
choked on it then. Jilly's face was so incredibly
twisted with rage she was almost unrecognizable.
Sybil was too cool. "Okay, Jilly, just for you
one hundred and thirty-seven love letters." Then
she opened her mouth and stuck out her tongue.
"This is it," Totie whispered to me breathlessly.
"What the hell is that?" Jilly shrieked. Her
voice bounced of the gray metal lockers of Mary
Help of Christians and echoed down the hall
right past the cafeteria all the way to the
principal's office. I backed away and stared
moving to the middle of the hall. This was getting
serious. I snagged Totie by the edge of her
stretched out sweater to keep her from moving in
any closer.
"They're all right here, Jilly. All one hundred
and thirty-seven of my love letters to the naked
Visible Man. I write them all on the roof of my
mouth with the tip of my tongue. My long tickly
tongue." Sybil leaned forward and put her hands
on her hips and let her tongue slowly swirl
around the edges of her lips. "And I've mailed
every one of them. And you know what? It makes
him hard, Jilly. The Visible Man gets real hard
because my letters are that real. I'll bet you never
even got close enough to Greg to get him that
hard." Sybil pushed her face a little closer to
Jilly's just to smile her "gotcha" smile. Then she
leaned back, tossed her book bag over her
shoulder, and strolled right into Sister Michael's
religion class.
"That is shit, Sybil, real shit," Jilly screamed.
When the four nuns tackled Jilly, Totie and I
were far enough away to avoid being implicated
in Jilly's fit of un-Christ-like behavior. Jilly was a
red-faced spectacle standing there throwing her
books on the floor, waving her arms, and
screaming "shit" at the top of her lungs. A real
spectacle. All the straight As in the world couldn't
have helped her then. They dragged her to the
office but she kept on yelling "shit" as loud as she
could. Sister Argent even delayed lunch until
Jilly's mom came to haul her away, because the
cafeteria was right next to the office and Sister
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Argent didn't want the kids to think someone had
eaten the lunch that day and was in the office
complaining.
Today in biology Totie asked Father Donovan
if she could sit next to Sybil at the lab table in the
front of the room since she had to get glasses and
they hadn't come in yet and she really couldn't
see all that well. She really got one over on him.
In the entire history of Totie Wysocki's family no
one has ever worn glasses. Father Donovan said it
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was okay since Jilly had been expelled for two
weeks and that Sybil and Jilly probably wouldn't
be sharing a lab table when Jilly was allowed to
return. Sybil just smiled.
During class I could see what Totie was doing.
I could see the lump her tongue was making
against her cheeks, like some chubby knuckle
working its way around a wad of silly putty. As
fat as she was, you could still see her tongue
writing and writing away. On Totie it was just
plain silly. On Sybil it was indecent.

Bob
William Saunders

William Saunders
William Saunders is the Spotlight Editor for
The Guardian. He is an English major and has
attended Wright State University for seven
"grueling" years. He also writes silly reviews
of local literary journals.
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Bob is everywhere.
Bob is nowhere.
Bob flips burgers at McDonalds.
Bob kills flies with his spatula.
Bob walks the narrow line between reality and stupidity.
Bob practices playing the bagpipes while peering at Peyton
Place.
Bob uses his old socks as doorstops.
Bob is amazed at how many people share his name.
Bob is amazed at how many people think his name is
"Shithead."
Bob snorts like a yak when he laughs.
Bob wonders aloud if Adam and Eve had navels.
Bob picks at his corns while riding the bus.
Bob still calls grocery stores and asks if they have Prince Albert
in a can, though he doesn't know why.
Bob is perpetually lost and can often be found searching for the
bathroom.
Bob is suicidal.
Bob is afraid of water, sharp objects, obese women, and people
who think Elvis is still alive.
Bob actually reads Playboy for the articles, not for the pictures.
Bob reads poetry to his fish.
Bob wonders why his fish float upside-down.
Bob drinks root beer for breakfast.
Bob bobs, for he cannot swim.
Bob wonders if this poem is really necessary.
Bob throws rocks at school buses.
Bob is chased by vengeful school children.
Bob is your friend.
Bob is your enemy.
Bob has no clue.
Bob is dangerous.
Bob is afraid of his bath towel.
Bob cannot drive.
Bob kills mice by singing to them.
Bob can make his navel wink.
Bob can make loud fart noises with his armpits.
Bob can belch for longer than 47 seconds.
Bob gets beat up by the paperboy.
Bob cannot read.
Bob doesn't understand the differences between men and
women.
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Bob doesn't understand the differences between men and boys.
Bob just doesn't understand.
Bob doesn't wear underwear because no one can see them anyway.
Bob kills for a living.
Bob worships Barry Manilow's nose.
Bob is in love.
Bob is Bob.
Bob gets motion sickness in elevators.
Bob goes to movies and talks so people will notice him.
Bob eats mayonnaise straight from the jar.
Bob has mirrors on his shoes.
Bob hates you.
Bob hates cream cheese.
Bob hates repetition.
Bob sings in the shower, though it's been broken for years.
Bob hides his snot under the couch.
Bob's socks don't match.
Bob's feet are environmental hazards.
Bob is strange.
Bob steals from children.
Bob is a criminal.
Bob steals from his employer.
Bob is a prisoner.
Bob behaves himself.
Bob is a free man.
Bob eats Ex-Lax for the taste.
Bob would lick a public restroom clean for one night of good sex.
Bob doesn't understand the concept of a urinal.
Bob wonders why women's restrooms don't have urinals. .
Bob spends his life in search of a really good bologna sandwich.
Bob is an egomaniac.
Bob spits into the wind.
Bob rocks the boat.
Bob throws stones in glass houses.
Bob's loose lips sinks ships.
Bob hates cliches.
Bob is a cliche.
Bob likes movies that star animals smarter than humans.
Bob shaves his back.
Bob shaves his stomach.
Bob has shaved all the hair off his body.
Bob has pimples on his face.
Bob has pimples on his butt.
Bob has pimples on his back.
Bob needs to see a dermatologist.
Bob hates winter.
Bob likes to get naked in the snow.
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Bob eats raw eggs.
Bob screams in hospital hallways.
Bob is your neighbor.
Bob is darkness.
Bob is light.
Bob is the sun in the middle of the night.
Bob cleans his ears with his pencil.
Bob is a rebel.
Bob is a fool.
Bob chases cats down dark alleys.
Bob feeds on the weak.
Bob feeds on the helpless.
Bob is afraid of cockroaches.
Bob believes in death after life.
Bob thinks death is inherent.
Bob is a poet.
Bob thinks he is a good poet.
Bob cannot get published.
Bob wonders why.
Bob thinks it's because of the bad press I'm giving him.
Bob smells like dead fish in the sun.
Bob runs through heavy traffic to test his reflexes.
Bob is in pain.
Bob has two broken legs and the headlight of a '79 Chevy
implanted in his hip.
Bob is in the hospital while others scream outside his door.
Bob is keeping the headlight as an ashtray.
Bob is a wanderer.
Bob is a time traveler.
Bob is a man before his time after his death.
Bob is getting bored with me prying into his personal life.
Bob wants to change his name.
Bob can't whistle and chew crackers at the same time.
Bob thinks Oprah Winfrey is too damned nosey.
Bob needs an attitude adjustment.
Bob throws his spaghetti noodles on the refrigerator door to see
if they're cooked enough.
Bob hates waiting in line.
Bob is pure trouble.
Bob is in the right place at the wrong time.
Bob is a televangelist.
Bob hates televangelists.
Bob does like the profit margin of a televangelist.
Bob was shot by a little old lady from Boaz, Alabama, because he
failed to cure her toe warts.
Bob is in the hospital again.
Bob is a recovering alcoholic.
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Bob is a recovering cocaine addict.
Bob is a recovering Capn' Crunch addict.
Bob is a redneck.
Bob knows three presidents personally.
Bob has all of Buddy Holly's albums.
Bob has three cases of Billy Beer.
Bob is simple.
Bob is complex.
Bob is an anachronism.
Bob fishes for marlin in a bass boat.
Bob complains about fat people who fart a lot.
Bob complains about skinny people who fart a lot.
Bob thinks the sound of a fart is funny.
Bob hates the smell that follows.
Bob has 4,562 plastic Yoda figurines.
Bob has sinus problems.
Bob drives a foreign car.
Bob's car breaks down every other month.
Bob throws rocks at cars from interstate overpasses.
Bob is in jail again.
Bob is going to be executed.
Bob gets a stay of execution.
Bob fingers a mafioso.
Bob is in the Witness Relocation Program.
Bob shoots birds off powerlines.
Bob has B.O.
Bob has perpetual halitosis.
Bob has had some spinach stuck between his front teeth since
1973.
Bob goes to college.
Bob hates college.
Bob has never passed a class.
Bob has never seen a chow dog.
Bob thinks Richard Simmons is the Anti-Christ.
Bob thinks the ghost of Anwar Sadat is in his closet.
Bob is attracted to women with crewcuts.
Bob bought a gerbil.
Bob's gerbil bit him.
Bob ran the gerbil through the clothes dryer.
Bob's gerbil doesn't bite anymore.
Bob idolizes Norman Bates.
Bob goes to singles bars.
Bob met Rachel.
Bob likes Rachel.
Bob thinks Rachel is neat.
Bob and Rachel are engaged.

Bob found Rachel naked in bed with another man, two nuns,
and a bluefish.
Bob is heart-broken.
Bob forgives Rachel.
Bob catches Rachel lifting up her dress and flashing truck
drivers while riding in his car.
Bob drops Rachel.
Bob is on the rebound.
Bob bumps into Flo.
Bob falls for Flo.
Bob is being used by Flo for sex and cigarettes.
Bob doesn't care.
Bob sees the light.
Bob dumps Flo.
Bob is shot by Flo.
Bob shoots back.
Bob goes to court for murder.
Bob is pardoned on self-defense and because Flo resembled a
schnauzer.
Bob decides love is not for him.
Bob wonders when I'm going to give this poem up.
Bob wonders if this is really a poem, or just a list of his life.
Bob wants a teddy bear to hug.
Bob jumps from a bridge.
Bob lands on a yacht and breaks his legs.
Bob feels cheated.
Bob gets a lawyer.
Bob sues the owner of the yacht.
Bob is a millionaire.
Bob has to pay taxes.
Bob is poor.
Bob drives his car really fast with his eyes closed.
Bob is a greasy spot on the side of a stately elm.
Bob is in Heaven.
Bob is thrown out.
Bob is in Hell.
Bob is thrown out.
Bob is reincarnated.
Bob is Bob, again.
Bob is depressed about this.
Bob wanted to be a woman or a parakeet or a bluefish with two
nuns.
Bob moves to another town and starts from scratch.
Bob is a noodge.
Bob can't pronounce "nesbit" without laughing.
Bob rubs salami on his forehead.
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Bob steals candy from K-Mart.
Bob wets his pants at horror movies.
Bob washes his moustache, even though he shaved it off two
years earlier.
Bob is a fraud.
Bob can't ride in a plane unless he's comforted by a man who
thinks he's possessed by the essence of Dan Quayle.
Bob is positive.
Bob is negative.
Bob is boB spelled backwards.
Bob is spastic.
Bob thinks men's briefs aren't very sexy.
Bob thinks Freud was a fraud.
Bob wants to run away from it all and go to South America.
Bob throws kittens out of moving cars.
Bob eats lasagna with his fingers.
Bob hates cats.
Bob is hated by cats.
Bob was once buried in kitty litter by a crazed Siamese.
Bob is a giant in his world.
Bob is a wee man in another's.
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Here Come the Gladiators
Peirce Johnston
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I woke up feeling sticky and poorly rested. The
sun crept through the blinds with dull, damp
fingers and forced me out of bed. I hated being so
irritable so early in the day.
I ate my regular bowl of cold cereal while
trying to ignore the roar of my mother's TV. A
Shuttle launch was scheduled up at the cape later
today. The governor's race was heating up. The
challenging candidate claimed the incumbent was
helping drug dealers in Miami. In response, the
governor announced that his challenger did not
truly intend to protect manatees. The governor's
spokesman then came on and said that, because
the opposition claimed he was going to protect
the manatees but really had no intention of doing
so, he was far and away a worse man for the job
than the present governor, who did not believe in
manatees and had publicly stated as much.
Also mentioned was the possibility that the
challenging candidate had had questionable
relations with a page boy during a visit to
Tallahassee, but there was no formal accusation
as of yet. Disgusted and unsurprised, I finished
my breakfast quickly. I was late. I was nearly out
the door when my mother gave a lilting yell from
the other room.
"Pick up your underwear before you go.
Help's here today."
Wordlessly, I turned around and went to my
room. I picked up all the clothes from the floor
and threw them in the closet. Already I was
sweating. My tie was too tight and my hair stuck
to my forehead. I was furious just thinking about
the heat. I left the house without saying goodbye.
My drive to work was the usual punishment. I
had forgotten my sunglasses and the sun poked
itself into the roots of my eyes. I had to squint and
shade my eyes in order to see the colors of the
traffic lights. The endless blocks of plaza were
already spewing and swallowing cars, even at
this hour of the morning. A minivan full of
tourists stopped inexplicably in front of me, then
leapt forward and abruptly turned without a

signal. I was too annoyed to honk. I looked into
the rearview mirror and gave myself an indignant
frown. The effect was pleasing, and I laughed.
I pulled into one of the nameless plaza blocks.
This one was surrounded on all sides by empty
parking spaces. I found a spot near the store
where I worked and I parked my car. The car
sighed deeply as I turned off the engine. It
seemed to know that the whole cloudless day
would pummel the parking lot with slow heavy
fists. I turned around to look at my car as I
walked away. It sq\Jatted in its slot like a dog in a
kennel. Feeling a little ashamed, I turned away
and kept walking.
The inside of the mall was empty. There was
no noise save a meek, living hum that wavered
high in the air. It was not merely the sound of
electricity. There was more to it than that. The
sound was of a place breathing, and I was
amused to think that even a greasy mall might
live. I wondered if perhaps it was not the slow
release of life from the paved ground. This block
of plaza was once a field upon which grazed tired
gray Florida cattle. My grandfather bought some
of these fields many years ago and sold them to
developers when the time came. That money paid
for my college education. That education got me a
job in a record store for minimum wage.
I was only a few minutes late. A couple of
other workers were straightening the racks and
shelves. Brian, the manager, was at the back of the
store doing something to a piece of paper on a
clipboard. He turned as I came in.
"Oh, good," he whined. "You're here. I want
you to put out these new tapes." He pointed to
some boxes and scuttled quietly into his office. He
closed the door in the vain hope that the world
might forget he was there. I often pitied Brian.
I unloaded the boxes. They were filled with the
usual garbage. I happened to look up and I saw
the new schedule. I saw that I was scheduled to
work on Saturday morning. Anger immediately
blossomed within me, and there was a certain
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pleasure mixed with it. I had a reason for anger.
I marched slowly into the back room and
knocked on Brian's door. His response was
typically frail. I walked in, nearly smiling.
Brian sat behind his tiny metal desk. His
child's scrawl littered a form of some sort
beneath his hand. I looked at the paper. In his
handwriting at the top of the page was the name
of the store, misspelled. He had given it a
superfluous silent 'e'. Brian saw what I saw and
his hand timidly slid over the error.
"I see that you've scheduled me to work on
Saturday morning." I looked him in the eye.
"Yes, I did," he said with small conviction. He
met my gaze. His eyes were beady, yet watery
and weak. No whites were visible and they were
simply too close together to muster any force. His
stare faltered, then fell.
"You know that's the day my sister's getting
married. You think I really want to work the
morning of my sister's wedding?" I felt hot again,
despite the mall climate control. Brian would not
look up.
"I'm sorry," he said to his desk, "but I need
you to work that day."
"Come on, Brian. Give me a break. "
Brian, however, was not going to give it to me.
He stared at his pitiful handwriting, but said that
I could not have the day off. I was stuck. I
thought of quitting, but the energy I would spend
trying to find another job made me reconsider. I
walked out, unaware of whether I was more
upset with Brian than with myself.
The morning crawled by. The kids who
skipped school came in and bought their junk.
The older kids bought their own style of junk and
pretended to be cool in front of each other.
"Got any 'Goop in Your Colon'?" one of the
urchins asked me while his friends tittered
nearby.
"Get out, swine," I yawned. They left amidst
back slapping and pointless laughter.
The Wheelers came in for their daily visit. They
picked up a new Sinatra disc for their collection.
"Bye, y'hear?" Mrs. Wheeler said as they were
leaving. I heard.
After lunch, the boredom continued. I vaguely
helped tourists and parents and more kids and
mall employees. I never saw Brian all day.
Finally, my shift wound down. With only a
few minutes left, I moved to a back comer and
acted busy so that no one would bother me. As I

looked at my watch for the fourth or fifth time,
however, I could feel someone behind me. I made
no effort to help. Finally, there was a timid voice.
"Excuse me, sir." Though I wanted to, I could
not ignore it.
I turned around to see a round black woman
whose enormous hips were covered in dark
polyester. She wore a bright striped shirt that
brought unwelcome attention to her young but
sadly fallen breasts. Oily ringlets of black hair
rounded her pudgy face. At her side stood a
young thin girl of eight, perhaps nine. She stared
at me with huge quiet eyes and nibbled from
some piece of food in her fist.
"Excuse me, sir," the woman repeated in her
whisper. "I'm looking for a piece of music called
'Here Come the Gladiators'."
'"Here Come the Gladiators'?" I asked. I didn't
believe I had heard her correctly. The little child
continued to eat from the food in her hand, some
surprisingly pink piece of flesh between a bun.
She still eyed me silently.
"Yes," the woman smiled, but then lowered
her eyes and gave another, different kind of
smile. One more full of embarrassment. "Yes,"
she repeated, even softer, '"Here Come the
Gladiators'. It's the music you hear at the circus
when they bring out the clowns." She looked at
me expectantly, as if I'd learn the music by the
humble kindness in her face. "I need it," she
hesitated, eyes dropping, smiling as if she would
blush. "I need it for some businessman party
where they want me to come out of a cake." Her
eyes were on the floor, but they rose to meet
mine. The whites were as blinding as her smiling
teeth. "They want me to kiss the new guys. They
want the tape to go with it."
The girl next to the woman silently chewed her
little sandwich. The smell of it was like no other I
could recall. It was sweet but strong, and I began
to suspect that I found it quite unpleasant. I
looked at my watch.
"I'm afraid I don't know what you mean,
ma'am," I hoped it would be enough.
The woman smiled shyly again and looked
down. Then she looked me in the eye.
"You know," she almost pleaded, still smiling,
kind and embarrassed. "It's well ... " The woman
then played with her tongue on the roof of her
mouth a tune that I knew perfectly well. She was
right. It was the music that the circus, or anybody
else, plays when the clowns come in. I never

suspected the music had a title. The smell of the
girl's sandwich was beginning to tum my
stomach. I looked into the girl's unblinking face
and caught another flash of the impossibly pink
and greasy meat. I glanced down at my watch.
Five o'clock. I thought of the places I might have
to look in order to find the piece of music. If it
was not in the store, there was the time
consuming possibility that she might want to
order it.
"I'm sorry, ma'am, but I really have no idea
what you're talking about."

She looked at me for a moment, smiling, but it
was a smile without mirth, without kindness or
embarrassment or anything at all. The girl looked
at me too, but her expression was unchanged. I
closed my eyes as she again brought the
sandwich to her mouth.
"If you're sure," the woman said, the shadow
of her smile ceasing altogether. She turned her
child around and I watched their two backs, one
fat, one thin, slowly leave the store. I took off my
plastic nametag and waited and waited until they
were gone.
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Jellyfish
Laura Albrecht

She holds the hours of the night
In her palms
A mass of shifting thought
With tendrils of color
Moving like liquid
Against her fingers
She folds the night into quarters
Scoring the creases between
Her painted white fingernails
And wraps it in cellophane
Darkness sticking to moments
To the smell of rose-scented water
The sound of dice rolling
Across a green felt tabletop
The feel of whirlpooled water
On her kneecaps and bare neck
The grainy taste of aspirin
Setting on the back of her tongue
The sight of fluorescent light
Hitting red pile carpeting
Ivory decolletage and tight bow ties
All the seconds of the evening meld
Together in a browning jellyfish mass
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All lines between images are lost
Tendrils of heat and high tide
And suction reach for her wrists
A plastic coated boneless finger
Pulling and sticking to her skin
She watches light constrict
Inside the jellyfish as it begins
To pull her into its thickness
She shuts her eyes and backs up
Opens the freezer door
She throws the jellyfish in
Throws in the night without separations
The blur that took too many of her
Hours and melted in her hands
The stinging thing that tried
To attach itself to her bare flesh
She hears it hit the back wall
Sounding like wet lips opening
It sets among meat and boxes of broccoli
Still so hot it seems to move
She closes the door and waits
For solidity and dawn to return
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Parting Thoughts:
Light Up Every Pane of My Darkness
Text by Kate Lanzotti
Photo by Scott Cooper
She stood alone with nothing left to offer the off-spring of her ancestry, who rushed away to places she
would never see. Different from her character and appearance, these places offered what they believed a
more certain identity-yet they held within them the same quiescent seeds that would blossom into an
obstinate history similar to her own.
Her eyes had become blackened panes of soot-insights scattered the streets where they would be
washed away by a new season. One by one, her doors were slamming shut-some violently, but most
with an unsettling silence. Wood splintered ...glass shattered ...no one said a word.
Her skin was stained with black and gray debris. Once an anchor against the asphalt and sky, she had
been squandered away to nothing-and sunk into her memories with no hope of reprise. She was shabby
and uninviting-and no one seemed even to notice.
Windows formed large, empty pools of forbidding blackness that had nothing left to frame and
display-these reflected upon the thousands of tiny faces that once gazed with wonder at the usual,
pictorial holiday scenes.
Abandoned, she became cold and inanimate with no feeling. She could no longer satiate and entertain
them. Or generate excitement. Or seduce them by permeating the marketplace with illusive scents.
She stands in a pathetic state of dishonor. Once unparalleled, she experiences metaphysical decay-she
wonders what a global economy is. They want her to spring to life, yet her structure is burdened less and
less by thundering feet in search of earthly treasures ...gathering...disseminating information.
Her facade speaks louder than any of her voices:
"Light up every pane of my darkness. Fill me again with beautiful scenes driven to life by beating
hearts. People-their spirits, passion, conversation, opinions, and values-meet again in my streets
and buildings to work and celebrate. Create a collective conscience-a delightfully intangible
phenomenon to call my own-and shatter the collective fears that tear at my heritage and threaten
my preservation. Let no part of me descend toward misunderstanding or disuse without fair
challenge. Beget the dynamic awakening that will rear my victory and resurrect my life."

We've already said just about everything we could about
Scott Coaper, except that he's actually a pretty nice guy.
Well, sort of. (How's that for a bio, Scotty-boy?)
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this loves you more than i can

Dead Man's Shift

Jonathan Levant

Byron Crews

desire direct in the garden of god
lingeringly the last soliloquy
you seduce with a scar and a story
from autumn silt to falling in the mud
what else am i to think of? how bitter must i be?
careful as othello of the other's outline-whatever i love is in love with whatever you love
ask ugly who will stab whom deepest in the back
all cocks fight in the crucible of unsayable song
instead of reciting in april he thrice
cast deep into you his softest dice
an over eager agony much much too late
you tum into stone; into moss; into
things that will never be said again

Jonathan Levant: "My son was born
January 25th, like what else matters?"
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I was cruising past the Thrifty Mart on the way
home from Dooley's late Saturday night. It was
late Saturday night or early Sunday morning. I
Wasn't sure which. My brain was still soaked with
all the whiskey I'd drunk and I was having
trouble keeping truckosaurus out of the ditches. I
left Dooley passed out under some bushes in his
front yard lying in a thick chunky puddle of his
0 wn puke. He partied his ass off and got sicker
than a dog. But he was happy as a pig in shit laid
up under there without a care in the world. That
Was Dooley's motto. Party till you puke.
I was hoping it wasn't past 2 am yet because
there was a thick patch of green fuzz sprouting
out on the back of my dry swollen tongue and the
only cure for that was an ice cold brewski. Yessir.
Nothing like an ice cold brewski of love to cure
What ails you. I spun the wheel a little too soon
and caught the curb with the right front tire
pulling into the Thrifty Mart. My hubcap popped
~ff, rolled across the parking lot and, came to rest
?ght in front of this black dude parked out front
man old broken-down wheelchair.
I took a quick look around to see if anyone
caught my fuck-up. I already had two OWis and
the last thing in the world I needed was for the
cops to pull me over. One more DWI and I'd be
doing some serious time. And I ain't got the time
to do no time. The coast was clear so I parked
truckosaurus over by the old black dude. I could
tell he was old because his hair was bright silver
'.11'd the lights from inside Thrifty Mart seemed to
Jump off his head right into my eyes. He was
Wearing a dirty green army jacket and he held a
ragged cardboard sign in his big calloused hands.
I sat for a moment wondering what to do. I
didn't want anything to do with this guy. He
looked like he was in pretty bad shape. Like he'd
been hit by a fucking train. But my hubcap was
laying on the pavement right in front of him. Jeez.
It was late and all I wanted was a cold beer and
now this. There was no way around it. I was
gonna have to walk over by him if I wanted that
hubcap and I just knew he was gonna start
talking to me and there was no way I could just

ignore the poor bastard. I really didn't need this.
I climbed out of truckosaurus and walked over
to my hubcap, making sure I didn't look him in
his eyes. I didn't want to see his eyes. So I looked
down at the ground the whole time concentrating
on the dark oil stains and the flat wads of
chewing gum and all the old bottle tops that had
been squashed into the pavement by car tires on
hot days. When I got to my hubcap, I knelt down
and picked it up, turned it over in my hands a
few times, looking it over real good. I was waiting
for the old man to say something. My hubcap was
a little scratched up. He didn't say anything at all.
I wasn't ready for that. I was sure he was
gonna beg for money or something. I was sure he
was gonna start telling me some long sad story
about how he came to be sitting all by himself in
an old beat up wheelchair out in front of the
Thrifty Mart in the middle of the night and I'd
have to stand there and listen to all of it. But he
didn't say a damn thing. Not a word.
I wasn't sure what to do. I knew he was sitting
there staring at me. I could feel his eyes all over
me. It would have made things easier if he'd just
said something. Anything. Then I would have
known what to do. I would have nodded my
head up and down and said yessir and no sir to
him. I would have shook his old calloused hand
and given him a few dollars. Then I would have
been done with it. Done with him and gone on
back home with my cold beer in my warm bed.
But the old man just sat there in silence staring
right through me. Like he knew everything I was
thinking even before I started thinking it.
I couldn't take it anymore. I had to look back at
him. I had to. I couldn't ignore an old man in a
wheelchair. Just tum my back and walk away and
act like he wasn't even there. I couldn't do that.
My mama and daddy didn't raise me up to do a
thing like that. So I slowly lifted my head to look
back at him. That's when I realized I'd been
wrong all along. He hadn't been staring at me.
There was no way he could have. I couldn't even
see his face because it was hidden behind the big
cardboard sign that he held in front of him. He
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was holding it up for me to read and his hands
were trembling so bad that it was hard to make
out the words that were scrawled out in big
crooked letters: MY NAM IS JO JO. I CANT
TALI<. I CANT WALi<. I AM SAVING UP FOR A
NEW LETRIK WEELCHAR. IT COST ALOT.
PLEES HELP ME AND MAKE A OONASHUN.
I stood up and looked over the tattered sign
and saw his face up close for the first time. His
skin reminded me of an old leather bomber jacket
I used to have. I finally threw it out because it got
so dry and cracked that I couldn't wear it
anymore. Jo Jo's curly hair sat on the top of his
big black head like a white cloud. I looked
straight into his bloodshot eyes. The whites were
glassy and yellow. I couldn't help but think that it
had probably been a long time since he'd had a
decent meal. But he sat up straight in his chair
and held his chin high with a certain air of
dignity. He looked proud. And hungry.
He slowly lowered his sign and laid it face
down over his dirty blue jeans without taking his
eyes off me. I looked down and saw he didn't
have any shoes on. Just a pair of grungy socks full
of holes. Both his big toes were poking through
like two stubby fingers. He smelled so bad that I
closed my nose and started breathing through my
mouth. An old dented up coffee can was sitting
beside him on the ground just close enough so he
could reach down and pick it up if he had to. I
leaned over and took a quick peek inside. It was
probably just like his belly. Stone empty.
I felt like a big fish caught on two hundred
pound test. He'd set the hook in me real good and
there was no getting away now. I couldn't move. I
was coming down with a severe case of the
guilties and he knew it. He was working it on me
and wasn't hardly twitching a muscle either. He
froze me where I was standing with his intense
gaze. I reached for my wallet.
"Good evening, sir," I said. "I'd like to make a
contribution so you might get that new
wheelchair you've been saving up for."
"Yall Yee Yo Yo!" His face suddenly broke into
a great wide smile exposing a set of stained and
broken teeth.
"I'm sorry, sir. What did you say?" His sign
said that he couldn't talk, but he obviously could.
It was just that his words came out twisted and
bent like the rusted chrome wheels on his chair. I
dropped a ten spot in his can.
"Yall Yee Yo Yo!" He held out a thin shrunken
hand. Several of his fingers were webbed together
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like a duck's foot and his long fingernails were
packed with dirt. I reluctantly reached out and
shook it.
"Come again?" I still had no idea what he was
trying to say.
He quickly reached into one of the many
zippered pockets of his dirty green army jacket
and produced a small pad of paper and a tiny
pencil that had no eraser. He held the pad with
his good hand while he managed an awkward
grip on the pencil with the duck foot. Then he
scribbled four words on the paper in big letters
and handed it over to me.
I turned the pad in my hand so that the bright
fluorescent light from inside the Thrifty Mart lit
up the page: CAL ME JO JO.
"Well, pleased to meet you, Jo Jo." I wasn't
pleased. In fact, all I could think about was that
cold beer and getting on down the road. The
whiskey was wearing off and my head had begun
to pound. .
"Yut yo yane?" He was still smiling.
"What? Oh, my name? Lenny. Lenny Self."
"Yeesed new yeet you new, Yenny," he said.
Why me? Why does this kind of shit always
happen to me? Christ. He didn't know it, but he
was ripping my guts out. Just to look at him was
enough to make a grown man cry. I already got
enough shit to deal with in my life without
having to deal with this too. I seen fellas that were
bad off before, but this guy was really up against
it.
"Well, Jo Jo, I hope you get that chair you want
real soon. I really gotta be goin'." I handed the
pad of paper back to him. His expression had
changed. He looked disappointed.
"Yenny?" He wasn't looking at me anymore.
He was staring straight up into the black night
sky.
"Yeah, Jo Jo. What is it?"
"Yank you."
"Hey. You're welcome, man. Take care of
yourself." He didn't look back at me when I
turned and walked back over to truckosaurus. I
tossed the hubcap through the open window onto
the passenger seat. Thank God. It was over. I'd
done my good deed for the day. It was time to
head for the mountains. The mountains of Busch
that is. As I headed into the store, I glanced over
at Jo Jo. He was still staring intently up at the sky.
When I went inside the Thrifty Mart, a big
round dusty Coca-Cola clock hanging on the wall
over the soda pop cooler told me it was 1:55 on

~e nose. Hot damn. I just made it under the wire.
ere must be a God somewhere after all. I
snagged a twelve pack and some chips. When I
got to the register, an old grizzled guy with a
crew~ut was standing behind the counter. He was
~eanng a grimy white t-shirt with a pack of
cigarettes rolled up under one sleeve. He was
~-heWing on a splintered tooth pick and looked
ike a Sergeant Carter clone straight out of Gomer
Py
le.
d' "Momin', Bud. You almost missed the boat
idn't ya," he said as he looked for the price tag
on my suds.
"Yessir. That's a fact." I wasn't in the mood for
Silla.II talk. A little man inside my head had gone
to Work with a hammer and chisel and I was
gonna drown his ass.
"I know how it is." He started ringing me up
0 ~ the old antique register. "It gets late in the
night. A man's all by hisself. He's got to have him
su~pin' cold to drink. Helps the time pass
quicker, don't ya know."
"Uh •Yeah.Right. Sure." I noticed he had a
very detailed tattoo of an American G.I. firing
se~eral rounds out of an M-16 into a kneeling
sian man dressed in black pajamas on his right
orearm. Just underneath the death scene, the
;ords written in fine script read: KILL A GOOK
OR DEMOCRACY.
bo "SaY· That crazy nigger out yonder. He wasn't
therin'
you I was he?"
II
No sir. He's all right. He wasn't botherin' me
at all." Jesus. What now. Sergeant Carter had
su~denly stopped punching the tiny keys on the
r~gister and I sensed a rank hostility coming off
him in waves.
"He showed up outta nowheres yesterday.
Been sittin' there ever since. That's the way they
are, ya know? They just like cockaroaches. First
You see one. Then, 'fore ya know it, they all over
the damn place. I done told him to move on, ya
know? He just set there like a pile a frog shit.
Then he said sumpin' back at me. I don't know
W~t. Sounded like gibrish. That nigger's mind is
ruin't. If it was up to me, I'd take his sorry black
ass out back and put him out of his misry." His
left eyelid was fluttering open and shut like a
broken window shade.
"Well, sir. It sure is a crazy fucked up world
We live in," I said for lack of anything else to say.
I could imagine him plunging his huge fist into
~y chest, ripping out my heart and taking a big
bite out of it.
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"It sure as hell is," he said. "Gettin' crazier ever
day. Know what?"
"What?" I said.
"I like you. You my kinda people. I know'd it
first thing I seen you." He finished ringing up the
beer and chips, put it all in a brown paper sack,
and set it on the counter in front of me.
"Gee. Thanks. Listen. I'd love to stay and talk a
while, but I really gotta be goin'. It's gettin' late
an' all."
"Well hell," he said. "Stop by any time. I'm
always here nights. Workin' the dead man's
shift." He grinned.
"Yeah. Sure. I'll be seeing ya around." I tucked
the sack up under my arm and started out of the
store. If I ever saw Sergeant Carter again it would
be too soon.
When I got outside I could hear the distant
rumblings of thunder. Faint flashes of lightning
appeared overhead in the dark night sky. Jo Jo
was still parked out front, down near the end of
the store. In anticipation of the coming storm,
he'd managed to roll himself back up against the
red brick wall under the canvas awning which
hung overhead. He was watching me, smiling his
world beating smile.
I didn't waste any more time. I walked right
over to truckosaurus, climbed in and cranked her
up. I looked straight ahead pretending not to
notice Jo Jo anymore, but I could see out of the
comer of my eye that he was still watching me. I
popped in a Skynard tape. Ronnie Van Zant
belted out the lyrics to "Simple Man" as soft
droplets of rain silently appeared on the front
window, collected in little pools and then trickled
down out of sight behind the dashboard like
tears. I popped open a cold one and chugged on it
until I could feel it burning the cotton off the back
of my tongue.
The wind was picking up and a heavy rain
suddenly poured down out of the darkness
blanketing the front window until everything in
front of me seemed to melt away. Everything
except Jo Jo. A bolt of lightning cracked down out
of the sky, lighting up the whole parking lot and I
could see him plain as day. He was drenched.
Soaked to the bone. He had his collar pulled up
around his ears and, with one hand, he held the
cardboard sign up over his head, using it as a
makeshift umbrella. With his other hand, he
clutched his coffee can close against his chest.
Shit. I couldn't take it anymore. It was too much. I
turned on my wipers, put the stick in reverse, and
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nexus
throttled it. Where is God when you need him?
Out to fucking lunch. That's where.
As I was pulling out of the Thrifty Mart, I
thought I heard someone calling my name. The
voice seemed to hover for a moment above the
music and the sound of the hard rain pelting the
roof over my head. I stomped the pedal to the
floor. The lights of the Thrifty Mart quickly faded
away in the rear view mirror as truckosaurus and
I escaped down a dark side street toward the
outskirts of town.
I popped open another beer and slammed it.
The little man inside my head was a good
swimmer. And he'd traded his hammer and
chisel for a pickaxe. The sharp pain inside my
skull was getting worse so I turned the music off
and tried to focus on the road. It only took about
a half an hour to get out of the city, across Paines
prairie, and into the countryside, but it felt like a
couple of hours had passed before I finally turned
off the main drag onto the narrow little dirt road
which snaked back into the thick woods toward
where my trailer was parked.
My Irish setter, Skeeter, heard me coming and
ran out to greet me halfway up the drive like he
always does. He bounded through the air like a
kangaroo over the deep muddy potholes out in
front of my headlights and then trotted along
close behind for a few hundred yards down the
crooked road past the tall stands of slash pine and
the huge knotted live oak trees shrouded in
Spanish moss. When I got up to my tiny trailer, I
parked truckosaurus, grabbed my sack, and
stepped out into the hot humid darkness. The
rain had been and gone. My boot heels sank into
the ground and made soft sucking sounds as I
walked up to the front stoop where Skeeter was
waiting patiently. I sat down next to him and took
my boots off. I felt like dogshit.
I looked up at the bright stars set against the
black early morning sky. The air was filled with
the sweet song of the crickets and the magic
sounds of all the other night creatures of the
swamp. It wouldn't be long before daybreak and
I'd have to be back down at the Burger Doodle in
my funny little hat and my funny little suit. I've
flipped more goddamn burgers than any good
man should ever have to flip and there's no
telling how many more burgers I'll have to flip
before it's all over and they lay me in my grave.
I leaned back against the front door and closed
my eyes. That's when I saw him. Clear as a bell. It
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was like Jo Jo's face had been scalded into the
back of my eyelids. I opened 'em and closed 'em
again. He was still there. I shook my head and
rubbed my eyes real hard, trying to erase him
away, but it didn't do any good. Still there. Sitting
in his beat up wheelchair watching me. He'd
followed me home. And I suddenly got this scary
feeling way down deep in my guts like I never
had before that he would always be there right
behind my eyes. Following me. No matter where
I went.
Why me? Why didn't he follow some rich
bastard in a big fancy car back to his big fancy
house? Somebody with a swimming pool who
could really do something for him. Somebody
with cash. Hell, I barely make enough to keep me
and Skeeter fed. Sometimes we don't eat. I'm only
a couple of paychecks away from being a Jo Jo
myself. I know what it's like to be hungry. I know
what it's lik;e to go to bed at night and your belly
won't let you sleep. Because it's talking to you.
Saying, motherfucker, if you don't put some food
in here, don't even think I'm 'bout to let you
sleep. I been there. I know.
Sure. I could have brought him on back home
with me. But I can't pick up every damn Jo Jo I
see. The world's packed full of Jo Joes. One on
every street comer. There's just too many of 'em.
God must have said one day, "ALL YOU JO JOES
ARE ON YOUR OWN, THERE'S JUST TOO
FUCKING MANY OF YOU, I CAN'T DEAL
WITH THIS SHIT ANYMORE." And if God can't
deal with it, how the hell am I supposed to deal
with it? I'm not Jesus Christ. But truth was, I did
have a big pot of stew sitting in the refrigerator.
And a loaf of bread. There wasn't enough food in
my kitchen to feed all the Jo Joes, but I could feed
one or two. Hell, I did have a couple old coats I
never wore anymore. And a sleeping bag I hadn't
used in years. I didn't have much, but I did have
something. What the hell. Why not.
I put my boots back on, walked around back to
my little tin storage shed, and grabbed a big
cardboard box. Then I went in the trailer straight
to my closet and pulled out a big overcoat, a
sweatshirt, a pair of big baggy pants, some fresh
socks, and an old pair of leather workboots. I
threw it all in the box. Then I reached under my
bed and pulled out my old dusty sleeping bag. I
threw that in the box too. Then I went to the
refrigerator and grabbed the big pot of beef stew
I'd made the day before. I put it on the stove and

heated it up until it was good and hot. Then I
poured some off into a plastic container and
sealed·
d It up tight. I put the stew, the loaf of bread,
an a spoon in the box too. I suddenly realized I
;~~acking dirt all over the damn place, but I
E
t care. Nothing mattered much anymore.
xcept Jo Jo. I was a man with a mission.
b I carried the box outside and loaded it in the
~ck of truckosaurus. Skeeter was still sitting on
in ~ro_nt stoop wagging his muddy tail. I jumped
hind the wheel, opened the passenger door
:,Od said, "Load up." Skeeter bolted down the
;ant steps and hopped in beside me. I shut both
OOrs and we bounced back down the dark rutted
road headed for the city.
1h As Skeeter and I were crossing over the prairie,
ad the freakiest feeling come over me. I
Suddenly felt like I was somehow connected to
the sm:i- that was rising up on the eastern horizon.
"{he brighter the sky got, the lighter I seemed to
teel. It was like I was rising up too. Like
0ru_ckosaurus had left the ground and we were
hYing. I looked over at Skeeter and asked him if
e felt the way I did. He just smiled back at me
and put his wet slimy tongue in my ear.
b ~en we finally got into town, my heart was
. eating out of my chest. I'd never done anything
lil my life for a stranger before. No stranger had
:ver done anything for me either. The hair on the
_ack of my neck was standing straight up. Every
time_ we came to a red light I thought about
turning around and going back home. But I'd
come this far. I had to go the rest of the way. It
made sense. It wasn't up to God anymore. It
Wasn't up to anybody else but me. I was the one.
'Ihe chosen one. My twisted lonely life had led me
down one long winding path straight to Jo Jo.
And there had to be reason for it. I couldn't really
figure out what that reason was and I probably
Wouldn't understand it anyway even if I knew.
But then I really didn't have to know. I was doing
W~at I was doing because it was the only decent
thing left in me to do.
We finally turned down the little side street
Which led up to the Thrifty Mart. It had stopped
raining and the road was full of deep puddles. I
~a~ a big lump in my throat, but I felt good
llls1de. I couldn't wait to see the look on Jo Jo's
face when I whipped out the stew and the dry
clothes, but when we pulled into the tiny parking
lot I didn't see him anywhere. He was gone. I
couldn't believe it. In the back of my mind, I'd

come to see Jo Jo and the store as inseparable.
Like they were part of each other. Like if he ever
went off somewhere, he'd have taken the Thrifty
Mart with him. But he'd just disappeared.
Vanished. Where the hell could he have gone? I
figured he couldn't have gotten far in that
wheelchair.
I drove around the neighborhood a few times
hoping I might see him somewhere, but the
streets were empty. I couldn't find him anywhere.
The sun was up, but I didn't feel connected to it
anymore. I didn't feel connected to anything. I
had spent my entire childhood roaming these
same streets and now I suddenly felt lost.
Nothing was familiar to me. The sunlight blinded
my eyes so I put on my shades. Truckosaurus
sounded tired. I drove back around the block and
pulled into the Thrifty Mart. I eased into a
parking space, climbed out and walked inside.
I was expecting to see Sergeant Carter behind
the register, but a young girl with long brown
hair had taken his place. She had pretty eyes set
in a round pimply face and she was reading the
Enquirer. I walked up to her and asked if she'd
seen Jo Jo. She said she hadn't. I asked her where
Sergeant Carter was. She said he'd just gotten off
work and gone on home.
I walked back outside and stood in the parking
lot. It had all been up to me and I'd failed
miserably. I had failed Jo Jo and I had failed
myself. I should have taken him on back home
with me when I had the chance. Damn. Why
didn't I? What in the world is wrong with me? I
should have run him a hot bath and fed him a hot
meal. I could have clipped his fingernails. I could
have made a pallet on the floor for him where he
would have been safe and warm and I could have
read him some stories. I could have played some
old Satchmo records for him. I bet he would have
liked that. The thought of him out there
somewhere all by himself with nothing and
nobody left me feeling cold and empty inside.
And hollow as an old rotten log.

Byro~ ~rew_s is a Wright State University student,
ma;ormg_ m English, and is the coolest guy you'll
ever meet. In hts own words: "This story is dedicated to
all the Purblind Doomsters. Long live Swamp Dog!"
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Untitled
Robert Par key III

Untitled
Barbara Farmer

Robert Parkey III is an on-again, off-again
student at Sinclair Community College,
majoring in art and photography.
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Concealed
Peggy Lynn Kilgore

I walk from my cottage
one dog and two cats in tow
dog running ahead cats trailing
I leave the road noise behind
I walk facing the morning sun
past discarded remnants
from the old farm
a rotting rusting narrow wagon
a washing machine with door hanging open
I walk down the lane
cross the collapsed barbed-wire fence
into the fallow cornfield
away from route 68
and its noise
I cross once again
over a wide hickory gate
into rolling pasture land
the cows are not here
they are up at the barn
their calves clean and newborn
I stroll silently leaning my ears
into bird calls
a redwing blackbird trills
from the top of a honey locust tree
a blue jay screams, "do it do it"

I step gingerly onto soggy grass
flanking a winding clear stream
looking for a crossing
the water is high covering rocks
used all winter as stepping stones
suddenly I spy a large goose
on the far side of the water
long white neck extended
body flattened into the pale
dull winter grass
"oh a dead goose" I say out loud
my body's motions suddenly reverent
but as I peer at her
I realize she is only nesting
her body still as marble
her white and gray feathers motionless
so quiet even my dog and cats
do not notice her
I retreat away from the creek
luring my animals with me
as I tum one last time to view her
I see another goose a Canadian
same posture same camouflage
she is nesting too

_Peggy Lynn Kilgore has been a teaching assistant in
Eng~ish Jo_r two years_- She lives with her dog and two cats
in a tiny cot~ge ;ust outside of Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Oh yeah, line up, fellas! She's also a real dreamboat.
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The Woman
With Enough Time

My Husbands
Keep Me Up Tonight

Denise Thomas

Denise Thomas

· You have large days at your
disposal: rain-splashed, sun
streaked, blizzard days in which
nothing is expected. Today
you have looked into every
vacant mirror, counted the squirrels
seen from one window, written
three letters that you will
not send. But it is only
noon and the day stretches out
before you, a calendar
of hours. Now you see the cat
in your yard, pretending
to murder a bird. She brings
it to the door: it hangs
limply in her mouth, one wing
extended. Still, you are sure
it is alive. If you let them
in their sorry game could
result in unexpected pleasures:
you can clearly see the bird
flying through your wide rooms
or dangling from your frivolous
curtains; you might hold
it in your hand eventually,
naming it a beautiful word.
But if you don't let them
in, you could contemplate
the purpose of such cruelty:
the purpose of, the need
for, the lust for, and
on and on, contemplations
that could fill your day
like water fills the sea.
Throughout your house the faces
of the clocks are facing
you expectantly, their little
hands all turning in unison.
The bird's small heart beats
and beats and beats.
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with drink and talk about the past
lives we've had, the present lives
we hold tentatively in our arms
like someone else's child.
Why did you leave me? one asks,
the other stacks drinks, cigarettes,
before us on the oak table.
Why did you marry me? asks one,
the other opens the French doors
and new air coils around our feet.
Have you always loved us both?
The air, heavy with smoke and questions,
veils our faces like some sweet fog.
Will you love us forever?
They lean back in their chairs to wait.
I know they will fall asleep there,
one snoring softly toward the ceiling,
the other cradling his head in his arms.

Denise Tlwmas has received two Individual Artist
Fellowships from the Ohio Arts Council and has published in
numerous literary journals. She is co-editor of The Best of
the West.fiction series and a new anthology, Flash Fiction,
which will be published this year by W. W. Norton. Tlwmas
is also Assistant Director of University Publications at
Wright State University. (She made me say all this because
she's one of my bosses and I'm afraid ofher.)
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Signs of Starlight

Charlotte's Discovery

Deborah Lukjanovs

Claudia Madison

We sit in darkness
chairs rooted in Michigan
sand
and watch us
starts shoot from the sky
You lean back
and I watch their
light
move across your
familiar creases
and catch in your
coarse black curls
My fingers try
to trace the light's
path
through that mound
of starlit hair
but you pull
from my touch
And I remember
once when I cut your
hair
in our warm kitchen
and craved
the feel of it
on my breasts

I leaned into you then
as the scissors
snip
cut through
our silence
and your bare shoulders
twisted from my touch
Now our silence grows
and your thick black
hair
curls around it
as my eyes probe
the black air for signs
of starlight.
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f "~idow," said Charlotte, trying the word on
or size. She wriggled in her stiff new dress and
tugged hard at the bottom of her corset where it
roked into her side. Her reflection looked perfect
,,~_the reality did not yet hang so easily.
idow," said Charlotte, straightening her
posture and meeting her own eyes in the mirror.
I am a widow." The word was becoming
nonsensical in her mouth and mind. Charlotte
swallowed a giggle as she left her room and went
doWnstairs to the front parlor where Frederick
Was waiting.
Jane was already there. Her eyes made their
regular pass over Charlotte's appearance and as
usual her hands fluttered out to twitch some part
of Charlotte's clothing.
Not much longer, thought Charlotte as her spine
Went rigid at Jane's touch. She had never been
able to get used to being fiddled with, despite all
the years she had lived with Frederick and Jane,
but she had learned to conceal her instinctive
recoil.
. "You look well-rested," said Jane, her gaze
flicked from Charlotte to Frederick and made it
seem like an accusation.
"He s on the piano," said Charlotte.
"None of the other tables that were large
enough would fit through the door." Jane sniffed,
Whether from grief or pique Charlotte could not
tell. "I assure you, Charlotte, it's quite proper. The
legs are well-draped and, indeed, who will be
0 oking at the piano when my poor dear brother
Is awaiting his final goodbyes on top of it?"
"Who indeed," replied Charlotte, looking
around for somewhere to sit. Jane guided her
over to a chair beside the piano.
"You wait here, dear. Your callers will be
arriving soon-you sit and compose yourself
While I check the servants. You look a little hectic
for a widow."
Charlotte laid her hands against her face. For
Once Charlotte agreed with Jane that her
appearance was most unsuitable. Her cheeks
Were flushed and her eyes quite clear. Jane looked
I

!

pinched and white with insomnia circled eyes,
but then she always did. Perhaps we should trade
places, thought Charlotte. Frederick was her brother
after all, it would be quite proper. Jane was gone
before she could v,oice her plan.
She folded her hands in her lap and tried to
look demure and bereaved. A few minutes passed
and, already bored, she stood up and peered over
the casket rim. Frederick looked rather more
relaxed in death than he did in life. Jane had
helped lay him out and Charlotte began to giggle
again as she saw the ends of his moustache had
been neatly waxed.
"Poor Frederick, how silly he does look."
Charlotte sat back down and leaned her head
against the side of the piano. Her laughter
swelled silently inside her and caused the
bombazine of her skirts to rustle. A faint scrabble
at the door made her look up to see who was
coming in. Nothing happened.
"Marianne, are you looking through the
keyhole?"
"Yes, Mummy," whispered a tiny voice
through the door. "Aunt Jane said I mustn't come
in but I wanted to see you."
"You can come in, darling."
"No, thank you, Mummy. I don't want to see
Father."
Charlotte smiled and went over to the door.
She elaborately looked both ways down the
corridor, and they tiptoed along the hallway and
then ran up the side stairs to reach Marianne's
playroom.
"Poor Marianne, are you having a horrible
day?"
"Aunt Jane is being such a witch. I've got to
wear this itchy dress and she scolded me for
reading. It's as bad as Sunday."
"That bad? Goodness, how you're suffering,
but listen, sweetheart, it'll get better soon. Aunt
Jane is very upset, after all your father was her
big brother. She's worried about what will
happen to her."
"What will?" asked Marianne, looking
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nexus
interested. "Will she go to the workhouse?"
"No, of course not. I expect your father has
made provision for her. If not I'll give her
something so she can live somewhere else."
Marianne smiled. "Good, that's all that
matters-the somewhere else part. Then you and
me can live together and be happy. It'll be like
when Aunt Jane goes out except it'll be all the
time."
"Yes, darling, but until then we must both
behave ourselves. We don't want Aunt Jane to be
miserable, do we? Do we?"
"No, Mummy, of course not."
"Get a book, darling, and come downstairs
with me. We can read while we wait for Father's
visitors. You don't have to look at him. I'll tell
Aunt Jane you've already paid your respects."
Charlotte watched Marianne earnestly select a
book. To her delight nothing of Frederick seemed
to be in her; she was all Charlotte. Staring at her
daughter made her dizzy with the passage of
time. Charlotte gasped and put the back of her
wrist to her forehead.
What thoughts I'm having today, thought
Charlotte. It's all so strange, not at all how I thought

it would be. Why, I hardly mind about Frederick at all,
but why is everything else so mixed up?
Charlotte and Marianne made their stealthy
way back to the parlor and sat whispering and
reading. Marianne was telling with great
excitement how Aunt Jane had said she must
have a tonic before such a trying day and how she
had poured her tonic in to the aspidistra plant.
"Oh, she's coming!" interrupted Charlotte.
"Hide your book." Marianne leaped to her feet
and swiftly concealed her book under the piano
stool lid. She had done this many times before. To
make sure she sat on the stool.
"Don't swing your legs, child, and what are
you doing here?"
"I sent for her, Jane, so she could kiss her father
goodbye. And now she's keeping me company."
Jane sniffed and sat down on the sofa near
Charlotte. Marianne sighed and began to play
with the bobbled fringe of a nearby drape. The
clock grew louder and louder to Charlotte. Jane
read a prayer. The words buzzed in Charlotte's
head and mixed around until they became the
text of the peculiar letter she had found in
Frederick's study. His mistress sounded as is she
really loved poor rigid Frederick. It seemed a
shame to Charlotte that the only person to profess
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any affection for him should not know he was
gone.
"I wonder," said Charlotte aloud, "did anyone
think to tell Mrs. Davenport that Frederick had
died?"
"Who?" said Jane.
"I believe she was rather fond of Frederick, she
certainly should have been told. Jane, do have
Stevens take a message to her. I think she should
be at the funeral tomorrow. I have her address."
Jane looked at her but went to find Stevens while
Charlotte wrote a letter of condolence to
Frederick's mistress.
"Are you all right, Mummy? You look funny."
"Yes, love, it's just so topsy-turvy today that
my head spins."
"Mine too," said Marianne with a grown-up
nod. "Can I go, Mummy? It's not nice here with
Jane and Father."
"In a little bit. Father's partner will visit soon
and he'll want to see you."
.
"Oh no, he calls me little girl and pinches my
face."
"Yes, but he gives you shillings on special
occasions, and if today isn't a special occasion I
don't know what is. Be brave." Marianne scowled
and went to the window to stare out.
Charlotte's thoughts began to drift again. Mrs.
Davenport's letter was on her mind. How could
someone feel that way about Frederick? And she
said such strange things, ''Your manhood stirs
such ecstasy within me." Really, thought
Charlotte, it sounds as if the woman liked it. She
tried to compare this phantom to the one she
knew: the one who called her angel and lay heavy
upon her, ignoring her levering fingers; the one
who berated her for having no sons and called
her precious; the same man who denied her both
work and pleasure; this was Mrs. Davenport's
dark steed of passion?
Dead Frederick had more mystery than in life
and Charlotte began to feel intrigued by what had
once bored and repelled her. She frowned and
considered what she had been missing. Mrs.
Davenport had had Charlotte's husband in the
light while Charlotte had spent her time in the
dark. What was it? Charlotte's breath was coming
hot and fast and she looked around the room as if
she were at bay.
"Mummy?" asked Marianne. "Mr. Tyler is
coming up the path."
"Bother, oh bother. Marianne, go and tell Aunt

{ane, and bring me back some water." Charlotte
hilnned herself with her handkerchief and bowed
hea_d down on her arms against the piano.
Ices
in the hallway swelled and died away. She
1
~~ed up. Mr. Tyler smiled at her.
Mrs. Kent-my condolences. Your husband is
~ gre~t loss to us." Charlotte smiled and stopped
~stenmg. Mr. Tyler's platitudes flowed on around
~r ~d the words swirled and spun. Strange
:ting images of Mrs. Davenport's secret
0 wledge flashed at the corner of her inner eye.
"Your water Charlotte."
"Wh
I
.
at?" Charlotte blinked. Imposed over her
Wild vision, Jane held a glass out at her.
F "I ~as saying, Mrs. Kent, what a pity it is that
r~enck left you childless."
f You are mistaken, Mr. Tyler, you're not
org~tting Marianne, are you?" said Charlotte,
hatting the sofa beside her for Marianne to join
er.
I" "Of course not, who could forget such a sweet
Ittle girl? But, Mrs. Kent, you know I meant a
son. There is no one left of the Kent blood line."
"There ' s Aunt Jane."
"You sly little minx," snapped Aunt Jane. "Kiss
Your father and go to your room."
d ''.Marianne has already done that, she needn't
0 It again. Marianne, darling, you may play in
the garden."
"Nonsense," said Mr. Tyler in his sonorous
~ 0 ice, "the child must take every chance to pay
er respects. Kiss your father, child." Marianne
clambered onto the piano stool and screwed her
~es tight. She bobbed her head fast to simulate a
1 ss and slid off the stool, trailing her hands. A
kouct plink echoed from the velvet shrouded
eyboard.
"Marianne, really," said Jane, "how could
You?" Mr. Tyler was drawing breath when
Marianne vomited on his shoes. Jane slapped
Marianne who ran out of the room. Charlotte
lllade a strangled noise.
"Goodness, Mr. Tyler, I am sorry. Poor
Marianne has a very sensitive constitution. The
grief must have overcome her. Jane, do please
take Mr. Tyler to clean up. Send Maggie to see
Marianne. 1-1 would like to be alone for a
rnornent please, so don't send the maid in to clean
llntil I ring."
Stunned, Jane and Mr. Tyler left. Charlotte
began to laugh. She stood up and walked around
the room. Faster and faster she circled. Her skirts

v:~

could barely keep up, they trailed and swished
behind her as she moved. At last they began to
twirl clear of the carpet as Charlotte began to spin
in the center of her parlor. A small table was
caught in the funnel of her skirts and its
ornaments scattered, dried flowers in the tempest.
"What do you know, Mrs. Davenport? What is
it you know? What made Frederick a demon to
stir your soul, but the very devil to me?" The pins
fell from Charlotte's hair, it uncoiled, heavy,
slithering, and then began to fly around her.
"What?" sobbed Charlotte falling to the floor and
beginning to crawl towards the piano. The
grotesque cage of her bustle swayed over her
buttocks as she crawled. Charlotte paused,
panting, hair veiling her face.
"Why don't I know? Why did he invade her
'pleasure palace and kiss her rosy buds' and not
mine? Damn it, why?" She stood, pushed back
her hair, and looked at her husband. "Well,
Frederick, let's find out what this big secret is. All
these years I've been in the dark and as Mr. Tyler
reminded me my chances to know are running
out." Charlotte reached out and did something
she'd never done before. She unbuttoned her
husband's trousers and slid her hand inside.
"That's it?" said Charlotte. "That's what it's all
been about?" Charlotte stared at what her hand
held. "This is no serpent, it has no subtly, no
power to stir, it crawls on his belly yet is it a
tempter? Shall I eat of this knowledge or shall I
spurn the vile worm? Oh, Mrs. Davenport, what
have you told me? Get thee behind me, Mrs.
Davenport." Charlotte's laughter rose and fell,
shrieked and whispered, her hands beat at her
sides, at her bustle and breast. Her legs kicked at
Jane and Mr. Tyler, her ears heard a mad roar and
marooned words. She scratched at the hands that
grabbed and the mouths that cried "hysteria."

Clau1ia Madison is in her first year ofgraduate
work at Wright State University. She is from England
and has been living in Dayton for 18 months.
Her work has previously appeared in Nexus.
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Linger

All Night Cup of Coffee

Kayt Hoke
(dedicated to
Allen Ginsberg's Howl)

Tara Miller
(in a resemblance of
William Carlos Williams)
Eye averting eye conversation
stumbles 'round the greasy room
accompanied by a hand from the comer
tap-tapping a nervous tune.
A crumpled napkin travels to
the sticky chipped-tile floor.
All my days must have
somehow led me here
and another cup steam-stained to the lip
that promises too much.
I own an all-night neon
dream flashing on and off,
on and off against

And why don't we tum tonight into forever so we can never, never leave?
Smoking cigarettes and drinking acid vials and scribbling on napkins-the masterpieces of
~y Impression-to capture the light of the time; a strange and luminous and sulphurous
dunness.
Dreams wrapped their spiny, clawed fingers around testicles and minds and nipples and
squeezed until juice ran raw over wrists into parched mouths.
Dosing and damning ourselves to years of screaming psychotherapy only to grow old and
scream for more.
Pretty stick-bodies, powdered lust-white and lipsticked bloody cranberry, grow short lives
and longer coke-nails to create unsatisfying addictions to unsatisfying genitalia and hide in the
cover of hardened, black and salted skeletons; dusty webs of intro-persuasion.
Listening as palpitations of contemplation flash back in on the backs of razors and hypos.
_Sitting in the bathroom reading Communist-Hippie Manifestos and safe sex pamphlets while
~Ir falls out to stuff plastic bags where it rots and smells and is thrown away and you think
Remorse Too Late" would look real good on a headstone; a strange masturbation.
~arching shops for love, finding none and slashing wrists on a downtown comer while you
shriek for sexual-capitalism and break down wishing.
0, my sisters, my brothers, my grand allure to fame,
What I want, what really is, what can never be again.
Linger On...

a dark, hopeless night as
I pick up my cup again.

Tara Miller is a junior at Wright State University,
majoring in English. She lives in Brookville
with her husband and two sons.

. Kayt Hoke is currently an English Education major at
Wright State University. She had edited a literary journal as
well as had her poetry and photography published in Dash
of th~ Pen. Kayt now lives in Dayton, where she pursues
shocking Gothic literature and equally shocking sincerity.
(She is also too sexy for words. Whew!)
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Untitled
John Szkudlarek

Untitled
Don Hartman
Don Hartman is an unemployed jina~ce
graduate student at Wright State University48

John Szkudlarek is a Wright State University student and
works for WWSU, Wright State's radio station.
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The Last Good Roll
KavehRad
The sun is setting behind the hills far to the
west. On the cliff overlooking the valley, I crouch
next to Major Pakravan. He's surveying the
~nemy hills with his binoculars while chewing the
tip of his mustache. Over the fairly barren
l~~~ape, I watch the glowing red ball slowly
dunuush to a small point and then disappear.
"How does it look, sir?" I ask, quietly.
He watches the landscape without answering
Ill~. Above us, a buzzard spreads its wings and
spirals on a rising eddy of dry air. "Couldn't be
better," he then says, remotely. "Go get ready."
On the way back down, I stop at the latrine for
0
'.11' ther leak. Then I go to the area where the men
In ?ur division have assembled. Everybody is
1etly preparing. I sit on the ground next to
b~far, wh?'s my best friend here. He's rubbing
ack pohsh on his face.
"Isn't it better to put on your boots first, before
You get your hands messy?" I ask him.
"N0 , shithead!" he says in his Rashti accent.
"Tu·
,,is w~y, they get a shine when I put them on!"
1 A ~hme? Why, you getting married tonight?"
i~k him_while tying my boot. "Don't forget," I
the tate. his northern accent' ''between friends
re is no mine or yours."
ab We Tehranis have been teasing him as usual
th ~ut Rashti men being extremely liberal with
te~ir Wives. He doesn't seem to mind it. In fact, he
he ~te best Rash ti jokes himself. The other night,
ho d us the one about the guy who comes
an~ and finds his wife in bed naked with
crao er man. It's her shyness that drives me
th zy, he tells the man after his wife ducks under
e covers!

{°

Wine and Skull Party
Mike Cockerham
Mike Cockorham is a Dayton-based photograp/lel'·

say~ ~~n I remind him of our friendship, he
ene~: 1th friends like you, who needs
••ues?" H
arnrno ·
e stands and starts loading his
looks · Especially with the supply belt on him, it
up
:ough his upper body is trying to catch
three
slower. A wiry sixteen year old, he's
arr 0 /~~s young~r than me, but he's quick as a n
llluch as he seen him run, gear weighing almost as
e does, and he's a real menace.

Wi:

The enemy. That's why we're here: at the front
of this front, 35 kilometers from Qasr-e Shirin. Six
years of war and finally it looks as if we're going
to bring them to their knees. After half a million
lives, God's justice will hopefully be administered
soon. Twenty more kilometers and we'll be
within range of blowing up the hydroplant giving
power to Baghdad. Blackout at Baghdad! What a
prize that would be. It's worth dying for.
They'll think twice before invading Iran the
next time. Who did Saddam take us for, anyway?
Was he thinking we would just let him help
himself to the oil? Three thousand years of history
and we've skinned bigger cats than him.
Somebody should have told him this. I place the
grenades on my belt.
Up north, in the Kurdish mountains, the
northern front is making slow progress into
enemy territory. But the bastards are using gas
now. They're even using it on their own people,
wiping villages off the map. Down south, near the
Gulf, our southern front is holding on to the
marshes of Faw, which they overran eight months
ago in an amphibious night attack. Twenty
thousand died on our side, the word is.
Our division of Volunteers had just joined
when the news of the Faw victory came. We were
fresh out of four months of training and hadn't
seen any action yet. Well behind the lines, a large
celebration was held that night. They treated us to
a skewer of kebab each, a real blessing after all
those months of rice and beans.
That was some night. We sat around fires and
clapped, as the sound of flute and drum floated
on the air. A group of Boroojerdi Volunteers,
kercheifs in hand, danced to their native tunes,
skip-stepping, rotating, and then moving in on
the fire in unison. An Azerbaijani group sang
Turkic songs. There was even a group reenacting
Imam Hussein's last battle at Karbala. That really
got us going.
Since then, we've advanced a few more
kilometers into Iraq. So far, it's been easier than
I'd thought, at least for our division. They're
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breaking us in. Except for this last assault, the
tanks and the artillery did most of it. And the
missiles: man! To watch those twelve-packs arc
furiously across the sky like that, flash after flash,
like roaring birds of doom, it makes your hair
stand on end.
The battle for this hill was a different story
altogether, lasting ten days from start to finish.
We were one of the last Volunteer divisions to roll
out, getting here pretty much after the fact. For a
week, we just sat comfortably in our trenches,
listening to the boom of the guns and watching
the rising columns of smoke in the distance. Later,
some of us got to launch a few grenades into their
last pockets of resistance. The divisions at the
very front, though, took some heavy losses.
As they drove us over the cleared paths, the
smell of burning vehicles and rotting flesh was
awful. Heat had taken over where gunpowder
and steel had left off. There were blown-up
carriers and tanks all over the place, some with
charred naked bodies hanging off the sides.
Despite the shape they were in, I recognized a
few faces. There he was, the short, balding guy
that had offered me some of his food a few nights
before, seeing the way I had cleaned my plate. He
was lying in the dirt, his clothes stained with his
blood and urine, his leg turned at the hip at an
impossible angle. Qodrat-Ali, the tall, silver
toothed guy I almost got in a fight with in camp
during soccer-luckily for me, Norik held him
lay curled up like an infant next to the path as we
went by.
During the walk up the hill, I recognized the
untouched face of Sergeant Rahnama, who had
taught us how to assemble weapons blindfolded.
He sat leaning lazily against a rock, like he was
just taking a nap. It looked like any second he
would open his eyes and ask me, in his booming
voice, what the fuck I was doing standing there
looking at him.
We lost 1,800 men for this hill. They lost about
a thousand, plus another three hundred in
prisoners, plus some decent equipment. It was a
real mess. The trucks were rolling out the dead
and injured for a few days nonstop. Some of us
got assigned to help the medics. It's a job I don't
ever want to do again.
I was holding a bag of fluid over this guy with
pretty bad wounds, when my stomach decided to
part with lunch. Nobody noticed me in that
madness, though. There were about fifty injured
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people in all kinds of conditions lying around. In
one area, there was a pile of bodies, all tagged
and wrapped in blankets. A couple of guys were
trying to hold down a boy who was shocked by a
blast wave. He was screaming like there was no
tomorrow. A friend once told me that an
explosion can knock down a certain door in your
head, making you see honest-to-goodness truths
too big to handle all in one dose. When they put
the poor guy in a returning jeep the next day, he
had the empty stare of a dying old man.
On the second night after we set up positions,
we were awakened by shouts and gunfire at three
o'clock in the morning. The noise was coming
from the area below our bunkers where a couple
of hundred POWs were being held. There was a
confused melee of shooting and flashlights. When
the dust settled, an escaping prisoner and two
guards lay dead, one shot by friendly fire and the
other by the prisoner who had jumped and
disarmed him. It was hard not to laugh when we
found out the dead guard, a Volunteer in his
fifties, had taken off after the armed prisoner with
a frying pan!
Tonight our number is up; the break is over.
We will be one of three divisions to take the long
way to the enemy hill. We will creep up on them
from the north, where they don't expect it,
holding their fire until the main attack arrives
from their cast. There are four or five kilometers
to cover. Each of the three divisions will form a
single line, separated by the one on either side by
five hundred meters. If all goes well, we will be
there before dawn.
.The mine-sweeper will be the first man in line
Ours is one of the best. Salar is a Damavand
mountain villager about my age. He used to te~d
to his father's goats before this. He's been cleanng
path for more than a year now and he's still in
one piece.
When nobody was around, I asked him one
night how scared he got, sifting through the
deadly dirt like that with his two rods. He said
the fear had gotten to him initially, that he had
the visiting doctor examine him because of his.
"heart feeling too bouncy." After listening to hi_5
chest, the doctor had told him that he could wntet
him a discharge. Salar refused, of course. The ne"
time he was out, he felt the fear building up
inside him again, his heart hammering at his
throat worse than ever before. He had slowed the

line down to a crawl. Finally, he let the fear win.
He decided to accept a heart attack on the spot!
He poked the dirt submissively like it was going
to be his last moments. He smiled, saying his
heart was steady now. I wondered how it would
feel, challenging death like that.
The new moon has risen over a cobalt horizon.
And at the base of the hill, we've lined up behind
Salar in a thousand-man column of dark shapes,
s~rrounded by some of the guys in khaki who
Will lead the main attack at dawn. The two other
divisions have lined up similarly on either side of
us.
There are pairs of flaggers every two hundred
met~rs, wearing reflective tape on their palms.
During the walk, they'll alternate holding their
hands wide, palms facing the back, so that
everybody stays in line. Moving the tip of his
rods carefully in the dirt ahead of him, the
sweeper in front will clean a meter and a half as
he goes. So there isn't much of a margin on either
side of us.
. I am a third of the way toward the front. Norik,
Ill front of me, is a twenty-year-old Armenian
~rom Isfahan. He told me he had not considered
Joining until a bomb leveled his house, with most
~ his family in it. Jafar is standing behind me, in
s usual loose-jointed, so-what's-the-big-deal
Way.
Major Rahnama and a tall, bearded
Rev~lutionary Guards officer walk down the line,
~king a final inspection. The major is somewhat
~
and slim, with a scattering of white in his
fair and mustache. His fine nose and delicate
eatures belie his fiery temperament. While we
·
hWere
i being
pounded by the enemy, I once saw
m leap out of a trench and get into a shoving
ar~rnent with a guardsman manning the
artillery.

?rt

th They check everything, including the safety on

\~l<s.

Rahnama tells Jafar to put more polish
00
f~s fac~. After Jafar does so, he looks even
"Yer with the large whites of his eyes.
ask hiou Want me to lend you my sunglasses?" I
''Y m after the major is a safe distance away.
~~: eyes are still showing."
idi _ease do," he says. "Then I'd see less of you
ot Ill front of me'"
"J f
.
rem.ea ar, tell me a good one before we go." He
,,Arnbers all the good jokes.
Yatollah Montazeri was inspecting the front

in a chopper," he says a joke he's told at least
three times. "After a while, he taps the pilot on
the shoulder, pointing toward the rotor." Jafar
taps my shoulder and moves in for the punchline.
"The pilot pulls off his headset, thinking there's
something wrong. 'It's cold in here,' he tells the
pilot. 'Could you turn the fan off?"'
The command finally comes. We start
climbing, walking under the Quran somebody
has held over our heads. When I reach the top, I
look at the thick gathering of stars up above. So
many warriors have gone to war under the same
stars; now it's my tum.
Crickets sing nearby. The sky is clear, except
for a single cloud backlit by the new moon. I feel
God's presence hanging over us like fog. Coming
down the hill, we walk cautiously. Our columns
slide into darkness like serpents.
All martyrs will go to heaven, they say, but as
the poet says, no one's been back to tell us what
it's like, that afterlife. During the first few months
after Father died, I felt him a few times, mostly in
that hazy time right after falling asleep. I'd force
myself awake and feel his presence, like he'd just
been there.
Father died in his sleep one night, almost eight
years ago, right after the revolution. I have a
picture of him with my sister Maryam. In this
picture they're on the balcony on a spring day,
the branches of our apple tree in bloom. Maryam
is a year old, with big, puffy cheeks, standing
precariously a couple of steps away from him.
Father, in his suit, is bent toward her, for a
moment smiling into the camera, his hands
reaching out for her.
He's smiling in that picture, but I don't
remember him as a happy man. He came from a
poor family, got himself a degree in accounting,
and worked for the government. He was really
good with numbers: he could do whole rows in
his head.
He kept getting transferred to different
bureaus. He always said it was a better position,
but our life didn't improve any. Mother told me a
few years ago that he would cause trouble at
work, that he would look at the books too
carefully, finding out where every last rial was
going. Inevitably, phone calls would be made,
and he would be sent elsewhere.
The times that he seemed most carefree were
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when he was home on a Friday afternoon, talking
or playing backgammon with friend. He would
sit on the carpet next to the samovar, supplying a
steady flow of tea and backgammon bravado. The
winner would always be accused by the other
side of only being lucky in the roll of the dice.
Father was a good player; he knew how when to
tempt his opponent into taking a piece he had
deliberately left exposed.
I remember his last game. It was a few days
before he died. He was playing against Mr.
Naderi. He was in a bad spot, with one of his
pieces grounded on the opposite side. Naderi
kept teasing him. I was standing next to him,
looking over his shoulder. Suddenly, he turned
and looked at me.
"Now, son!" he said. "Be kind and tell our
friend Naderi what I need on this roll."
"My father needs a pair of sixes!" I said,
giggling. He turned around and faced the board,
smiling confidently-as if he knew that was
exactly what he would get. "I throw this pair of
sixes for my son!"
"Don't do this to the child, Manooch!" Mother
protested from the kitchen-but it was too late.
Father let go of the dice without any hesitation in
his hand. They came crashing on the hardwood
board, one of them spinning a second before
coming to rest. It was a pair of sixes! He let out a
roaring laugh.
When the following Friday came, I looked at
his empty spot on the carpet, next to the steaming
samovar, and heard the dice roll.
We've come to a stop. It looks like Salar has
picked a mine. The other divisions get coded on
the radio. I can almost see Salar, walking away
from the line, with someone carrying the mine a
few steps behind him. At a safe distance, the
handler carefully sets it down. They mark the dirt
around it and return to the line.
My throat is dry and I need to take a leak. I
check the safety on the gun. Jafar is looking
around. Out in front, I see the dark outline of the
enemy hill, its flat top silhouetted against the star
studded sky. It's 2:30 and we're only halfway
there.
Dear Leila, I hope they haven't married you off
by now. You won't forget me, will you? If I get
out of here alive, I'll go to college, and later I'll
send Mother for your sweet hand.
I was in love with her long before the night I
talked to her for the first time, the night the Scud
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landed near Sanaii Circle. She lives with her
family in our neighborhood. Walking home from
school, I'd take their street, hoping to run into
her. When I did, though, I never dared say
anything. On Friday mornings, I started going to
the bakery the same time she usually did.
Standing in line, I felt her eyes on me sometimes,
though I could never catch her. I would steal
glances at her, not wanting to make her feel
uncomfortable, like others sometimes did. Of
course, I wasn't stupid enough not to leave just a
tail end of my glance on her before looking the
other way. I got so distracted by her a few times
that I bought too much or too little bread. I told
Mother that I was really hungry or that they ran
out.
We were having dinner when the missile
landed that night. Though they were taped, our
windows blew in. As Mother grabbed Maryam, I
saw myself jumping up, expecting the house to
come down. There had been air raids before, but
this seemed next door. After I came to, I thought
of our neighbors. I thought of Leila, two streets
up from us. I looked at Mother and ran out. She
screamed "Be careful!" behind me.
On our street a couple of people were running
west. The infant next door was wailing. People
poked their heads out of broken windows. It had
happened further away than I'd thought, a few
blocks northwest, where a rising puff of smoke
was dimly lit by fire. Running on Kiani Street, I
was happy to see Siamak's house intact. Two
streets over, near Sanaii Circle, a number of
houses lay in ruins.
The street was filled with debris. Neighbors
had started digging through the rubble, tossing
bricks and struggling with beams. There was a
small fire in one of the half-demolished houses. Id
helped with the digging, only then realizing I ha
house slippers on. A fire truck and a few
ambulances arrived, sirens blaring. One by one,
half a dozen cars carrying rescue workers, a
military jeep, and a couple of city patrol cars
arrived.
Lights were set up, revealing the grim details,
Among some twisted metal, there was a severed
hand. An old woman had to be restrained frotTl
pulling out somebody who was caught under
chunks of cement. I started feeling queasy, so 1
stood aside and caught my breath in the front
yard of a destroyed house.
Two women were tending to a woman who t
was bleeding from a cut on her face. "I just wen

across the street for a minute!" she sobbed
apologetically, as if she had caused the whole
thing. After she saw a child's remains pulled out,
she los~ control. Altogether, six people were dug
?ut while I was there, two of them amazingly not
m bad shape. The ambulances took off, throwing
broken brick and shards of glass from under their
tires.
Around midnight, the rescue workers asked
people to leave. Turning around, I found myself
next to her. I said hello and she smiled. Her head
Wasn't covered, revealing long, dark hair. Even in
the dim street light, she seemed a bit pale. We
started walking, then stopped in front of a
damaged house.
."I go to school with the girl in that house," she
said. The wall on the blast side had buckled, and
the second floor and roof leaned over
precariously.
d' "Id
, on ' t think they were home," I said. "I
i~ t see _anybody get in or out of there."
Me neither."
ttu!;7anted to say something else, but I couldn't
.
of anything. This always happens to me. We
Just stood there, as if waiting for the occupants to
get home. When a Komiteh guy asked us to leave,
We,,started walking, quietly.
}hat was horrible," I finally said.
I wonder when this war's going to end" she
said.
,

"Soon, I hope."

ri "You think it will?" Her voice had a pleasant
ng. She looked at me
"I
.
a 1 t takes a lot of work, I guess. It'll probably be
~,t more painful."
}t's strange, isn't it, all this pain?"
Yes, it is."
"Do
1 th you think it's necessary?"
bett ought about her question for a while. "It
lCh er be, " was all I could say. We reached
!;,adm~d A~enue.
north~ gmng this way," she said, indicating

"If•
mys 1~t s okay I'll walk you home," I heard
the ;. 1 say. We walked off the sidewalk, avoiding
corn i e of glass next to the office building in the
lhr;r, Some people were still out, investigating.
Uoder:t were standing in pajamas and
'They sto rts by a ~oorway, discussing the scene.
as We PPed their conversation and looked at us
before~lked past them. It was only two weeks
could h e New Year, and spring was in the air. It
ave been a perfect night.

"By the way, my name is Iman," I said.
"Mine is Leila," she said. I was trying to think
of what else to say when she said, "I go to Omid."
"Omid?" I asked in a cracked voice. "My
mother teaches there," I said, trying to control my
voice. I would have been happy to walk with her
on doomsday.
"Yes, I know." She smiled, dimples forming on
her cheeks. She must have seen me waiting for
Mother at the gate.
"She taught us two years ago, in ninth grade,"
she said. "She's great."
Thank you, Mother. We talked a little more
until we reached her street. It's now or never.
"I'm really glad you weren't hurt," I said, feeling
ten~ion buil~ing inside me. "I hope to see you
again sometime-I mean, not like this!" I hadn't
thought of a place to meet; there was no chance
her family would allow it. We reached their
house.
"Well .. .I'll try," she said, looking away shyly.
Just then, their front door sprang open and her
older brother appeared. He asked her where
she'd been, that they had looked for her. He sized
me up before they went in. As I walked away, I
heard him in their front yard giving her a hard
time about going out alone like that, especially
without a veil. She answered that it was no big
deal.
That night, I twisted and turned in bed and
struggled with thoughts until I heard birds
chirping outside our broken window. When I
finally fell asleep, I dreamed of another missile,
roaring outside our seemingly paper-thin walls as
if a huge subterranean demon had just surfaced
its head. I saw myself running in the streets, with
tremendous effort overcoming the tug of gravity
on my feet. Before I woke up, I dreamed of
finding Leila on a sunny Caspian sea beach. She
was standing barefoot on the cool, wet sands, the
salty air rippling in her dress and combing
through her hair. From a distant mosque behind
me, I could hear a familiar chant:

I

Should I tumble in my blood
Should I tumble in my blood
Oh Mother, cry not
Bed of flowers will be Iran
From these petals that fall
From these petals that fall
It was a pleading voice that rose and sank like
the breaking surf. I woke up calm and clear55
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minded. I decided I was going to volunteer.
The next two months went by quickly. We
were off from school, preparing for the final
exams. I spent the days studying with friends,
more than once wondering whether it mattered at
all. During that time, I walked Mother home after
school often. If she was surprised at my sudden
love-blooming, she didn't say anything. Waiting
for her, I saw Leila in the schoolyard a few times.
I waved at her from a distance, not wanting to get
either of us in trouble. From her comer window
on the second floor, their principal eyed the yard
like no hawk ever did.
Three weeks before I left, I waited for Leila a
couple of blocks from school. Standing next to a
paper stand, I absentmindedly flipped through a
magazine. It was a warm afternoon in May, and
rush-hour traffic was crawling.
I approached her from behind, after she
separated from friends. "Hello, Miss Leila!" She
turned around suddenly.
"Oh! Hello."
"Sorry if I surprised you; I just wanted to talk
to you for a minute." She stopped. "I wanted to
say goodbye before I left." A knot formed on her
brow. "I'm going to the front."
The hand she was using to shield the sun from
her eyes dropped. I noticed for the first time that
she had green eyes! I don't know how I had
missed that. There were halos of hazel right
around her tightened pupils, with light orange
streaks radiating out of it into the green. It was
strange, looking into her eyes in that light.
She looked paler. Her lips were quivering, as if
she was searching for words. Tears welled in her
eyes. What had I done to deserve that concern?
Finally, she let out her breath-I felt it on my face.
I never knew a pair of lungs could produce such a
beautiful sound.
"It's something I feel I must do," I said. "I hope
to be back. Soon, God willing." She reached over
and held my hand, pressing hard before rushing
away. I'll think of you, I wanted to say after her;
sadly, I didn't.
That was the last time I saw her.
I told Mother that evening. She was in the
kitchen, preparing dinner. Maryam was lying on
the living room carpet, doing homework. I sat
down at the kitchen table and Mother brought me
tea. While she was doing some dishes, she asked
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about my exams.
"I have something to teHyou, Mother," I said.
"I. . .I'm going to the front."
She stopped drying her hands. She was quiet
for a moment, but I knew the onslaught was
coming. She came over and dropped herself into
the chair next to me. "Iman, listen to me... "
"I've made up my mind Mother; please don't
try to change it."
She looked at me, something building up
inside her. Suddenly, she looked at the ceiling.
"Why do you do this to me, God?" she said,
"Wasn't my husband enough?!"
"I'm not dead yet, Mother!"
"It's very likely-if you go!"
"Well ... then, it's for a good cause."
"What cause?" she snapped.
"Our country! Our religion!"
"Religion? What kind of Islam is this? Why
aren't the mullahs fighting?"
"They are, Mother."
"Not enough of them. They just sit by the
ringside and cheer-that's all they do!"
"Mother, I don't want. .. "
"Listen," she said, trying to control her voice.
She put her warm, moist hand on mine, her fleshy
wrist holding a few shiny, thin bracelets. "Don't
you want to know the truth?"
"Mother, I know enough about... "
"This war is not about Islam. It's not about the
country. This is what keeps them in power-all
this hate! This is what the giants want, protecting
their oil and selling their arms like scums."
Giants, one of her favorite words. ''The French
sell to them, the Americans to both sides, the
Russians to them, the Chinese to us. Israel,
Germany, Britain, Korea: everybody's in it for
themselves." She pointed her finger, lecture
mode.
"So what if ... ?"
"And later, they'll sell to us again, to rebuild all
the things we paid so dearly to have destroyed.
Leaches!"
By that time, I'd lost my whole script, so she
took her time continuing. I noticed Maryam,
standing in the doorway.
"This is not about our country," Mother
continues, "This is about the price of oil. The
giants sow divisions and reap the profit-and we
pay in blood!" she yelled, her voice breaking. I
thought I let her finish. "It's a curse, this oil!

Everybody's got their eyes on it. We would have
been better off without it." With a tissue from her
pocket, she wiped her nose. "If they hadn't
reinstalled the Shah thirty years ago for the sake
of their oil, there wouldn't even be this kind of
Islam. They only let us get rid of him this time,
when he started thinking he was God!"
It wasn't the first time that she was saying
these things. Mother isn't exactly an optimist.
That's why I stopped discussing these things with
her a long time ago. "Mother, we're the ones
buying the arms."
"Who's we? Nobody asked me!"
"For God's sake; we were attacked!" My voice
came cracked. "If everybody thought like you, we
would've lost half the country by now! Too many
people I know have shed their blood for this. Is
mine any redder than theirs?"
"Big words!" she said.
Now she was really getting on my nerves.
"Listen to me, Iman," she said more calmly,
shifting gears. "You're too young!" Another
favorite argument. "In this part of the world, little
countries don't attack each other without getting
the green light from bigger places. Okay, so we
defended our country-we're in their soil now.
!;Ve're invaders now!" she said, waving her finger.
We should have stopped three years ago, after
we got them out."
"Mother, after all this, we can't afford to leave
that maniac in power. Can't you see that?"
"No!"
"If we don't get rid of him while we have the
upper hand, he'll just collect his venom and strike
back later. With his regime gone, they'll be able to
elect a fair leader."
"How do you know he's going to attack?"
"That ' s the way he is. Anyway, we can't take
that kind of risk. We'll teach them a lesson that
th and the world will never forget!" I stood up.
r . The world always forgets!" she said, despair
lning her face. She looked up at the ceiling again,
shaking this time. "I will not give my only son to
teach any damn world any damn lesson!" she
:o~red. She put her palms on her face and exhaled
smgle sob into her hands. Maryam walked over
and put a hand on her shoulder. Mother
:lllained quietly compressed like that, while she
1, ed to swallow something huge within herself.
kid never seen her so lonely. I started pacing the
tchen.

~f

"They won't let us touch Saddam, either," she
continued in a sad but resolved tone. "The
Americans won't let us."
"We have to try."
"They have eyes in the skies that see an ant
move!" she said, pointing up. "They see
everything. They'll go over the satellite photos in
their air-conditioned rooms, while our sons rot in
the desert!" She looked distantly, like she was
seeing a specific room in the Pentagon.
"Nevertheless, we... "
"They will sell whichever side is losing
whatever it takes to stop that from happening,"
she continued, sniffling. "We're just pawns to
them."
"I'll be fine, Mother." What a mess; I should
have just written her before leaving.
"Even if you come back in one piece, you may
not be. I know you; you're a sensitive boy. Look
at Khakzad's kid-he hasn't come out of the
house once since he's been back."
"I'm not like him!" I surprised even myself by
yelling. Hours on end, Reza Khakzad paced his
little penthouse room across the street, back and
forth, like a caged tiger. Some nights, he
screamed.
"Anyway, if the ayatollahs say we must fight,
who am I to say they're wrong?" I asked.
"They're just people, Iman, like you and me."
"No, they're not. They represent our religion. If
they can't read the mind of God, then who can?"
Mother looked at me silently. I watched the
tears on her face. I went for it.
"You either believe in something or you don't,
Mother."
A few weeks later, on the grounds of the
former American embassy, I boarded one of the
buses that took Volunteers to camp. More than
five hundred of us had just marched the streets,
chanting slogans and waving flags and banners.
We were wearing red bandanas, the words
"Karbala, here we come!" across mine. Near the
sidewalk, a sheep had been slaughtered, its blood
spilling into the drainage grill.
It was a hot, sunny morning and the air was
heavy with exhaust. I sat by an open window.
People had surrounded the buses. Mother, Uncle
Jalal and my friend Taghi were there. Mother
looked at me in a strange way.
Taghi reached up and touched my cheek, a
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smile beaming on his round face. "Take extra care
not to catch cold!" he said. As the bus began to
roll, I waved at everybody. "God be with you,"
Uncle said, nodding. As we drove off, I closed my
eyes and felt the breeze on my face.
All that seems like a dream now, or a movie
that I once watched as a child. In this sea of
darkness, my whole life before this night stands
away from me like a distant shore. A bird hoots
eerily in the bushes.
We walk quietly, single file, every man an
island inside himself. A thousand blind men, we
follow our sage, walking a rope bridge hung over
the valley of death. I look down, not at the flagger
ahead with his dead tired arms. I just step where
Norik has stepped in front of me. I can hear my
heart pounding; sweat is dripping from my chin
and I badly need to piss.
The enemy's hill, which looked small before
we started, looms larger than ever before us. The
moon lies low. I see the dawn star over the
horiwn. This is pushing it. The landscape around
us is flat. ..
A sudden gust picks up a ton of dirt and
swoops it all around us. I squint, but it gets in my
eyes. This is all we need. I feel the safety on my
AK...

How many are they on the ridge? Three
thousand of us, four grenades and six 40-rounder
magazines, plus two drums each: that's
formidable fire! That should be a more than
decent punch before the knockout comes from
their other side. I'd like to see the surprise on
their faces when they find out we're hitting them
from their own back yard. We may overrun them
altogether by the time the main force arrives. I see
the major patting us on the back, unable to
contain his smile. We still have some distance to
cover, though, and they have the high ground.
The hill's a good two hundred meters high-I'm
not even sure I can toss anything up that high!
We have to do some climbing-who said this was
easy? We're just going to spread at the base of the
hill, and creep up on them en masse. The mines.
We can't just walk around there like a herd
without risking them. Anyway, we'd be close
enough at that stage. But climbing this thing takes
time. Anyway, the guys in front have all the
contingencies-this isn't the first time this has
been done. Just stay cool, Iman, and do your
job ...
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Someone ahead takes a noisy fall, and another
guy falls over him! Fucking blind assholes!
They're lucky they landed on pure dirt. I check
the safety on the gun. The line slows down. We
don't have time for this shit. Four-o-eight. Did
anybody hear us?
How long are we supposed to keep them
engaged, before the wave hits them from the
other side? From the east, they can get to them a
hell of a lot faster: it's a shorter distance, and they
have plenty of heavy fire. Though, it does depend
on what's facing them. If it's anything like the last
fight, that could hold them up for a while. In this
shitty terrain, we could hold out an hour, maybe
more-it depends. By that time...
A pang of fear settles in: by that time, all their
fire would be facing our way. They'll switch them
around after we attack from this side. I get a
sharp image of the single pieces Father left
exposed in the game. No, they wouldn't do that
to us!
We're getting closer. It's hot. I wish they'd stop
for a minute so I could take a leak. My knees are
unsteady; I stumble over something. Maybe the
guy who fell wasn't so blind after all! Come on,
Iman, get a hold of yourself! You'll be laughing at
this tomorrow. What is Satar thinking now?
Accepting the fear, even if it leads to a heart
attack-lunacy! Okay, this is it, you asked for it. I
tum around for a moment and look at Jafar. He's
looking around.
"Jafar! Jafar, stop looking for your bride!" As I
tum, I see the first hint of dawn on the horizon.
Show me a sign, God. A falling star, a buzzing
insect-anything! I look at the sky.
A moving point of light above the hill! Another
one! We stop in our tracks. Soon, there's a whole
colony of flares rising and hanging in the night air
above us. Dawn arrives early. The Iraqis open
their guns.
"Allah-u-Akbar!" _somebody shouts. More
shouts follow like echoes. Now, everybody is
running forward and spreading in a frenzy,
risking everything. A few return fire. I stay put.
"Surena!" screams Norik, charging. I take off
behind him. Around me, black-clad men run and
dive for cover. Only a few lousy bushes to hide
behind.
A mortar screams, landing with a deafening
bang that shakes the air between us. I stumble
over a fallen guy. Norik hits the ground. More
explosions. I run straight ahead, behind others.

The land is flat. There's no going back now.
Jafar overtakes me, spraying blindly uphill. I
aim and press: nothing! Running behind him, I
release the safety, and give it a burst. We're
getting closer. From the top of the hill, I see the
sparks flying in our direction. This can't be
happening! I aim and press.
Some have reached a mound of dirt at the base
of the hill. I hear the thumps of grenades going
off uphill. Jafar jumps over the back of someone
shooting behind a bush. I veer behind the guy.
The men ahead are dropping. No way! I brace
myself for death.
Someone steps on a mine. Jafar stumbles and
falls. I dive next to him. The light subsides, then
picks up again as a new round of flares go up. I
aim and press. More thumps on the hill.
Jafar is moaning, his shirt soaked with blood.
There's no place to go. "Hang on, Jafar." I aim
and press: shit! I fumble with a fresh magazine. I
aim over him toward the ridge and press again.
The guns come at us nonstop. A mortar screams.
As it goes off in front, it shoves Jafar into me.
With my whole body, I cling to dirt, dust filling
my mouth.
. Jafar makes a choking sound. In the wavering
hght, I see a bloody bubble burst on his lips ...
A dark cluster of men run past me firing. I
should follow them. The air above me seems
charged. I should play dead. No! I aim and press.
The divisions on either side are also under attack,
their thud-thud replies pitiful compared to what's
Coming.
Someone dives next to me. We aim and press.
"Reload. We'll go on three!" he says through
clenched teeth.
I fumble with my belt. Finally, I manage to pull
~e drum out. He's got a pair of grenades ready in
his left hand.
" ... two, three-let's go!" He gets up, opening a
burst of fire. I stay.
"Get up, motherfucker!" he yells. The earth
holds me. He takes off, screaming something. I
move closer to Jafar. "Jafar!"
A man is running by when he takes a hit in his
fa~e, knocking his feet up from under him. He
Skids on his back, stopping next to me. In the light
of the flares, I see the gaping red hole where his
forehead was, only a moment ago. Dear Lord.
Dear Lord ...
Dawn. On the lower slopes of the hill, a small
Pocket of dark forms fights desperately, shooting

and tossing grenades. Their prospect looks bad,
the trickle of joining forces easily offset by the
ones tumbling down the slope. In a lull between
the a~illery volleys, a bullet mercifully or
mer~ilessly ends someone's prolonged agony.
Fmally! The Howitzers start landing on the
back of the hill, their large booms shaking the
gr~und ~p to here. Tracers draw burning
traJectones across the sky. Screaming commands
from the top, but the shooting doesn't stop. I can
almost see them up there. Lead hisses by
overhead. I press my face into the bloodied dirt
next to Jafar. My bladder gives. I wait.
A screeching mortar and the earth roars behind
me. When I look up, a reddened flare is dying
smokily before me. I close my eyes, but its
impression stays, a glowing fog hanging inside
my trembling lids. It's him. I see Father as he
turns his head to face the backgammon board. I
am watching his last good roll. He shakes the dice
and lets go without any hesitation in his hand.
"Now, son.'" he says.
I am running!
I'm light as air; my feet hardly touch the
ground. Like wind, I approach the hill. I fly over
the dying men. No bullet ever touches me. I am
no mortal; I am Spirit itself.
Explosion in front-no pain. I reach the hill. I
begin to climb. Heads will roll; I am Genghis
Khan.
Land giv~s un~er my feet. Nothing will stop
me now. I chmb hke a low beast, clawing the dirt.
Prince of Chaos; I'm the Devil himself.
. I reach the top roaring, claiming it as my
Kingdom. My eyes hunt hungrily. A few bodies
lie around me. A lone gunner emerges as my
closest prey. I'm your Death.
He abandons his fixed gun as I run toward
him. He has justified terror in his eyes. He crawls
backward on his hands and feet. When he sees it's
too late, he sits and just waits for me, as I descend
upon him and plunge the bayonet into him.
He screams! He screams a long, guttural vowel
that fills me. I see myself cutting him again and
again to stop him, until someone pushes me from
the side. On my knees; there's no one there.
There's nobody but the man I killed, and this
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burning blooming in me. I listen to the boom of
the guns...
There's a fierce sun overhead. It's quiet. A boy
holds a bag of clear fluid over me. A medic
presses on my ribs.
Pain! Pain that sizzles and sinks deep. I hear a
dull ringing noise in my ears. I hold my breath
and raise my head to see the blood-soaked cloth
he's holding.
"Hold your strength!" the medic says. ''There;
relax." His voice comes from a distance. We're
going to get you out of here." I hear people go by,
moving things. "Slow down!" someone says.
"Where are we?" I ask.
"On God's land. Just hold still."
"My fr.1end ... "
"Don't worry, we'll get everybody." With his
free hand, he cuts the tape the boy is holding. The
sun is hard; I'm melting.
"Can I sleep for a minute?"
"No!" he says. "Stay awake for a while." He
looks at the bag. "Stay awake, son. You're going
home."
I walk toward her. She wears a dark veil with a
soft, colorful pattern of flowers. I stand before
her. We speak no words. I look into her eyes. The
afternoon sun behind me is reflected in her eyes.
The wind rises. I tum and see the trees
swaying, the sky darkening. Clouds cover the
sun. But the light is still in her eyes, pouring out
of her pupils like fire. I move closer. It's the
whitest light I've ever seen. It doesn't bother me.
The wind swirls around us. A strong gust
suddenly tears away her veil, raising her hair in
the air behind it. She stands barefoot, wearing a
white fabric that reveals her skin, the puffs of
color on her breasts. I move closer.
The light recedes in her eyes. As I follow it, her
darkness draws me in. Darkness grows before
me, until I am overwhelmed by her altogether.
Now, it's only a clear skin of water that separates
us. I enter it, sensing a burst of life as I do.
When I recover, I'm falling. I tumble backward
and head first. I can't tell how fast I'm falling. I
see nothing. I am naked. I know nothing.
A point of light emerges down below, growing
as I fall toward it. It's Mother. Why does she look

at me so? I fall past her.
Down below, another light. It's a fire. Music.
Men and women dancing around the fire. The

women utter wedding cheers. I tumble past them.
Guns rumble in the distance. Lights flash
across the darkness. Cold winds howl. I hear the
cries of men getting louder. Below me, there's a
dark churning sea; a sea of floating faces. Millions
of faces, bobbing in the waves, chanting and
shouting: "Allah-u-Akbar!" "Long live Saddam!"
"Long live Khomeini!" "Long live Israel!" "Long
live Palestine!" "Death to America!" "We will
never surrender!" "Freedom now!"
The steady shouts rise from their throats like
some primordial boiling steam. The steam
thickens as I fall, burning me.
I fall into the dark sea of floating faces, sinking
to its depths. It's an angry sea of fear. It's a
frightening sea of need. It's a limitless sea of
limits. We are the love for order, consumed.
A light appears below; I'm falling right toward
it, gun in hand. I'm holding it straight, like an
extension of myself. The knife glitters. It's him:
looking up, waiting. I try to point the gun away,
but my hands are not mine. He has the same
terror in his eyes; his mouth opens. I watch
myself plunge the knife into his chest, stopping
next to him.
He makes no sound as he holds the end of my
gun. He looks down at his bloody hands, then up
at me. Slowly, the fear vanishes from his face. He
begins to laugh. But his voice is not his; it's
Father's.
lam home.

** Literary Contest Honorable Mention**

Four Deer Dream
Carol Tyx

Strange I should see them first,
when it is you who recognizes the slightest
movement, but I looked up from your arms and saw
their tails twitching, the thin
brown faces turned to us. They stood like
trees, legs planted in the ground, yet one leg bent,
ready to send the signal to run,
yet not running, watching us as we
watched them from our bed of leaves. At first
I saw only three, but like us,
there was more than I had counted on.
When I put my arm around you, two of them turned,
tails flashing, but two stayed, one
in front of the other, that thin foreleg
arched. I could see the soft white of her tail
and her moist round nose
quivering. When she stamped her foot,
I felt the urgent low vibrations, felt my bones
tingling. Still holding you,
I leaped after her, my tail rising and falling
until I disappeared in the trees, not even knowing
if you had come with me.

Kaveh Rad currently lives in Oakland, California,
He is also very patient and certainly relieved
to finally see this story in print,

Carol Tyx is a Wright State University student and
currently lives in Greenville, Ohio.
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Beginnings
Cathy Wilson Sayer

Is there some shrouded sepulchre
of this mind which remembers rising
warm and damp from moss-covered
forest floors, swathed in darkness
only and washed by the first mists?
That true, invincible veils
close heavily over many eons,
for I cannot call forth any feeling
for lifetimes bound in earthen gravity
scratching with grouse and peahen,
devoid of any ethereal light.
Intervening, could there have been
a red bird time when, feathered fine,
I chatted cheerily with purple
finch and chickadee, tunes too bright
for the mother pea and the present me?
Then have I decreed by chosen stars
to find in this birth-finallythe freedom to live in the most real world,
to breathe eternity in every porethat which I have only hoped for?
Stars or not, I tum from the bondage
of that which can only be seen, touched,
the cursed limitations of bad choices
whose weight I too long have born
to BE the courage which springs
from talons sunk in jagged cliffs
to finally feel in the flight of eagles
the homing of my soul.

Having It All
Cathy Wilson Sayer

She
is standing
on a spinning ball
spinningswiftly spinning
one obsidian cosmic
blur
straining
for the ripened
all that streaks past
like apple asteroids
singingchoose laughter,
applause-grow crinkly
green stuff and climb
here's a chaise lounge,
a child's face
and all-all
golden.
Reaching
spinning, stumbling
she sees another hand
and taking it
finds

He
is standing
on a spinning ball.

Carol Y-!ilson Sarer is afirst-year teaching assistant in
English at Wright State University. Her poems have
appeared in Flights, Chimaera, Our Book, and Nexus. She
has also published feature stories in popular magazines.
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They Are the Unknown
Text by Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
Photo by David Hwang
They are the unknown.
We scoff at them and whisper about them behind their backs.
We call them perverts and sickos.
We accuse them and their hobby for the ills of American society.
We say they and their kind are rapists.
What we do not call them is heroes.
On a recent trip to stake out the local porn theatre at 9 am on a Saturday morning, I discovered several
men waiting outside the theatre prior to its opening. Who are these men and why are they waiting
outside a porn house bright and early on a Saturday morning?
I decided to watch awhile. I stood like a teenage voyeur outside the head cheerleader's bedroom
window. I stood fascinated by what I was witnessing.
There were not just a few stragglers but men of all ages and economic backgrounds. There were men of
all sizes, shapes, and colors, but they were all wearing the same uniform. They tried to be disguised
without looking disguised, wearing blue jeans and sweatshirts.
They arrived on foot and in beat-up Chevys. They arrived in pick-up trucks, and one even a Mercedes.
One man I witnessed was an elderly gentleman who walked like a penguin.
I wondered about his life and why he was there. Did it have to do with sex or were there economic
factors involved? Was it merely for the camaraderie or something so different that my middle-class value
system will never understand?
I sat and pondered for a while and the penguin left. He said goodbye to the clerk and called her by
name. I guess this must be a weekly (daily) ritual for Mr. Penguin.
After further thought, I realized they are not different from you and me. They are just willing to be
more public in their actions. They do not hide in the bathroom with a Hustler magazine; they do not get
their porn movies at the video store or mailed to them in a brown paper wrapper. They are the brave
ones.

Thomas J. Lu~nte is the News Editor ofThe Guardian
and works enhrely too much. David Hwang, on the other
hand, can be seen hanging out on street corners in
an overcoat and a rather conspicuous paper bag under his
arm. Actually, Dave is one of the hardest working
photographers a:ound, and also one of the most
difficult to find in an emergency.
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Yamadera

Friday Afternoon

Victoria Hathaway-Sarver

Victoria Hathaway-Sarver

We pull the cord and clap our hands
praying to the Buddha
his prayer for meaning in life
mine for inner peace
incense burning
prayer cards hung in trees
one for the rabbit
the other for the ox
Drinking from the spring
cleansing cold water
quenches thirst
Climbing higher
we reach the monk's cell
two-by-fours on the mountain's side
a look-out nest for zen meditation
My first visit
to this land of the rising sun
Yet I know in the depths of my soul
I've sat in this nest before.
Iwasa monk
taking care of the temple
--0r Basho's apprentice
carrying rice

Her voice sneaks past the secretary
-patched directly through
Surprise! Right name, wrong person
Whatever works!
Lunch? We need to talk
He pauses, then agrees.
Green flowered drapes, feeling of evening
cozy atmosphere
Downcast eyes search menu
A waitress takes the order
then leaves to get drinks.
Brown eyes focus across the table
Blue eyes match the gaze-then soften
"Thanks for coming."
He explains himself
considers her pleas
Verbal wrestling ensues
The hour ends too soon
They go their separate ways.
No final resolution
-status quo
His thoughts unknown to her.
She ponders deep brown eyes.

The land feels like home.

Victoria Hathaway-Sarver is a second-year teaching
assistant in English at Wright State University. She is also a
karate instructor of her own dojo in West Milton, Ohio. H~
plans for seeking full-time employment have been put on hol
pending completion of her t~is. But lookfo~-~r to~
knocking on your door in August. (Ha111yahhh•
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Love at 14

Salvatore Knew Little of Love

Deborah Lukjanovs

Barbara Edwards-Aldrich
Salvatore knew little of love:
what are the hundred nights
he waited beneath Elena's window
when I would wait
ten thousand nights
-heedless of wind and rain
to hold your heart?yet what are ten thousand nights
when I would walk the earth
-life after lifeto breathe when you breathe,
to feel you shiver as I shiver?
for what are the torments
of the Arctic and the Sahara
when compared
to the chills and fever
of an endless passion?

Would Your Heart
at Last Be Moved?
Barbara Edwards-Aldrich
What mementos of me do you entrust
to the stiff silence of a pine chest?
A scrap of raillery?
An earnest note? A page of poetry?
Do you ever awake
in the hollow hours
before an autumn dawn,
pu,t on your robe,
and retrieve an entombed page?
Do you ponder each ambiguous word . 7
and wonder if you should discern my meaning·
If, on a mute December morning,
I were no more than those
aching words on aging paper,
would your heart at last be moved to look
beyond each carefully constructed line?
Barbara "Edward-Aldrich is pursuing her M.A. in English with
the creative writing option at Wright State University.
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They are Beatie fans. Pictures of Paul cover
every inch of Cindy's room, but since Cindy shares
a room with her sister, they spend every weekend
night at Rose's, and in one of Rosie's Paul-stories o r
another. They shiver through the winter of 1964 in
her drafty room under thin blankets and a pink
construction paper heart with a magazine picture
of Paul taped to it.
"Okay, you're playing 'Til There Was You"
really loud, and just, you know, combing your hair
and getting ready to go out or something, and you
hear this knock," Rose begins, and Cindy asks,
settling deeper into the lumpy mattress, "What's he
wearing; is he wearing that leather coat, the black
one with the epaulets?"
Rose tells her, and tells her how his mouth
moves and how his eyes are liquid and full of his
soul, and when she comes to the part where he
begins touching her, Rose lightly traces her fingers
on Cindy's back. Cindy listens to Rose's hypnotic
Whisper and snuggles deeper as she sees Paul
being drawn in by her beauty and grace, falling in
love with her, just her. She lies with her back to
Rose and squeezes her palms together between her
knees when it becomes so real she can feel his
Warm breath on the back of her neck.
Sometimes in Rose's stories he comes upon the
two girls in a record store in London, or in a
sidewalk cafe in Paris, or out on a trail in the wilds
of Montana. Comes upon them and tosses his
beautiful Beatie hair and says," 'ello, then, luv,"
and falls in love with Cindy at his first sight of her
beauty.
Rose whispers into the night, telling her stories
over the horns honking and the fights that
sometimes break out downstairs at Sonny's Bar
and Grill, and she even whispers over the sound of
her father's flat voice in the adjoining bedroom.
"Edna...Edna...Edna?...Edna...Edna," they hear
~m intone in a whisky-blurred cadence. Ten times,
fifty times. It becomes a sort of background for
~ose's stories, as much a part of them as her fingers
hghtty touching Cindy's back. They both see, under
~e words and behind a separate misty wall of their
'trlaginations, Rose's mother tucking herself into a

little fat ball under the covers, her eyes squeezing
tight against the sound of her name. And him,
Herschel, sitting perfectly still in the wooden rocker,
slack-jawed and slight in his blue work clothes, his
head lolling, his mouth the only thing moving. Still,
Rose whispers, weaving tales of true love throu gh
the warp of his watery voice.
. Sometimes, they are jarred by Edna's answe~,
finally screamed out like the sound of a spring
wound past its breaking point. "Whaaat?"
"Just give me 30 cents, Edna. That's all, just 30
cents. I won't ask you for another dime, I promise."
For the first of many times that night, then, two
coins hit the wall behind Rose and Cindy's heads,
two coins that spark, perhaps, a story about Monte
Carlo and how they are dressed in strapless evening
gowns, playing the slots, when up walks you-know
who. Rose's touch on Cindy's back lightens and
nearly stops as they hear scrambling begin on the
other side of the wall, hear Herschel bumping
furniture and mumbling "bitch" under his breath.
Then Rose finds herself breathing again, and the
story continues. Paul looks into Cindy's eyes, drops a
coin and hits the jackpot, and then falls deeply in
love with her.
Sometimes the coins remind Rose of the fountains
in Rome. She sees Cindy and Paul in that old movie
where the heroine falls in love with a man she meets
after throwing coins into the fountain. She whispers
her st?ry to Cindy, feels herself become Cindy,
standing there by the fountain, the mist clinging to
her eyelashes. Paul stands in the fountain's mist and
his eyes catch Cindy's eyes and he falls under the
fountain's spell and into undying love. Rose sinks
into her story and feels his longing, the passion of his
softly probing kisses, kisses that soak into Cindy and
drench her in softness, drench her so that she no
longer knows real from imaginary. Rose's warm
breath touches her neck, and she and Rose watch
~ith half-closed eyes as Paul tosses his coins away
into the black water and makes all their wishes come
true.
Deborah Lukjanovs currently teaches English 101 and 102 at
Wright State University, while finishing her master's degree.
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Paula

Untitled

Scott Cooper

Scott Cooper
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For Diana
James B. Barnett

Children stand tall
Over horse drawn madness
And paint sky pictures
Dripping with stardust
And sing of fuzzy things
That won't eat cucumbers.
Then comes
The nostrum apocalypse:
It snuffs out the starlight,
The paints grow dust,
The singing stops
And the Fuzzies burp.
And hard-eyed birds of prey
With lacerating talons
And beaks that rip the flesh
Survive.
Some do
Anyway.

Jim Barnett currently lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fly
Barbara Farmer
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Lilith:
Charlie Mehrhoff

she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts,
i knew that i should stay a little longer.
she rolled two joints,
put some coffee on.
it was & always is December, 1991.
a glass sparrow,
a window,
& what is more vital
than the sunlight striking her lips?
in every generation
i come back to love,
impossible cathedral,
untamed voices.
the actor's faces
as common as family,
the weight of each & every leaf.
she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts.
sing Kabbalah,
scars about to heal,
low poles of darkness,
conspiracy of the blind,
politics of subconscious
dripping w /decay,
the stench of young mouths in the overgrowth,
animosity towards the coin.

she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts,
the saint who melts rock
did rise in her belly.
the House of Love has no walls.
blame it all
& always on the slaves.
she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts,
breedless & evermore,
blind alchemy of dust.
the wind from box cars
did shake the roses in her garden.
she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts.
desolate beams all twisted,
blue severed arm of the law,
days alive w / sin.
she had beads of red coral
hanging down
'round her breasts.
she was my beast
& i told you
do not
don't you touch her.

Charlie Mehrhoffs work is a regular sight in Nexus,
although Charlie doesn't like his own work. Yjhich is ?kay,
since he doesn't like anyone else s work either.
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The Samovar

cadence:
Charlie Mehrhoff
(for Don Wentworth)
if they dig your grave in the rain,
this is a good sign.
to say that the river has a mind of its own
would be to inflict harm upon the river.
to feast upon the lights
is to justify the existence of the city.
so many houses i cannot live in.
those who were meant to dance with you
they will dance with you.
my woman stands childless at the end of time.
mulattoed fingertips erase the violence of rape.
dogs lap the juices of their tribal master.
greed will enlighten you.
teeth in the officer's wine glass,
it's useless to speak anymore.
if you watch the sky long enough you can tell where the next
bolt of lightning is going to come from,
none of you can do this.
heat of the axe blade justified.
god as a machine counting to infinity.

Ken Tessneer
The General stood at the ancient dacha's bay
windows, looking out at the birds flocking about
Olga's feeders and the trickling fountain that he
had built for her so many years ago. It was a
particularly dark day with a misty rain swirling
in from birches and firs that surrounded the
garden. Tears welled into his eyes as he turned to
refill his teacup from her samovar. A movement
caught his eye and he suddenly whirled back.
"Olga!" he called, but his eyes had fooled him
again. He looked carefully into the shadows of
the fems and bushes in the garden, sure Olga had
been there. The birds were scurrying into the
cover of the surrounding firs. His shoulders
slumped as he turned and walked unsteadily
back into the cluttered bookcase-lined study, past
the chessboard, and to the samovar. He stood
there a moment, feeling her presence as he
Warmed his hands like she used to do while she
sipped her tea. More tears filled his eyes as he
Poured some strong tea from the little pot on the
top of the samovar and diluted it with very hot
Water from the spigot at the side.
He returned to the window just in time to see
th_e birds again dart furtively into the trees.
Distant shouting and the rumbling of many
running feet had disturbed them. He heard the
noise too, but in his mind it was the sound of
running troops and distant artillery. He
str ~ightened, suddenly alert.
'Was that guns, Olga?" He turned first right
~en left, confused, panicky. His eyes, once icy
lue, were now a dull grey. He rubbed his
scraggly beard, then smoothed out the many
ll\ecials that covered the chest of his old khaki
~OOI uniform. The once handsome uniform now
ung awkwardly around the frail, wizened body.
th The room seemed to be darker, so he pulled at
bay ~indow's drapes to open them wider.
emotion almost made him fall.
Sh Was that Olga in the shadows of the garden?
e Was coming to him!
Now there were loud knocks at the door.
sh "Tavarish, you old fool," the rough voices
outed, followed by drunken laughter.
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The noises caused him to straighten, his
troubled mind suddenly cleared by the stress of
battle. He was back in a heroic battle of the
distant past.
"Bugler, call my commanders!" he screamed
and he clawed for the pistol that he had worn
long ago. He shrank back, feeling weak and faint
from his efforts.
The pounding at the door was now a crashing
sound as the oak door was ripped from its hinges.
The heavy leaded glass panes added to the din.
"Olga! Olga! The tanks! Hide! Hide!" It
seemed that he could not shout loud enough; he
w as gasping for breath. He strained to see if she
w as doing as he said. Yes, there she was! She was
beckoning to him to come to her. He could hear
h er calling.
"Run, Olga," he shouted. He had to gasp it
out.
The drunken mob was rushing through the
study, carelessly knocking over his cherished
chess set and a table lamp. The staccato of the
chessmen striking the floor and the smashing
glass caused him to straighten again and try to
identify the sound. Distant rifle fire?
"Run, Olga!" he tried to shout.
The mob crowded the samovar off its table and
it tumbled to the floor with a metallic crash and a
cloud of steam. Was that the sound of high
velocity German anti-tank artillery striking his
tank? He felt as though he were spinning. A cold
fear crossed his face as he tried to tum to face his
attackers. He slumped against the bay window.
"Olga?" He put out his hand to her.
The laughing unruly gang grabbed his tunic
and roughly dragged Pytor Elich Tegorov,
General of the Armies, from the bay window.
"Pytor," he heard her say sweetly and she took
his hand to help him as he stepped into the sunlit
garden. The birds were back at the feeders.
Ken Tessneer is a retired electronic engineer and is
currently a graduate student in English at Wright State
University. While his primary interest is creative
writing, he is also interested in ancient history.
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Family
Jim Finley

Untitled
David Hwang

I say blood is sure thick in Shallowater. I say
this so people can better understand my situation.
I been through hard times. Some nights I wake up
in a sweat thinking about what I been through. I
admit I've done things in my life, things I don't
talk about. But I'm not a bad person, really. My
mama loves me and I got a sister who feels the
same. Not just that, I got friends. I got lots of
friends. But they're not in Shallowater. They're
over in Fort Worth. Fort Worth is where I was
before I came to the Panhandle. Me and my
mama, Zelle, and my sister, Wynita, came up here
after Camels killed my daddy. Daddy smoked
regulars, no-filter regulars. He smoked since he
was eight. I used to watch how he did it, how
he'd flip a Camel up in the pack and tap it on the
back of his hand, then take it between his lips.
He'd dig a kitchen match out of his shirt pocket
and kick up his right leg and run the match down
the outside seam of his Levis until it burst into
fire. Even if there was no wind, Daddy would cup
his hands just so to protect the flame, then he'd
light up. Watching all that made me want to
smoke something awful.
After Daddy died Mama couldn't wait to get
out of Fort Worth. Me and my sister wanted to be
there with our friends, we didn't want to change
schools, but Mama was determined to come to
Shallowater. Mostly because this is where she
grew up. This is where her people are. And that's
what I'm getting to. The misery I got in this town
ain't right, it ain't fair. It's a blood thing. I'm
talking about Mama's brother-in-law, Uncle Amo
Kincaid, the sorriest, most no-count person who
ever lived in Shallowater, the man who broke
Aunt Jo Ruth's heart and damned near ruined my
life in 1955.
September, 1955, is when Amo Kincaid had
that bad wreck out in California. I shouldn't let it
drag me down, but I can't help it, my life's not
worth warm spit since that wreck. To understand
all this it's necessary to know some things,
especially how an innocent person like myself can

get drug in the dirt for what somebody else does.
A person shouldn't get blamed just because one
of their kinfolks marries some trashy no-count.
The old Kincaid house sits across the tracks,
north of the cotton gin. From the road it looks like
an adobe house, like one of those New Mexico
Indian houses built out of mud bricks, with a big,
crooked hole in the front for a door. Wynita says
it looks like a fort. She calls it Fort Kincaid. It's no
use to drive by. There's nothing to see except junk
cars and broke-down trucks. Everything they
have is up on blocks in the front yard.
Mama hates the Kincaids. She says old man
Kincaid ought to be shot. "When he's not in jail
for stealing chickens or molesting children," says
Mama, ''he's working on his liquid diet, sitting in
front of that mud house in his dirty undershirt,
swigging down bottle after bottle of Green
Pheasant shaving lotion." Mama says things like
that, but she stretches her neck wanting to know
about the old man, same as everybody else in
Shallowater-stretching their necks, but always
keeping their distance, like they're at a zoo
gawking at some dangerous animal from another
continent. Sometimes I wonder if the old man
really does all those things he's accused of.
Wynita says a person doesn't have to do anything
to be disliked.
"Being poor's enough for most people," says
Wynita. "Then if you add ugly to that, bone-deep
ugly that is, you're talking serious hate."
"Might as well marry into a family of niggers,"
Mama says, and she curls her lip when she says it,
like maybe she's sniffing dog doo. Mama never
says it flat out, but in heart I know she resents Jo
Ruth dragging down the family name. For Mama,
it's always the family name. She gets a prideful
look on her face when she talks about her family.
Wynita says that's because Mama's always been
ashamed of her parents.
"I don't understand that, " I say to Wynita.
Wynita goes, "That's because you're a dumb
ass." Sometimes Wynita just naturally knows
things, like she was born knowing them. Me, I,
79
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think Wynita's close to being a genius. It's the
same with my friend, Ofie Newkirk, back in Fort
Worth. Ofie could play the mouth harp the first
time he picked it up. He never learned the mouth
harp, never took lessons, he just picked it up one
day and played it. I reckon that's some kind of
magic.
"Uncle Amo wasn't the first no-count," Mama
says, going on about Jo Ruth. "You remember
that snake-man she found at the state fair over in
Dallas. That man wore snake pants and snake
shirts and snake books." When Mama starts in on
Jo Ruth, Wynita cuts a pair of eyes at me and I
can't stop laughing. Wynita's the best person in
the entire world at making fun of people. She's
talented the way she picks up on little
mannerisms people have. She can spot a slight
limp or a tiny facial tic quick as anything.
Sometimes Wynita and me take the car and park
in front of the Dairy Queen and watch people
come and go. Wynita loves to stop there on
Sunday mornings. The Dairy Queen is by the
Baptist church and it's a favorite place for church
people. Wynita says church people are the most
fun to watch. She says church is a form of mental
illness. Mama gets upset and says a person can go
straight to hell for saying a thing like that.
People who have any afflictions don't have a
chance around Wynita.
Mama says it's low self-esteem. Jo Ruth's got
low self-esteem. My aunt is a stout woman with
big elephant legs. She tries to hide her legs by
wearing mu mus. She has lots of mu mus with
giant flowers on them. Mama draws up her face
like she's sucking a lemon, then says,"And there
was that thyroid man with the giant goiter on his
neck. My god, what was his name?"
Jo Ruth is Mama's only sister. They have six
baby brothers. Their daddy was a drunk. He
didn't stay home. He'd come around and make a
baby, then leave, sometimes for a whole year.
Mama says her and Jo Ruth never had a
childhood. She said they had to help raise their
little whiney brothers.
Mama goes, "If you ask me, there's where Jo
Ruth got her low self-esteem. Those nasty boys
making fun of her legs. They never gave her a
minute of peace."
Me, I reckon that's why Jo Ruth took up with
that snake man and with that thyroid man, and
finally, with Amo Kincaid. Sometimes I think if
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my aunt didn't have those big legs, if her legs
were just run-of-the-mill, everyday legs, I might
have a decent life. At least, Amo Kincaid
wouldn't be my uncle and I wouldn't be getting
blamed for that wreck he had out in California.
Amo Kincaid is short-short, loud, and wild
eyed. Mama swears Uncle Amo has a double hex
on him. First, he's a Kincaid and second, he
stands only five foot, three inches. That's why
Amo wears built-up shoes. Even his work boots
are built-up. Amo gets Bennie Hainesworth down
at the shoe shop to put lots of extra soles and a
special-made heel on his shoes.
"Amo doesn't have legs," Mama says. "The
Lord didn't give Amo legs and that made him
mean." The problem with Uncle Amo is that he
can't get along with people. Mama says he's got a
gut full of envy. He always wants what other
people have. Sometimes he'll beat people out of
things, like when he beat Jimmy Ray Haskel out
of that black and white '49 Ford coup. It was in
mint condition and Amo paid Jimmy Ray only
$300 and told him he'd give him a check for the
balance after he road tested it a few days. Amo
kept the car and never paid Jimmy Ray another
cent. Everybody in Shallowater knows Jimmy Ray
Haskel can't do numbers, that Jimmy Ray's slow
as cold syrup.
When Arno's not working, he stays at the pool
hall. He hangs out down there, drinking beer and
hustling pool games. Arno's good at shooting
pool. When he's on a roll, he can take most
anybody at eight ball-at least anybody in
Shallowater. Aunt Jo Ruth says she doesn't mind
because Amo makes his spending money that
way. Mama says Amo stays at the pool hall so he
doesn't have to spend time with Jo Ruth. Amo
and Jo Ruth look funny together, him being so
small and her being like she is. They stay in a
trailer house by the high school football field.
Mama keeps trying to get Jo Ruth to walk up and
down the bleachers to take off some of her extra
weight.
Jo Ruth throws her hands on her hips and goes,
"I have you know Amo likes me the way I am. He
likes sturdy women." Mama shakes her head like
there's no hope for Jo Ruth. But Wynita says she's
not sorry for Jo Ruth. It's Arno she's sorry for,
especially if Jo Ruth ever loses her temper and

gets him in a big leg-lock. "She could mash the
squeal out of that pig," says Wynita, winking at
me.
Uncle Amo can never keep a job. Sometimes he
works as a cathead man in the oil patch. He's a
good cathead man, but after a few days
somebody will get his goat and he'll start a fight
a_nd g~t canned. I reckon he's been fired about
fifty times. Amo has a way of riling people. When
he finds somebody he doesn't care for, he'll pick
?n them. First, he'll try and stare them down, and
if ~t doesn't work he'll say awful things about
their mother or their wife.
Om~ day on the job Amo and the gang pusher
are going o? abo~t this and that and pretty soon
the pusher 1s getting the best of it and out of
nowhere Amo blurts out, "Your mama's an old
whore."
_" What'd you say?" says the pusher, a big,
hairy-armed man.
.Uncle Amo grabs a pipe wrench and goes, "I
s~d your mama's an old whore and you're a
shme-bag-of-a-coward." The pusher kills the big
Waukashau engine and comes down from his
platform on the pulling machine.
"Well you sawed-off son of a bitch!" He picks
A:no off the ground and throws him across the
pipe rack. The gang pusher works Uncle Amo
over pretty good that day.
It's after that that Amo leaves town. He leaves
Jo Ruth and goes out to California. Jo Ruth says
Amo has a sister in Salinas. Before he leaves Amo
~truts ar0t.1~d telling people that everybody who
is ~n~body 1s out in California. He tells Jo Ruth
he,s tir~ of wasting his life in the oil patch, that
he s going out and make it big in Hollywood,
maybe become a famous movie actor like Marlon
Brando or James Dean. He says he isn't cut out to
be a cathead man.
"It's a career change for me," Uncle Amo says
to people in Shallowater. When Wynita and me
hear that we laugh two whole days. Mama just
looks at Jo Ruth like she's week-old bread, then
rolls her eyes.
"He's sending me a Greyhound bus ticket
~~en he gets his first acting job," says Jo Ruth.
I 11 be out there with him in no time. He'll be
famous, just you wait!" Mama says she doesn't
know how anybody can be as dumb as Jo Ruth.
Weeks pass and Jo Ruth doesn't hear a word
from Uncle Amo. She gets depressed and stays

home from work. She stays in her trailer and lets
herself go. ~he won't comb her hair or fix herself
up or anything.
"Sh
• e ' s over there sulking," says Mama.
11
La~g around in her mu mu sulking." Finall
one m~t, ~ama and Wynita and me go over '
Jo Ruths trader and she's listening to the Grand
Ole ~ry on the radio and reading movie
magazmes. Those are Jo Ruth's favorite things-
the Grand ?le Opry and movie magazines. She
has the radio blaring and she's stretched out on
~r couch. She doe_sn't answer the door. Mama
oc~s an~ we go m . The trailer is a wreck. There
are dirty dishes everywhere and clothes on the
floor.
" Mama turns off the radio and says to Jo Ruth, .
JuS t l~k at you, nobody should live like this.
{ou cant go on this way, you can't lay there and
et,~ome i:10-count ruin your life."
. ~ c~ ~f I want to!" screams Jo Ruth. "It's m
hfe, 1t am t yours."
Y
"Well,
I'll
not
have
it
"
says
Mama
"No
.
t
f · .
'
.
sis er
o_ m_m e is going to just give up." Mama starts
pickin~ up ,~10thes off the floor and straightening
the trader. Besides," Mama says, "you don't look
good, you look like you've got low blood ,,
Jo Ruth sits on her couch and starts to ~ry The
tears run off her face and onto a picture of T;oy
Donahue. The wet paper buckles up and turns
Troy's head into a wave. Mama hugs Jo Ruth and
Ru th _s~ys lately she feels like giant gears have
theen s~fting down inside her. "I feel like one of
~se sixteen wheelers," says Jo Ruth. Mama goes
an tu"1:s the radio back on, then she sits on the
~ouch WI~h her arms around Jo Ruth. We sit there
m the trader and listen to the Grand Ole Opry.
When we leave, Jo Ruth is in better spirits.

io

D' The next day Jo Ruth loses her job at the Five &
ime. That's when she starts coming around the
ho_use. At first she comes in the mornings and
dr~s coffee with Mama. She'd be there when
~yruta and me leave for school. Her and Mama
sit at the kitchen table and talk until Mama goes
to work. Jo Ruth always wants to talk about Amo
and how she misses him, but Mama won't sit still
for that.
Jo Ruth keeps telling Mama she can't stand to
be by herself. tv.fama isn't happy about it, but
when Jo Ruth finally comes right out and asks
M~~ lets her move in with us.
'
People have to care for their own," says
81
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Mama. "Jo Ruth is family."
It's not easy living in the house with Jo Ruth
there. It's just a small place and Jo Ruth is like
having two people. I have to move my bed into
the den. Sleeping in the den reminds me of when
we were in Fort Worth. A few weeks before he
d ied, Daddy couldn't get out of bed, so Wynita
and me moved him into the den and took turns
sitting up while Mama was at work. Since I came
to Shallowater I don't think about Daddy like I
should. Sometimes I don't think about him for an
entire day. I reckon that's because of the way he
died. Daddy must have died for a whole year. It
got so bad, I starting having terrible dreams. I'd
dream Daddy's coffin was there in the house and
he'd be lying in it, just lying there waiting to die
and not being able to. Sometimes he'd get up and
go to the bathroom, then he'd go lie in his coffin
and wait some more. Sometimes I wake up in the
den and for a minute I think I'm back in Fort
Worth and Daddy's still dying.
In about a month Jo Ruth's a real pain to live
with. She doesn' t try to find another job, even
when Mama gets her an interview at the Dairy
Queen. Jo Ruth just lies on the sofa and eats. She
eats day and night. She eats and listens to the
Grand Ole Opry and reads her movie magazine.
She says country music reminds her of Uncle
Amo, because as Jo Ruth puts it, "Down deep
Arno's not an oil man, never was, he's a
cowboy-an honest-to-God, genuine cowboy." It
takes Wynita and me an entire week to get over
that one.
With Jo Ruth eating the way she does, the
money starts to run short, so I take a job at Sid
Reed's grocery after school and on weekends. It
doesn't pay much, but now and then Sid gives me
day-old bread and some over-ripe fruit and
vegetables to take home. Jo Ruth especially likes
bananas, so I try and bring lots of those.
One day, after I'm working about a month, I go
home and Jo Ruth is on the sofa with her radio
going and the news comes on that James Dean's
been killed in a bad wreck out in California. He
and his mechanic were on their way to Salinas in
a new silver Porsche to run in a race up there
when a Ford coup cut in front of them. The wreck
crushed the left side of Dean's head and his neck
was broken. The next day at school everybody is
talking about what happened. The students stand
in the halls with their mouths open, like they're in
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shock. Somebody says, "I can't believe he's really
dead-not James Dean."
And somebody else says, "Jimmy would want
it this way, dying the way he lived, dying in a fast
car like that." Maureen Blankenship has a movie
magazine with Dean's picture in it. She walks
around kissing his picture. She says over and over
that James Dean's not really dead, that his face is
badly scarred and that he's gone to live on an
island in the Pacific Ocean where there are no
mirrors. Lisa Whitley acts like its one of her own
kinfolks that's been killed. She can't stop crying
and the teachers have to send her home.
In a day or so Jo Ruth gets a letter from Uncle
Amo asking that she wire him money for a bus
ticket home. I reckon Jo Ruth's embarrassed to
ask Mama for help, so she comes to me.
"I'll pay you back," says Jo Ruth. "Soon as I'm
on my feet, I'll pay you every last cent."
"What about Uncle Arno's car?" I say. "What
happened to his car?"
"He didn't write nothing about no car," goes Jo
Ruth. "He just said he's got to get out of
California quick."
When Amo gets back to Shallowater, he's
different. He's not loud like he was. He stays
across the tracks with his daddy. He doesn't look
for a job. He comes over to the house a few times,
but he doesn't talk much. He sits a while, then he
gets restless. Jo Ruth hangs all over him, waiting
on him, getting him this and that, asking all about
California.
,
Uncle Amo sits on the sofa. Finally he goes, "I
seen plenty of movie stars out there. I seen Rex
Allan in Sears Roebuck one day."
"Did you get a screen test?" asks Jo Ruth,
grinning like she's proud and pushing Arno's
hair out of his eyes. Arno shakes his head.
"No, I didn't get no screen test." Uncle Amo
sits quiet for a minute, then jumps up to leave.
"It's because of the communists," Arno says.
"Communists control everything out in
California."
A few days later Uncle Amo is at the pool hall
drinking beer and playing eight-ball with Bennie
Hainsworth. Bennie's a good player and he's
beating Amo good and rubbing it in. It's the only
time I've seen Uncle Amo get beat at eight-ball.
He's fidgety and his face is red like he's about to
pop. Lots of people are there watching the game.
They stand around drinking beer and smoking

cigare~s. Now and then somebody says
something to Amo about California, about how
come he didn't make it big out in Hollywood.
,, Sly C~~gham, who reads gas meters, goes,
Hey, Kmcaid, we all figured you'd be a big star
by now, have your name in lights and all." Then
somebody says something about an autograph
~d it gets to Amo and suddenly he grabs the
eight-ball off the table and throws it crashing
through a big mirror hanging on the back wall.
The pool hall ge~s quiet and Amo moves away
from the table with the cue stick in his hand like
he's ready to fight.
'
~is voice is so high, it screeches. "That's right!
I didn t make no goddamn movie." Arno's wild
eyes dart around the room, like he's trying to find
~omebody to stare down. But then his face turns
mto a smile. He squints his eyes. "But I sure as
hell made some history! Yessir, I did!" Arno
points the pool stick at the people around the
table, then goes, "And you can be damn certain
they'll make a movie about that one day."
Sly Cunningham says, "What are you talking
about, Kincaid?" But Amo doesn't answer. He
slams the cue stick on the table and strides
through the door.
The next day word is all over Shallowater that
Uncle Amo was driving the car that killed James
Dean. I don't notice at first, but most everybody
at school starts acting funny. They stop talking
when I walk up and they look at me like I'm some
kind of stranger, somebody they never really
~ew. They treat Wynita the same, they treat us
hke we're from some leper colony. I talk to
Wynita about it and she says it's to be expected.
Wynita goes, "Down deep they know we had
nothing to do with this, had nothing to do with
n~ car wreck in California." Wynita's quiet for a
~mute, then she looks at me. "This thing, this
Jimmy Dean thing, it's pretty big you know, and
people need something bigger than Amo Kincaid
to blame."
1

I don't see Uncle Amo for about two weeks.
That's when Jo Ruth gets a call from old man
Kincaid.
"That boy," says the old man (he always calls
Arno "that boy"). "That boy's over here starving
to death. He don't eat, don't drink, don't do
nothing."
Jo Ruth goes, "I tried to talk to him, Mr.
Kincaid, but Amo won't talk."

"Yo':1 come get him," says the old man. "I don't
want him over here."
. "I ~an't do that," goes Jo Ruth. "I'm over at my
sis~~r s h~use now. I'm not staying in the trailer."
I don
''Y t ,care .about none of that, " says theoId
man. ou re his wife. You come get him ,,
. With the old man there and Arno ac~g like he
is, Jo Ruth won't go by herself, so I take her.
When we drive up, Uncle Arno's in one of the
broke-d~~ trucks. He's lying in the seat with his
boots sticking out one window.
. Old man Kincaid is sitting in the doorway of
his_ mud house sucking on a bottle of shaving
lotion, now and again glancing out toward the
t~ck.,When I see him I think of my daddy. At
f~rst, I m not sure why, then it comes to me. Every
time th e 0_ld man hits on the bottle he wheezes,
wheezes hke Daddy did when his emphysema
got bad. That last year Daddy would black out
from wheezing spells. He wouldn't be out long
exce~t tha! time he blacked out on the pot for a'
full five mmutes. That's when he had his near
death experience and saw Jesus hanging around
the Garden of Gethsemane puffing on a pack of
Camels. Mama said we about lost him that time
Mostly that's how I remember Daddy-passed .
out o~ the pot, but other times I remember him
walk~g through downtown Sears Roebuck,
st0f pmg people and going on and on about
s~em~ Jesus smoking Camels. People were nice to
him, hke they are to deaf mutes selling those little
flags, but p~etty soon they got tired and I'd see
them hurrymg down aisles to get away.
"Sweet p_ie," I hear Jo Ruth say. "You shouldn't
lay around m that old truck. You've got to eat.
C~me ea~, honey." Jo Ruth goes on and on like
this, talkmg to Arno, talking until her face is red
: e b~s, she cusses, she yanks on his shirt,
.
ythm~ to get Arno to say something, to get him
out_of his depression. Finally, Arno pulls himself
~p m th,e seat. He looks straight through Jo Ruth
hke shes not there.
Jo Ru th yells, "Well, have it your way Arno
Kincaid!" She throws her hands in the ai~ and
goes and sits in the car. She dials the radio and
gets a Webb Pierce song. She turns it so loud I
reckon half of Shallowater is listening to that
song.
. I walk to the truck and stick my head in the
':mdo~. Uncle Amo doesn't look good. He looks
hke ~e s lost lots of sleep and his hands are
shakmg.
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I say, "Uncle Amo, I got to know something."
(I say this loud, making sure Amo can hear me
above the radio.) Amo doesn't look at me.
I clear my throat and lean further inside the
window, then I say, "What happened to your
Ford, Uncle Amo? Where is your '49 Ford?" Amo
cocks his head and stares at me with his wild
eyes, he stares and stares, but he doesn't say any
words, so I come right out and say, "Uncle Amo,
did you kill Jimmy Dean?"
In one quick motion, Amo spins his entire
body toward me, raising both fists above his
head. He screws up his face. Veins bulge from his
neck. His voice screeches, then cracks like a bolt
of lightening, sending me backwards, crashing
my head into the door frame.
"Get the hell away from me!" Amo screams.
He reaches down and takes a tire tool off the
floorboard of the old truck and throws it through
the windshield like he's throwing a Sunday
punch. Then, just as quick, he slumps into the
seat, looking like his bones melt away and I can
almost see the life go out of him. He opens the
door and drops to the ground on his knees and
starts sobbing.
Jo Ruth helps me put Uncle Amo in the car and
we take him to the house.
After about a week, newspaper and magazine
people start calling on the phone and coming by,
trying to talk to Amo. Mama won't answer the
door. She keeps yelling out the window for them
to get off her property. They finally stop coming
to the house, but they follow Wynita and me to
school, asking all kinds of questions about Arno,
like who is the real Amo Kincaid and what does
he think about the wreck and how does he feel
about killing Jimmy Dean. I don't say anything,
but Wynita tells them to go stuff it.
About that same time, Sid Reed, down at the
grocery store, says he can't use me any longer
because business is off. He says he's been getting
calls and he just can't afford me working there.
It's hard to get any sleep at the house. The
phone rings and rings. Some people just hang up,
others blow loud whistles into the receiver.
Sometimes they cuss and call us white trash and
lots of nasty names. People drive by and pop
firecrackers and throw rocks and dump garbage
on our lawn and yell hateful words like
"MURDERERS!" and "GET OUT OF
SHALLOWATER!"
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One day I get Mama off to the side and I say,
"There's no end to this, Mama. We've got to do
something. We can't go on this way."
Mama goes, "What do you suggest, son?"
I say, "We got to ask him to leave, Mama. Got
to ask Amo to go someplace else." Mama gives
me a hard look, then turns and walks off,
mumbling something under her breath about
what kind of children she's raised.
I tell Wynita and she says Mama's beginning to
like Uncle Amo, that she thinks he ain't half-bad.
I hear that and wrench up my face. Wynita rolls
her eyes and goes, "Don't you see? He's under
Mama's roof now-and if you're under her roof,
you're part of the family."
I admit Uncle Arno's not like he was. He used
to suck all the oxygen out the air, now he barely
breathes. He doesn't eat a lot and he hardly ever
complains. In fact, Arno doesn't say much at all,
except when he mumbles that he's not worth dirt
and that he wishes he'd died when he was a baby.
Mostly, Uncle Amo just sits on the sofa and stares
into space, like he's looking for something that's
not there.
When Sunday comes, Wynita says she wants to
go to the Dairy Queen. We sit out front not saying
anything, just watching church people and
having a Coke-float. Finally, I say, "I sure hate
this town." We sit a while longer and I say,
"People here are crazy."
Wynita takes a deep breath, like she's already
said what she's going to say a hundred times
before. She goes, "This town's no different than
any other and people are the same everywhere."
I sip my Coke-float and think about things,
about how things are. I think about my dead
daddy in Fort Worth and how sometimes he's so
alive in my head that he's just gone on a little trip,
maybe down to Sears, Roebuck, and pretty soon
he'll come back and I'll have to bring him up to
date, tell him everything that's been going on
since he left. I think about Shallowater and Mama
and Jo Ruth and Uncle Arno and California and
Jimmy Dean. I think about how once a person's
life is set in motion, it never really stops, it never
gets finished, it spills over into other people's
lives and runs outward, reaching and touching
about everything there is. I shake my head.
"What's wrong with you?" says Wynita,
looking at me funny.
"It ain't just Arno," I say.

"What?" says Wynita.
I clear my throat. "It ain't just Amo Kincaid's
fault. It's everybody; it's you, it's me, it's the
whole damn world, it's like one giant family
shoved u~ so close t~gether that when anything
happens, It spreads hke greed in a hog pen, it
sl~ps and splatters on everybody." I'm quiet for a
mmute, then I look at Wynita, "People can't
always help what spills on them."
Wynita nods her head.
"But I wonder," I say.
"Wonder what?" says Wynita.
"Wonder what my life would be like if Camels
hadn't killed Daddy and Mama's people hadn't
been from Shallowater and she hadn't been
ashamed of her parents and Jo Ruth hadn't had
those big legs and old man Kincaid hadn't been
white trash and Amo hadn't been so short that he
had to beat Jimmy Ray Haskel out of that '49 Ford
coup so he could go to California to see his sister

and be taller than he really is and have a wreck
and kill James Dean."
By ~e time tm finished saying this, Wynita's
mouth IS hangmg open, then it turns into a grin
and her eyes go soft. She reaches over and pats
my cheek. "Then you wouldn't be you, little
brother."
After at time, the church bells start to ring and
people ~gin emptying out of the Dairy Queen.
Wyruta sucks the last of her Coke-float through
her straw. "See that?" she says.
"See what?" I say.
"1:hat fat woman under that God-awful hat."
WY!'1ta cocks h~r head a minute, looking like
~hes ~o~c!ntrating, then her eyes light up.
Thats It, she says. "It's her walk. Most heavy
people roll through their steps. But just look at
her, look at how she comes down hard on her
feet."

. Jim_ Findley currently lives in Texas City, Texas.
His fichon has appeared in the Greensboro Review
.Oxford Magazine, New Mexico Humanitie~
Review, Re:Al, and Stone Drum. One ofhis stories
was also anthologiud in Best of the West 2.
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To Destroy the Absence

Secrets

Denver Butson

Denver Butson

Hold stones to your chest
to mock the mouths that lit there.
Paint the stones red
like lips that have been bitten
too often in vain.
Carry the stones in a small bag
preferably made from your own hair.
Leave the bag and stones on an elevator.
When someone returns them to you,
make love to him or her
in a car in an alley.
Do not tell this person your name.
As soon as you have finished
regardless of the state of your lover,
tum on the radio and sing
to the first song that come on.
Start sobbing.
When this person questions your tears,
ask him or her to leave
because "it's one of those things."
Let the person keep the stones
as a token of you.
Go home and build a small fire
of photographs and love letters.
Let it bum. Do not inhale.
When it stops burning,
dress up like the person you used to love
and go around asking people if they have
lost anything. When they answer,
tell them about your bag
of small red stones.
If someone seems to understand,
invite this person to come and see
your new apartment.
When you get there, stand reluctant
at the door. If your new friend
insists anyway, go inside and
do not close the door behind you.
Do not play the radio.

The men who are
breaking up the sidewalk
across Stafford
under the windows
where three people
with a mysterious relationship
appear and close curtains
have secrets
that they remember
suddenly
as if they could ever forget
while raising a hammer
or lifting a soiled glove
to adjust a hard hat
secrets
that they have never told
and never will tell anyone
small secrets
that grow larger
when they work
or drink
and in the sweaty silent
moments after making love

Denver B~tson received his M.F.A. in creative writingfrom
Bow!mg Green State University. He has recent work in
Rollmg Stock, Chattahoochee Review, and Caliban.
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** Literary Contest Honorable Mention **

Cigarette #5, 11:25 AM

The Trouble with Harry

Robert P. Beveridge

Beth Gillen

List your wedding day
on this faceless form,
just so,
mask your drawn excitement
that the body beside you,
lithe in August sweat,
can be this happy,
can be yours...
remember those papers
at your next confession
and let the priest decide
if August is worthy.

A Sort of Faith (haiku 18)
(after M.A. Henn)

~~~~~__)
Robert P. Beveridge
Snow piled in drifts
in this Minnesota graveyard:
the wind blew hard last night,
hard enough
to rattle the bones in their coffins.
Even on days like this
you will find him here,
clutching a handful of jonquils
to place on his wife's grave.
Today
he has removed his gloves,
is sifting snow
to reveal her headstone,
hoping, maybe,
the bladed winds
would have etched a new line:

Robert P. Beveridge currently lives in
New Britain, Pennsylvania. His work has
appeared in Malcontent, Haiku
Headlines, and New York Quarterly.
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"he was faithful
to her memory"

Harry was a romantic fool. She'd always
thought so, and his reaction to her news had only
confirmed her suspicions. She had expected it to
come as a shock, but for him to break down and
cry in front of her, begging her not to leave-well,
it was too much. Ridiculously sentimental. To
stay would be foolhardy. Not to mention
impractical. And Sheila was an eminently
practical woman.
"Really, Harry. You could act just the teensiest
bit happy for me. You know it's what I've always
wanted." Sheila idly stroked the pelt of her new
sable coat. Its feel of sinful luxury still sent
delicious shivers up and down her spine. No
more worn tweed for her. A smug half-smile
twisted her scarlet lips at the thought.
"Sheila, please. You can't mean it. How can
you do this to me, to us? We were going to get
married." Harry crouched by her chair in the
shabby studio apartment, pain and disbelief
clouding his normally clear blue eyes. Sheila had
always thought him a handsome boy, but his
pathetic groveling now only made him seem
weak. And Sheila despised weakness. She took
another cigarette out of her new Louis Vuitton
bag and lit in with her solid gold lighter.
"And we will get married, darling," she said
between puffs. "Just not to each other. I'm sure
you'll find some nice young thing to cook your
meals and have your brats. But I'm marrying
David."
Harry stood and turned from her, as though
the sight of the light reflecting off her diamond
ring hurt his eyes. "So he bought you, too, didn't
he? Just like he bought that coat and that lighter
and that ring." He turned back to face her,
bitterness in his expression. "Tell me, Sheila. How
does it feel to be just the rich man's play thing?"

She met his stare evenly. "It feels good." Some
of the icy coldness that had surrounded her heart
since the first night she'd taken David into her
bed melted at Harry's obvious flinch. She
stretched out a hand to caress his cheek in the
same manner the old Sheila would have-the
warm-hearted, if ambitious, girl from the typing
pool. The girl she had been before she became the
CEO's personal secretary. And then his mistress.
Harry pushed her hand away. "I didn't want to
believe it. I ignored all the rumors, the whispers
behind my back. I even trusted you after all the
late nights the 'boss' made you work. I guess you
really were working. I just didn't realize you were
doing it all on your back."
Her hand flew of its own accord. His head
whipped to the side under her blow, but he made
no effort to retaliate. There was a long moment
during which neither moved. Then he said from
between clenched teeth, "Get out."
Sheila paused at the door, something closely
resembling regret flickering in her eyes.
"Goodbye, Harry."
She wondered briefly, as she took the rickety
old elevator down to the waiting limousine, if she
wouldn't miss Harry more than she thought she
would. They had been good together, and the
way he gave his love to her so freely had almost
made up for his total lack of drive and ambition.
But David would give her so many things Harry
never could, and Sheila was determined never to
end up like her mother-old, tired, poor, the
mother of half a dozen squalling brats and the
wife of a worthless drunk. No, that life was not
for her. She wanted more. And if the touch of
David's wrinkled, spotted hands sickened her,
well, she would just close her eyes and think
about her sable coat.

Beth Gillen majors in English at Wright State
University. In the fall, she will attend the Wright State
University School ofMedicine, with hopes of
becoming a practicing family physician.
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For I Would Draw a Diagram to Signify the Things I Arrt

Is There Beauty in Truth?

Evelia Garcia

Megan Jorgenson

Evelia Garcia is a Dayton-based photographer,
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Megan Jorgenson is a Dayton-based photographer.
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Untitled

Untitled

David Hwang

Robert Parkey III
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Breathing on the Third Stroke
Pete Fromm
From the pool where he swam during his
lunch hour, Stewart could see the jet fighters from
the base drop down for their touch-and-gos. They
came in low and straight, following the river, then
disappeared into the trees for a moment before
shooting back into blue sky, noisier than they
were before. The fighters glinted in the sun and
sometimes, if their bank was right, Stewart could
see the helmeted heads in the cockpits.
He would watch the fighters while he stood at
the pool's edge. Then he would dive and begin
stroking through the unnaturally clear, cool water
and he would not be able to see the fighters any
more. The trains, which followed the track
alongside the pool's southern edge, were much
bigger and he could see them easily while he
swam. He could even hear them sometimes, or
smell their thick diesel breath.
Stewart always thought of traveling when he
swam. As soon as he dove and his momentum
carried him for a few precious yards through the
cool silence, Stewart felt the release he imagined
travel would bring. And even when he began to
swim, watching the bubbles slice away from his
hands, it seemed that nothing could be as easy
and soothing as travel. But then he had to breathe
and he would lift his head and look down the
length of the pool and travel would no longer
seem effortless.
By the time he swam three lengths the pain
would start and he'd have to start breathing every
two strokes, instead of every three, and nothing
seemed easy anymore. Usually the pain did not
get bad and was gone by five lengths, when he
would settle into the day's stretch. But whenever
he thought of travel it was the idea of that first
rough spot that kept him from leaving. He had no
way of knowing if the pain would lessen after
that, and he had long since passed that painful
stretch in Great Falls. He was into the grind now,
and it did not hurt much. But he did wonder,
every time he watched the jets and then dove, if
he wasn't meant to have more of that first little
bit, where there was momentum and the initial
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strokes made him feel strong enough to reach
anything.
With the sun, the water in the pool was
brilliant and very blue, much more so than was
possibly real. The sun sparkled in his goggles
when he turned his head, and in the first two
lengths, Stewart thought leaving would be
nothing. Recently, the smell of chlorine, anywhere
he ran across it, made Stewart think of things that
were not quite trustworthy.
After swimming, in the showers, Stewart
would try to wash away the chlorine. But it
seemed to smell even stronger in the shower and
he thought of his wife in the clean, quiet hallways
of the hospital where she worked.
Not that she was untrustworthy, not in the
typical marital sense. But, with the cold water
drumming over his head and running down his
naked body, Stewart thought he knew so little
about his wife that he might well be ignorant of
another man. He felt that was untrustworthy
that he could discover after three years of
marriage that he knew so little about his wife.
Her name was Kathy and she had red hair
red the color of the darkest kind of maple
leaves-that she braided and then tied around
her head for work. For play she left the hair loose
and she had skin like cream, that burned too
easily in the sun. Somehow, even with that hair
and that skin, she had avoided freckles, and
Stewart was grateful for that. She had grown up
in Chickasha, Oklahoma, but didn't talk like it.
Her voice was low, nearly husky, and she had
pretty, tapering fingers. She was long and thin,
without much in the way of voluptuous curves.
In Chickasha, and then in Great Falls, at the
Catholic college, she had been something of a
basketball star. There were trophies on the mantle
at home.
She laughed, when she did, from the toes, and
her eyes squinted nearly shut and her mouth
opened wide and she was embarrassed about it,
although it was one of the things Stewart had first
loved about her. For work she wore a uniform
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that was as white as the water in the pool was
clear and bright.
Stewart let the cold water cover him and he
wondered if he knew anything else about his
wife. When they had first met and started doing
things together and then accepted that they were
headed for marriage, Stewart had given her the
ring with the diamond, and her hair had been
long enough that, when she let it out for play, it
would brush against his chest when she was on
top of him, if she bent forward just a little. The
first time that had happened had been on the
Missouri River, in broad daylight. It was the first
time too that it had been light enough to see all
that he could feel and Stewart remembered being
stunned and a little intimidated by her nakedness,
and he had shut his eyes to feel the ends of all
those deep red hairs dancing against his chest.
Afterwards, they had lain side by side in the
tall grass. She had jumped up much too soon and
started to dress. She said, "I can't help it. It's this
damn peaches and cream. I'll bum the little I've
got right off." She had touched her breasts
playfully then, waving them at him and then
she'd pulled her shirt over her head.
Stewart had smiled and said, "You're the most
beautiful thing I've ever seen." And he'd meant it.
But she tipped her head back and laughed
hard like she does. "I'm a carrot-topped, gangly
geek," she'd said.
He had been surprised by that, and almost
offended, because it was obvious she wasn't
simply being modest. She believed that about
herself. The most beautiful thing he had ever
imagined. Then she said, "And I laugh like a
mule, but I can't help it."
"I like the way you laugh," he had answered,
and that was true too, though it was the first time
he had realized it. "I love it." Then he had looked
right at her and said, "I love you, too. I love
everything about you."
That had still been something new to say, and
she said the same thing to him. Stewart
remembered how the diamond on her finger had
caught the light the same way the river had and
he turned off the shower and picked up his towel.
He was covered with goose bumps. As he drove
back to work, he realized Kathy's hair was shorter
now. It no longer brushed against his chest. He
didn't know when she'd cut it.
Kathy was on the day shift that month, and
though their hours were identical, Stewart was

the first one home after work. He walked around
the silent house, looking for clues to find who he
might be married to. He was reading the
engravings on the flat brass name tags of her
trophies when Kathy came in.
He turned quickly to the door and she said,
"Hi, honey." Then she stuck out her bottom lip
and blew a stream of air up over her face. That
didn't push the few loose hairs off her forehead
and she wiped them away with the back of her
hand. She moved back to the bedroom saying,
"Can you believe how hot it is?"
Stewart followed her back. It was the kind of
thing they talked about now-the weather, as if
they were strangers groping for some way to start
at a party.
He sat down beside her on the bed and
unzipped the back of her uniform. She kicked off
her shoes, heel to toe without untying them.
Then, she stepped on the toe of her sock and drew
her foot out of it, repeating the process on the
other foot. She never wore nylons when it was
this hot and she said, "I can't believe you haven't
changed already."
"I just got in, too," Stewart answered. Her back
was just less than white, as dark a tan as she ever
took. She stood up and let her white uniform
dress fall to the floor. She unstrapped the white
bra and let it drop on top of her uniform. Then
she dropped back onto the bed, on her back,
wearing nothing but her panties. "Whew," she
said, wiping again at the hair on her forehead.
"This, in Chickasha, is what we call a scorcher."
Stewart undid his tie and hung it on the rack in
the closet. He took off his shirt and threw it into
the laundry basket. Then he hung his pants over a
hanger and pushed his shoes into the closet with
his toe. His socks and briefs followed his shirt
into the basket. He lay down beside his wife but
their bodies did not touch because of the
temperature.
"How long is this going to last?" Kathy said,
and, though Stewart doubted she really wanted
an answer, he said, ''What?"
"The heat."
Stewart was on his stomach and he reached out
and began to tickle his fingers over the length of
her torso, from the protrusion of her hip bone,
over the rise of her ribs and the smaller rise of her
breast to the line of her collar bone and neck. It
was quite a way on her body. She hummed the
way she did to let him know that felt nice, and

Stewart said that he had no idea how long it
would last.
She sat up abruptly and said, "I can't stand
this. I'm going to jump in the shower, hon." She
stepped out of her panties as she walked toward
the bathroom and Stewart watched as she
walked. She was only 26 and the muscles in her
legs and buttocks flexed when she moved. They
had undoubtedly been built up from her running
and jumping and shooting. Stewart had met her
after her last basketball season and, not being a
fan, had never seen her play.
Stewart rolled onto his side and listened to the
shower's water running over her. She always
stood with her front to the water and she was the
only person he had ever seen do that. He pictured
the water spraying back away from her body and
running down it, coiling around the curves and
forming clear lines traveling down her legs.
Stewart stood up and followed her path to the
bathroom.
He slid the door open noiselessly and though
her eyes had been closed she turned to him and
smiled. He stepped in and stood behind her,
wrapping his arms around her where they were
pelted by the cool water.
"Didn't you swim today?" she asked. She tilted
her head back so it rested alongside his on his
shoulder. They were the same height and she
hummed again, to let him know how she felt.
"Yes," Stewart said.
"You're a regular water bug," she said. They
began to rock together and then more and they
stayed in the shower until even the little bit of hot
ran out and the shower turned icily cold.
Kathy turned the water off and stepped a little
shakily from the shower. Stewart sat on the tile
floor. "That was nice," Kathy said. She shook her
hair, which was still fairly long, and bent so it
hung down from the top of her head. She
wrapped a towel around it and stood straight
again. "How are you, turban-head?" Stewart said
from the shower. He had almost said, "Who are
you?"
"I'm wonderful. You?"
"What do you like about me?"
Kathy turned away from the shower and began
to dry off with a second towel. "Everything," she
said.
"What don't you like about me?"
"Nothing."
The questions had become a ritual. He

desperately wanted answers, but her responses
were rote and he didn't know any way to change
that. He thought he would try hard to answer
truthfully if she asked the questions, but she
never did. Kathy dropped her towel over the bar
and walked out of the room.
. Now, he knew, the next thing they would
discuss was dinner. As hot as it was they would
~ve only salad and maybe some bread. They
rmght even settle for slices of watermelon. They
woul~ eat on the couch, in front of the TV,
watching whatever came on next. Their only
contact of the day was making love in the shower
at six o'clock and even that had not been face to
face. And then she had said, "That was nice,"·
before walking to wherever she had walked.
When she poked her head into the bathroom
she w~s wearing a short, filmy summer dress that
she said was the only thing that was cool enough
to wear. Stewart was still on the floor of the
shower and she looked at him oddly. "What do
you want to do for dinner?" she asked.
Stewart watched her for a moment. The dress
bill~wing away from her torso and just touchini
aga~st ~er upper thighs, was a pale green print
of strmgmg, leafy vines. The cut beneath the tiny
sleeves extended halfway to the waist. Stewart
di~n't think she had ever been prettier and he
~aid salad would be fine. She agreed, saying that
1t was too hot to eat anything else. She
disappeared from the door.
S~ewart walked to his bedroom and slipped on
a pair of shorts without drying off. He sat on the
bed, facing their dresser and he suddenly opened
one of his wife's drawers and stared at her
clothes. He wasn't surprised to find them there·
he was simply curious to see what they looked'
like.
When Stewart came into the kitchen, Kathy
wa~ pouring dressing on the pair of salads. She
~rmled and gave him a bowl and said, "Forks're
m the drawer," as if he wouldn't know that. He
followed her to the couch and gave her a fork and
tried not to listen to the answers and questions of
"Jeopardy."
After they were done eating they shared a
glass of wine _and he asked if she'd like to go for a
walk. She srmled and brushed the hair on his
head and said it was just too hot. He nodded his
head under her hand and left the couch.
Stewart walked to the bedroom and lay down
on the bed and picked a book from the night
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stand. He perched on his elbows over the white
and black pages, but he did not read. They were
done talking for the night. There was absolutely
nothing wrong; this is just what they had come to.
He didn't even know how it had happened. He
was 26 years old too, just like his wife.
Stewart began to work out twice a day,
swimming early with the high school kids from
the team as well as by himself over the lunch
hour. He had to get up at six, and he left Kathy in
bed every morning. After she went back to night
shifts, she wasn't home before he left in the
morning. They only met in the evenings then, and
they watched TV together or he read, and she
would kiss him good night as he went to bed and
she went to work.
He swam harder with the high school kids, and
the onset of the pain, when he had to breathe
every second stroke or burst, dropped from three
lengths to five. It was a milestone, and when he
told Kathy she smiled and said that was great.
She said she ought to start swimming with him
too, when her shift changed again, but when it
did she did not start swimming.
Instead, she pumped up her basketball and
began to dribble around their driveway, twisting
and ducking and going behind her back and
between her legs and shooting from every point
of the drive. She was rusty at first, but she
polished quickly and it was amazing to Stewart
how well she handled the ball for a tall girl. He
had spent all his athletic time in pools, since he
was six years old, and had never picked up
basketball.
She braided her hair for basketball, as if it were
work. It would glint coppery when the sun hit it
right. The basketball, more and more often, went
through the netting with a slick whish without
having touched anything else. When she got up
early to practice before work, Stewart would
watch from the window as he rolled his suit into
his towel. One morning, instead of getting
directly into his car, he leaped from the garage as
she drove for the basket and he jumped, arms
reaching up to block her shot.
She was in the air already and the way she
traded hands on the ball and twisted her long
body away from him left Stewart hanging above
the ground with nothing to do but listen to the
swish of the basketball through the netting. When
he landed she was already dribbling back out
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toward the street and he heard the flat, repetitive
slaps of the ball and her breathing which was
hard and fast. She hadn't said anything, or done
anything to acknowledge he was there other than
twisting away from him and sinking the ball.
Stewart watched her, muscles flexing as she
reached the street, and he stepped back into the
garage and into his car before she had a chance to
turnaround.
He seemed to hurt as soon as he hit the water
that morning, and he didn't finish a lap before he
started breathing every two strokes. He gave up
after 500 yards and drove to work early, having to
unlock the office himself. He made the coffee and
waited for it to brew, picturing how she had
turned away and what he had done to make it so
easy. It was a noisy coffee machine and the water
trickled into the pot like a tiny water fall.
The next morning, as Stewart dressed, he
listened to the dribbling in his driveway, and the
interruptions that he knew were her shots. He
couldn't hear if she scored or not, not from inside.
When he stepped through the kitchen and into
the garage he heard a swish immediately, then
the hard breathing and the screech of a dragged
basketball shoe and then the slapping of the ball.
Stewart opened his car door and dropped in
his towel and suit. She was turning now at the
end of the driveway and starting her drive for the
basket. Stewart realized she had done this
everyday, beginning her drive when he opened
his door, and not just the day before when he had
tried to block her shot.
She did not look at him but at the basket as she
charged. She faded left around an imaginary
defender and Stewart bolted from the garage
before he knew what he was doing. As he left his
feet, he remembered how he had analyzed her
shot all the previous morning and he was ready
for the change of hands.
But she only faked the change of hands, then
hooked the ball in with her right as she floated
across the front of the hoop. They came close to
touching as they were both stretched out in the
air, and Stewart flailed his arms too late behind
her. Then she was dribbling away from him and
he went back to his car and drove to the pool. She
dodged around the car as he backed out, then
pulled up and sank a shot off the board.
Every morning after that Kathy would begin
her drive to the basket as soon as Stewart
dropped his towel into his car. He failed to touch

the ball, or her, for seven consecutive mornings.
On the eighth morning he leaped, more at her
than anything else. He had dissected every move
she made until it was nearly all he thought about
at work. Even at the pool he thought more of her
moves than of traveling. The way she soared up
reminded him of the jets coming out of the trees,
putting on the power.
On the eighth morning he was using his size,
getting in her way, challenging her with his
superior weight. But somehow she began that
beguiling twist and she was nearly behind him
before he knew it and he saw her arms extend
with the ball and he could already picture that
feathery touch and he hacked at her lean white
arms with his hard tan one.
The ball sank to the asphalt without her arms
there to guide it and she screamed, "Foul!" as if
he had actually tried to injure her. They landed
together and she glared at him, and he could not
meet her eyes. He hadn't meant to hit her; he had
just been so helpless he couldn't stand it. "I'm
sorry," he said, very softly.
"Two shots," she hissed and she bounced the
ball noisily to a place on the driveway he was
sure was regulation distance.
She stood motionless for a second, then, with a
light pump of her legs, she arced the ball up and
Stewart, looking at her legs, heard it swish
through the net without touching anything else.
He didn't know why he stayed, but after she sank
the second shot she dribbled away from him and
he got into his car and drove to the pool. He sat in
the stands in his business clothes, watching the
high school swimmers chum the clean water back
and forth. For some reason there were no jets that
morning, but a train did go by, slowing to cross
the river on its way out of town.
She went back to night shift the next day and
she was not there to dribble the basketball in the
morning. When he drove home she would be in
the driveway, bouncing and shooting, and she
would dodge around his car as he put it in the
garage. He didn't challenge her anymore but
walked straight through the side door and into
the kitchen. She just kept at it though, and
Stewart switched on the stereo and turned it up
until it drowned out the slap, slap, slap of the
ball.
When she didn't come in to eat, he fixed his
own salad and started to the living room but
stopped at the window in the back door and

watched his wife out in the driveway. Stewart
was breathing hard suddenly, and his sweat
smelled of chlorine. He stayed at the window
until she was finished and he had to step away
from the door to let her in.
Kathy was breathing hard too, and her sweat
made dark patches on her shirt. Stewart was still
~ her way and without speaking she waited for
him to move.
"We don't even talk to each other anymore"

~saw.

I

Kathy looked at him for a moment. She held
her basketball against her stomach and Stewart
thought h~w odd she would look pregnant, with
that lump tn the middle of her long, willowy
body. Then Kathy dropped the ball into the
comer and said, "I'm going to jump into the
shower. I sweat like a mule."
She loosened her hair as she went and Stewart
watched it fall wet and flat down her back as she
walked away from him without saying anything
more~ th?t. ';No," he said, "you laugh like a
mule. She didn t tum or do anything but Stewart
could see a ~y hitch in her walk, maybe just a
second of a different tension in the muscles of her
legs and he wondered why he had ever said that.
He loved the way she laughed.
The bathroom door didn't slam shut and
Stewart heard the water tum on and heard it
chan?e pitch when she stepped into it, face first.
He kicked her basketball so hard it left a hole in
the wall and his fingers trembled as he looked
through the phone book for the name of someone
who could fix it.
After she left for work that night, neither one
of them speaking, although he said goodbye after
~he shut the door, Stewart turned off all the lights
m the ~ouse then, turned on the flood light over
the driveway. It was time for him to be in bed, but
he groped through the dark house until he found
her basketball. He did not dribble it but held it
tightly between his hands as he walked into the
garage and then out into the bright light on the
driveway. His first shot missed even the
backboard.
He di~'t stop shooting and dribbling until his
elderly neighbor walked out onto his lawn and
said, "I figure midnight's late enough for
anybody to play basketball." He took the ball
from Stewart and took a shot with his crinkly old
?rms and missed. "Besides," he said, "your wife
is so much better at it." When he was walking
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across his lawn again, he added, "And more fun
to watch."
Stewart dropped his morning swims after that
night. Instead, he waited for Kathy to leave for
the night shift before taking her basketball and
shooting in the driveway. He always stopped just
before midnight and he never had another
complaint from his neighbors. When he carried
the ball back in he wondered if there was a way
Kathy could tell he had been using it, new scuffs
or something. He almost wished she could. Every
evening, when he came home from work, she
would be out in the drive, firing away.
The last day of her night shift, after which she
would have four days off, a vacation they had not
even mentioned, Stewart overslept a few minutes
and they passed each other in their cars as he
drove to work. They didn't wave, but her
window was down and he saw her smile. At
work he thought of her sleeping at home in their
bed and of her smile. She often smiled in her
sleep, but he no longer thought he knew why.
At noon, when he drove quickly to the pool,
the sky was heavy with clouds, the first for a
month, and the wind had picked up in fitful
gusts, seeming to shift direction with every new
burst.
He changed and stood at the end of the pool.
There were two fighters today, flying upon each
other's wing tips. They didn't dip into the trees
that way, but bellied low then arced into a hard,
climbing tum, never looking as if there were
more than inches between them. The wind made
Stewart shiver and he dove.
The water was actually warmer than the air,
and Stewart couldn't remember the last time he
had felt that. His arms were cooled on every
recovery stroke. It made him last longer, and he
didn't drop back to breathing every two strokes
until he had swum 300 yards, a personal record.
When the rain started Stewart could smell it
before he felt it. Even over the pervasive reek of
chlorine, the clean, muddy smell of imminent rain
came into his head and he couldn't have been
lll:Ore surprised at that. It carried the change kind
of smell rain has in August, as if everything will
be new once it is gone. Then Stewart felt the tiny
cold pings on his arms and upper back, and when
he turned his head for breaths, he could catch
glimpses of the drops pocking the surface of the
pool. He started breathing on the third stroke
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When Stewart finished his swim, he stood
again on the edge. The sky was covered in solid
gray and there were whitecaps on the pool. For
the first time that summer Stewart took a hot
shower.
When he drove home from work that night the
rain was coming down so hard people turned on
their headlights. He left his off and, when he
turned the comer to his block, he could see Kathy
out in the driveway, dropping in a fade-away
jumper.
With the rain her old high school basketball
uniform was like a second skin, a green one so
dark it was nearly black and Stewart could see
every part of his wife's hard, thin body, and he
loved her. Her hair was down for once. Maybe
the rain had pulled it out of the braid. All wet, in
the gloomy light of the storm, it was the color of
blood that had long since clotted.
Stewart parked his car in the street and sat in it
a moment, with the wipers on, so he could watch
her move. Then, he left the protection of his car
and, in his business clothes, he stood at the grassy
edge of the drive and kept watching her. She
acted as if he wasn't there, as if he could have
been on one of those jets that turned and in
seconds disappeared into the distance. The ball,
each time it slapped down, made circular
splashes that were immediately covered by the
rain. More drops flew from the ends of her fingers
every time she sent the ball toward the basket, but
they too disappeared in the driving rain.
When Stewart cut in from the side, he stole the
ball as easily as if she had let him and he hardly
knew what to do with it. He dribbled some but
that was a mistake and she had it back before it
hit the asphalt a third time. His clothes stuck to
him, but he felt light on his feet and he chased
after her. She got around him near the street and
drove in for an undefended lay-up.
She retrieved the ball under the basket and
looked right at him before throwing a hard chest
pass. Then she stood, slightly bent, weight on the
balls of her feet, the muscles in her thighs visible
in three groups, waiting.
Stewart came in and just as she reached to swat
away his clumsy dribble, he pulled up and shot.
The ball banged once on the back of the rim and
once on the front and then went through the net
and bounced on the driveway.

Kathy stared at him, still bent, arm out to
destroy his dribble. Then she laughed. It came
from her toes and she did not stop right away.
Stewart s~rted to laugh too, though it brought
tears to his eyes. The rain covered that too.
He took one ~tep forward and hugged Kathy,
hugged her so tightly that if she wasn't so lean
and so hard she might have broken. She hugged
back, even harder, and she kept on laughing. "I
knew you were practicing," she said. "I could
tell." And that made her laugh even harder. 11 And
yo~'re right, I laugh like a mule. I can't help it."
I love the way you laugh," Stewart said. "I
always have."
"I know."
."l'v~ been thinking of leaving here," Stewart
said, with~ut pl~g to. "I've been thinking
about leaving you. They were still hugging each
other. If ~y~g, her grip tightened. "Every day
when I swim, it s practically the only thing I think
about."
"I know," she said. "I could tell."

Then she looked straight at him. "You couldn't
e~er do that though. You'd miss me until ou
died from it."
Y
He looked back and their hugs finally began to
w~ar _aw~y- "I ~ow. I don't know what I was
~ g . Their arms fell to their sides. "Lately
all I ve done is wonder how I could ever block
one of your shots."
. "You'll never be able to." Kathy smiled then
wi?,tout laughing. ''You're no good at basketball."
I know that too."
:ney stood in the driveway with their hands at
their sides, looking at each other while the
basketb~ll r?lled into the street, where the rain
was begmrung to make rivers in the gutters
~thy said, "I'm exactly as tall as you are." She
said it ~s a child would, proud of herself for
something she couldn't help anyway.

Pe!e Fromm currently lives in Great Falls, Montana His
fiction has.appeared in Crosscurrents, The w·n·
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Lapse
Laura Albrecht

She comes down, blue-thumbed,
Her fingernails pulling themselves
Loose from the quick,
Her eyes blasted by dream
Scenes of falling elevators,
Remembered music and car
Homs welding to a white
Pitch cacophony in her ears.
People pass her, sightless.
She is invisible here except
Her blue dyed hands that must
Appear to float, disembodied,
But are too small to notice.
No matter how she walks,
Where her feet fall, on stone
Tunneled subterranean paths
That leak strained tears into
Flooding, headless garbage cans,
Or on the inverted flat bottoms
Of recalled snow cloud banks,
Or on the jittering ion synapse
Strings invisible inside someone's
Head, no matter how she walks,
She wonders how soon her feet
Will penetrate through all that
Seems solid, will slip between
Unseen cracks and find true
Whirled air and walk through.
No matter how she walks,
She wonders if direction holds
Her, closes her eyes as she moves
And opens them to find herself
Farther from her destination,
Though she thinks she walks
Toward it and feels her toes
Slip, melting, through tunnels,
Through the yawn of real cracks.

A Prince
Mary H. Brown
The skinny young man closing out eleven
straight hours of sleep in the basement of 144
Jesse Road had no muse. He belonged to the
goddess of idleness, luck, and six million dollar
lotto jackpots.
He could go without cigarettes and beer more
easily than he could skip buying ten dollars
worth of lotto tickets each week. No man of 22
aspired to a worthier goal than idleness on $500 a
day.
The goddess of achievement, success, and
"there ain't no free lunch" never looked his way.
Jimmy Corcoran was not burdened with
ambition. He hardly had enough of it to get down
to the unemployment office to pick up his check.
If ever there was an under-reacher, Jimmy was it.
Life went on around him. He couldn't tell you
the name of Marlboro's weekly newspaper. He
couldn't pick it out of a rack of newspapers
outside the drugstore. He didn't deliver it as a
boy and only sometimes now consulted its movie
listings.
He knew nothing of the plans to rebuild the
bridge at the north end of town, plans that would
take precious land from two farm families. Their
meager incomes were grossly obvious, except to
Jimmy.
He wouldn't have recognized the name of the
governor if her name was the only one on a piece
of paper.
He was unaware of his Uncle Joe's influence
and position in Marlboro. Jimmy knew nothing
about Joe's strategy for undermining a
competitor-a partnership preparing a rezoning
plea to build more office condos.
Not much office space could be rented
lucratively in a town of 5,000 residents-a
mixture of farm families and white collar
professionals-and Jimmy's uncle had built what
could be rented profitably.
Jimmy didn't know if the high school track
team was in first place or last.
He had no interest in the opening of trout
season.

He was ignorant of the scandal in the medical
community.
And if anyone told him about the twist in the
double homicide in the capital last fall, he would
have asked, "What double homicide?"
Jimmy looked his part. His features were soft
and boyish. His complexion was fair. His blue
eyes were large and expectant. He wore his light
brown hair short.
But he was tall, as tall as his uncle. Jimmy's
large hands on the end of thin arms and his
oversized feet on the end of bony legs were
striking. He didn't look like he was going
anywhere.
Jimmy cared about shooting pool on the north
end of Wellington, a larger and posher town
seven miles away. He cared about informal but
not too friendly, games of poker. He cared about
six packs and cigarettes, his nearly decrepit black
Chevy, and betting on pro football games on
Sundays at Denny's Hide-Away. He cared about
sex with Jeannie, his ex-girlfriend, and owning a
Beretta--0ne of these days.
He dreamed of bright red cars, fast but
inexpensive, and of slender young women with
big breasts and hair to their shoulders, who didn't
cost too much to date.
He was fired again five weeks ago. He still felt
pretty good about it. For the first time since high
school he was out of a job for being lazy and not
for screwing up.
In his various jobs he had one notable claim.
He never quit a job-unless causing himself to be
fired again and again was a way of quitting.
But quitting didn't pay in dollars.
Jimmy worked last as a security guard at the
Fifty Newhouse office condo complex in
Wellington.
Instead of making periodic checks of the offices
on two floors in three buildings, Jimmy fudged
the log.
Nobody broke in. Nothing went wrong. But his
supervisor caught him diligently doctoring the
log and the boss fired him.
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On the phone the boss told him a security
guard had to be reliable.
Hell, Jimmy thought just showing up those last
four nights was being reliable. He was under the
impression he was just a night watchman. On TV,
night watchmen always goofed off and got away
with it.
Besides, Jimmy had other demands those
nights. A ball game and horror movies on his
little portable TV one night. The next, he had to
catch up on his sleep. A couple of nights he spent
reading or looking at Playboy and Penthouse.
They couldn't wait.
Reliability was a strange concept for him.
Would he have spent those four nights differently
if he had it to do over? It was a tough call for
Jimmy.
At noon Thursday, when Uncle Joe called,
Jimmy was still in bed. He was sitting up,
smoking and thinking about sex, and about
Jeanie.
Jeanie was a work horse. She worked a full
week at Shopper's Paradise as a check-out clerk.
She spent three nights a week on the register at
the discount toy store in the mall on the other side
of Wellington. Most weekends she worked for her
cousin who ran a catering service. And she still
didn't have a savings account.
She hadn't stayed with Jimmy long after he got
canned. She didn't like the lazy version of Jimmy
Corcoran. But there was a new girlfriend with
every job and none in between.
Once more, Jimmy woke up to find out he still
wasn't a prince. Still poor, with no reliable
prospects for becoming good and rich. He started
to get a feeling for that word reliable.
When Jimmy's uncle called to tell him to put
gas in his car because he was going to start a new
job, Jimmy had to say okay.
Joe Novak supported Jimmy in lean times-
most of the time-because he had to. He was
Jimmy's only living relative whose whereabouts
were known. Despite his scheming local business
deals and closed-door handshakes with town
politicians, Joe was a decent man.
He owned a hardware store, to which he just
added 1,000 square feet. He owned a gas station
with the only tow truck in town. He owned five
undeveloped commercial lots in Marlboro, which
he didn't want to sell just yet. The market was
still going up.

Joe grew up in Marlboro. Joe's father grew up
in Marlboro. Joe was 48 and single. He dated a lot
of women over the last 30 years, but he still liked
being single. He had his preferences and
priorities.
Marriage wasn't in his vocabulary.
Joe liked to drink scotch in bars and eat in
diners and taverns that smelled of booze and
cigarettes.
Joe liked slow-pitch softball and hooking golf
balls on the public course three times a week. His
finesse on the tennis court, with his 20-pound
paunch and rickety knees, was less than peak, but
that didn't stop him from playing year-round,
sometimes in the middle of the day if he could
find a partner.
Joe was a big, balding but good-looking man.
He wore a bushy he-man mustache flecked with
gray. His brown eyes looked honest, which is
why his schemes worked out so well. He smiled
easily, which added to his charm and success.
People were thrilled to have a big guy smile at
them. It was a relief.
Joe started out working on construction crews
building everything from houses to roads to
schools to fire stations. After a while he got
fagged out by the hours. Early on he came to hate
being the hired hand instead of being the boss.
Thanks to his parents' early deaths of heart
attacks-which was real good timing-he got
their money years before he expected to and
bought the hardware store.
Financial success was self-perpetuating from
then on. He was the veritable big fish in the small
pond. But Joe attended college for two years after
high school, so he was one up on the others. He
knew how small the pond was. Delusions didn't
plague Joe Novak.
Jimmy was Joe's sister; Marilyn's kid. Marilyn
supported Jimmy and herself by waitressing at
any number of cocktail lounges in and around
Wellington until Jimmy's last year of high school.
Joe helped them out because he felt bad about
getting almost every cent of the inheritance. He'd
be angry, too, if their parents thought him so
irresponsible they didn't leave him more than a
pittance.
When Jimmy got into his last year of high
school, his drawn mother came into work at the
Golden Duck one evening and announced she
was quitting at closing time. And she did.
She didn't give Jimmy or Joe any notice. At

least, nothing to the point and unequivocal. There
was her growing distance from them. The
advancing unapproachableness, nastiness, anger,
screaming. Progressive, advancing unhappiness.
A disease.
Marilyn never came back. She never wrote. She
never phoned.
Jimmy's old man left a long time before, about
the time he and Marilyn were supposed to get
married because she was pregnant. Nobody gave
Jimmy's old man any thought.
Joe had to let Jimmy move in with him during
the kid's last year of high school. Even though
Jimmy was lazy, except when it came to spending
money. Then his energy was like lightning.
Joe expected his nephew to stand on his own
after graduation. Jimmy did his best, which was
never any good for a kid who graduated in the
bottom tenth of his class and whose
understanding of the word achievement was no
deeper than his comprehension of reliable.
Joe came close to kicking Jimmy out of his
house more than once. And, after a year, he
stopped letting Jimmy work for him.
Joe had to separate their lives, or else break his
nephew's nose. Joe remodeled his basement,
modestly, and told Jimmy to move into it.
That gave them breathing room. Joe stopped
wanting to drop Jimmy off at the bus station with
a one-way ticket to anywhere.
Joe called to tell Jimmy he had a new job.
Jimmy was going to tail a lady in Marlboro for a
few weeks.
It sounded a little risky. But it was close
enough to a night watchman's job that Jimmy
didn't mind the idea. He didn't stop to think how
long a day he'd have. Or how not to lose the job.
When Joe said, "Get your skinny ass moving,
Jimmy, you're going to work," Jimmy said, "Hey,
Joe, how much am I getting?" It had to be worth
his while.
"Don't know, Jimmy. Didn't discuss that fine
detail. But I know it's more than you're earning
sleeping in my basement."
Jimmy told Joe to make sure he got at least
twenty an hour because of the risk.
"Yeah, right, twenty," Joe said, typically
skeptical when talking to his nephew.
"Who am I working for?"
"Can't say. A friend of mine called me. But it's
not him. He's working for someone else. All I
know is that his boss knows somebody who

knows somebody who wants information on the
woman. This is out of...It's all on the up and up. A
divorce, I think."
Jimmy realized suddenly, staring at the pipes
on the ceiling, that he was promoted from
security guard to private investigator.
"Now you're starting tomorrow. You got to
look like a carpenter," Joe said.
He told Jimmy he was going to work from
inside a neighboring house under construction.
The walls were up and the roof was on.
For a second, Jimmy thought he was supposed
to ~ork on the house. But he realized just as
qutckly that Joe didn't mean that. The house was
a place to stay out of sight.
·
"I'll get you the particulars tonight," Joe said.
. "Bet ~'11 need binoculars," Jimmy said in an
impressive moment of foresight. There was hope,
Joe thought.
"Yeah, okay. Look for mine in that storage
cabinet next to where you hang your clothes.
"And Jimmy, get organized. Get some tools
together. Find a tool box. You need to look like
you know how to pound nails.
"You have to take some food with you, too,
and stuff to drink. No beer, Jimmy.
"Got enough money to get started?"
"Yeah, I guess. Well, maybe you could leave
me some in case I'm short."
"All right. Later. Got to go."
. Jimmy lit ~other cigarette, pumped up his
pillow, and laid back to get a picture of this lady
in his mind. Yeah, there was hope. He felt it. This
prince thing had possibilities.

M_ary H. Brown currently lives in Woodbury,
Connecticut, and has previously appeared in Nexus.
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Sick
Mark Wisniewski
According to my grandmother, at one time my
grandparents' basement was clean. With its red
and black tile floor and a life-sized picture of
costumed Polish dancers painted on one of its
walls, it had been the sight of many Saturday
night dances. Concertina Millie would bring her
three-piece band. Women living eight blocks past
the firehouse brought their husbands. Cigar
smoke hung like gauze curtains and my
grandfather had to towel sweat off the floor
between polkas.
"The time of our lives," my grandmother
called it.
But as far as I remember, my grandparents'
basement was box hell.
Everything they couldn't sell at the Seven Mile
Fair was down there, in boxes.
I wasn't supposed to go down there because it
was too dangerous. You had to step over 23 shoe
boxes on the stairs to get there, then reach behind
a box the size of a telephone booth to flip on the
light switch.
The one light that worked hung behind a box,
so you could barely see the boxes everywhere
else. There were boxes of used coat hangers,
boxes of used egg cartons, boxes of used
decorative soap decals, boxes of used bottle corks,
boxes of used cigar boxes.
There was only one aisle: from the empty Ritz
cracker boxes at the foot of the stairs to the toilet
paper boxes on the far wall.
Other than that, it was all boxes. Most were
stacked to the ceiling, waiting for an earthquake.
One stack was five boxes of used colored
Easter basket hay under a box of used bowling
balls. I stayed away from that stack.
The first morning my grandfather went used
car shopping, Anna, one of my grandmother's
lady friends with a dead husband, was visiting.
I was afraid of Anna because she always cried
and I never knew what to say to her. But I still
hadn't had breakfast that morning, so I walked
into the kitchen.
Anna was sitting at the table, crying. My
grandmother gave me the old stare. Anna pulled
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Untitled
Don Hartman

crumpled yellow Kleenex from inside her sleeve,
blew her nose, honking like a park lagoon goose.
I looked in the bread box: nothing. I stepped
onto the back porch, where no one would ask me
questions.
"My Larry," Anna said. Then she went on, like
a Good Friday church hymn:
Larry, Larry, Larry.
Oh God, My Larry.
Larry, Larry.

Honk.
My Sweet Larry.
(Repeat.)
It was worse than smelling my grandmother's
Toni permanents.
I went outside to catch flies. That made things
better until I realized the kitchen window was
open:
"Did you hear this week? Chop meat just
twelve cents a pound?"
"Twelve-cents chop meat but no Larry to eat
my meatloafs." Honk. "Oh God. My sweet Larry."
So, fly-catching was out. I plugged my ears,
thought of a new thing to do: sneak in the
basement and find the painting of the Polish
dancers, which according to my grandmother
was on the "sout" wall.
I crawled through the milk chute so my
grandmother and Anna wouldn't hear the door
open. I snaked beneath the crossfire of their
words, wriggling belly-down toward the open
basement door like a German under barbed wire
on a battleground of linoleum.
Then I tiptoed over the shoe boxes down t he
stairs, reaching the red and black tile floor
unharmed.
The basement light was on: I didn't have to try
to find the light switch and maybe knock down
thirteen box stacks as if they were dominos.
I didn't know what "sout" meant, so I had to
guess which wall the Polish dancers were
probably buried against. I chose the far wall,
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which was somewhere behind the toilet paper
boxes.
I was walking past the Easter-basket-haybowling-ball stack as fast as I could when I heard
footsteps and voices on the staircase:
"Watch how you step. A few shoe boxes I have
here until I make room for them. Trip and you'll
go down on your dupa."
"Or my head." Honk. "And join my Larry."
"Quit with the Larry for now. We've got egg
cartons to find. We find and they're yours free.
But don't tell my husband I gave you."
There was nothing to do except hide, but there
were places for that. There were boxes.
I chose a long narrow box lying on its side with
a picture of a four-man tent on it. The tent was the
solid red color of box-print. An American family
stood next to the tent: a blue grandfather taller
than a red grandmother taller than a blue boy
taller than a red girl.
I crawled into the box. There was no tent
inside, just a few used toilet paper rolls that my
grandmother would make gifts out of someday. I
had to nose right up to them to make sure my feet
didn't show.
I heard no voices for awhile, just the sound of
shoes against the tile floor, those black open-toed
shoes that Polish women wore because of old
bunions.
Then the voices started again, less than a boxlength away:
"I think he put them in this here stack."
"This here?"
I felt cramped, like a cosmonaut.
"The one with your hand on it. But in that
middle box, I think."
"This here?"
"Yeah."

"Ugh."
"Careful now. Watch those on top."
"Ugh. It don't feel like egg cartons. Feels
like...Easter basket hay."

E.aster Basket Hay?
"Try the bottom one," my grandmother said.
"This here? Ugh."
"Watch it now."
"Help, hey."

"Jesuz Kochani-"
The used toilet paper rolls worked like
smelling salts, I came to in darkness. I first
thought I was six feet under, buried in a used

cardboard coffin. Then I remembered the
American family and knew where I was.
I began wriggling out of the box, stopped
when I heard the damed voices:
" ...and she's got the ten kids," Anna said. ''You
knew that, inna?"
"The Indian Lady has ten?" my grandmother
said.
"Why sure."
"Ten I didn't know. I knew kids, but not ten."
"She's got that son. You've heard about the
son, inna?"
"With the measles?"
"Oh no. Thirty-seven years old, this one is.
Malcolm, I think she named him. You haven't
heard?"
"I didn't know she had one that old."
"She probably wishes she didn't. You haven't
heard? I shouldn't tell. I was sworn not to tell."
"Tell. It goes no further. I swear on my rosary
here."
"Is your grandson upstairs? Listening,
maybe?"
"Gosh, no. He's outside with his jar and his
bugs."
"Okay, then. This here Malcolm is 37 years old,
but nine of those he spent in Waupan."
"State Prison?"
"You never heard?"
"Jesus Lord no. For what did he spend nine
years?"
"Your husband isn't home? This isn't for
husbands."
Anna's voice faded. ·" Ask God's forgiveness for
my talking, sweet Larry," she said, and then I
couldn't hear her. I used my feet to push my tent
box closer.
"What's this?" she said. "A box moving?"
"Where."
"On the floor there. Next to the bowling ball.
Moving, it was."
My forehead began sweating.
"That there one? No."
"I saw it with my eyes."
"How would it move? We have no mice.
Stanley puts out poison. Go ahead. He was
hunting up north? "
"Hunting he was supposed to be when he
meets this girl. Or better I should say szkarada.
You've heard of these single girls up north during
deer season, inna? "

"No."

"Szkaradas, all of them. And a drinker, this
one."
"He too was a drinker?"
"Both of them drinkers. They're strangers
drinking in this gin mill up north and he's
throwing the darts . "
"Dress darts?"
"No-no-no. The other kind. Like needles with
feathers on the dupa? Thrown at circles on the
wall? You've seen darts. Why sure you have. At
Josaphat 'shall they got the circles."
"Anyways."
"Anyways this here Malcolm, he meets this
szkarada playing darts . Him against she. And she
beats him three times. He's champion four years
straight down here-at the Eagles Club on the
comer here by Schuster's?-and she beats him
three times."
"So why to Waupan?"
"Because these two other fellas at this gin mill,
coloreds I heard they were, ask to play next."
"Don't say coloreds. Did Christ say coloreds?"
"Christ was a colored. Someone told me that.
Sister Flaviana, I think."
"Don't say coloreds. Say it proper. Society is
advancing."
"Okay, already. So this here Malcolm keeps on
with the darts, and the negrews challenge him
and the szkarada."
"Challenge?"
"To the darts. But see the negrews, they wanna
play for money. Gamblers, these were. Now this
here Malcolm is no gambler, but he was
champion four years straight down here by
Schuster's, and the szkarada just beat him, so him
and she play the negrews."
"For money?"
"Just nickels at first. But after Malcolm and she
win some, it gets into dollars. Ten, twenty dollars
a game, I heard."
"Holy Jaboli."
"And drinking the whole time-all of them.
This goes on 'til two-three in the morning, when
the szkarada starts throwing like a drunk girl.
Ends up Malcolm loses three hundred dollars."
"Oh, Lord. He made that kind of money?"
"No. He worked at Allen Bradley's. Third shift
lathe operator. Forty dollars was all he had in his
pocket."
"All he had? That's three weeks' groceries."

"But compared to what he owed? And these
negrews, they want the money on the spot. Or
Malcolm's car."
"New, his car was?"
"Used. But reliable."
"So let me guess. Malcolm takes a dart to the
negrews."
"No. He gives the car. He doesn't want to owe
to angry negrews. And the drunk szkarada drives
him home. But to her trailer, she takes him. He's
paying for his cabin but they go to her trailer.
There they drink more highballs and start in with
the whoopee."
"No."
"Right there on her davenport."
"All this when he's there to shoot deer?"
"Honest to God."
"He wasn't married, no?"
"Three years at the time. With two little ones."
"Jesus Christmas."
"So he's in with the whoopee and there's
knocks on the door. The szkarada gets up and
answers in the nude. God's wrath if it's not one of
them negrews-Malcolm can see the dark skin
through the doorway. The negrew is smiling and
giving the szkarada cash money. And sweet
talking her. Sweet-talking and kissing."
"And a white girl she was? I can't even
picture."
"Then she closes the door and comes back to
her davenport there. This here Malcolm, he asks
who it was. 'My landlord,' the szkarada sez. 'At 4
am in the morning?' Malcolm sez."
"And a negrew landlord?"
"That's exactly what he sez to her. He sez,
'What did this landlord want?"'
"At four in the morning."
"That's what he sez. You heard this already?"
"No. Go on with it. "
"So the szkarada sez to him, 'He wanted my
rental payment. Malcolm sez to hE:r, 'Why did he
give you cash if he wanted the rental?' 'He gave
no money,' she sez. Malcolm sez to her, 'What's
this here in your hand?' 'Nothing,' she sez, but
she drops something before she holds her hands
out. This Malcolm, he sees that it's cash falling
clear as day. But listen to this. He pretends he
don't see it . And finishes his whoopee. "
"For heaven's sake."
"When he's done, he climbs off the davenport
and sees ten dollars on the floor crumpled. He
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picks it up and puts it in his pocket and..."
''What."
"Murder."
"No."
"Honest to God."
"Took a girl's life for ten dollars?''
"That's a week's groceries. Too, the girl was in
on him losing his car."
"But used, it was."
"Reliable, I said."
"Don't say how he took her life. I don't even
wanna hear."
"Fine by me. I'm sworn, remember."
"To who are you sworn?"
"That I can't say."
"Not with his hunting knife, I hope."
"No."
"I don't even wanna know. I just hope not a
shotgun."
"A lamp, he used."
"Jesus forgive our talking."
"Three times on the head, until the bottom part
broke. They found bloody ceramic all over the
floor there."
"And they arrested him?"
11 A year later. I just saw that box move. Did
you see movement?"
11 A rat it would take to move that box. We
haven't rats. A year to arrest him?"
"For months they couldn't find him. Or the
body."
"He confessed with a conscience?"
"No. A janitor found the girl's arm in a trash
can."
"Just the arm."
"Chopped at the elbow. With a ring on the
finger."
"Married, she was?"
"Engaged."
"No."
"To the negrew."
"For Christ sakes."
"They'll do that now and then."
"Terrible. In her trailer park the janitor found
it?"
"No. Behind a shoe factory near Sheboygan."
"I thought they hunted the deer north of
Sheboygan."
"They do. This Malcolm, he chopped up the
body and hid parts here and there all the way
back to Milwaukee. After he stole his car back
from the negrew, I mean. The other arm they
found in Eau Claire. No ring on this one, but
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roughly the same length. Near Tomah they found
a thighbone buried. Half her bosom a child found
in Chippewa Falls in a lunch bag. They never
found the head until after they arrested him up
by Portage. There he lived secret for a year after
he stopped home to get his clothes and tool
chest."
"Jesuz Kochani. A criminal loose in the
neighborhood."
"Why sure. And you know where they found
the head?"
"Don't tell me."
"In his icebox, the head was."
"And this was her Malcolm."
"Whose?"
"The Indian Lady's."
"Wouid I be sworn if he wasn't? Visit and
you'll see him."
"I never visit. She always visits."
"And with reason. She don't want to have to
explain him sitting there unemployed all day.
You should visit. Dark glasses, he wears. At
night, even."
The voices stopped and I heard footsteps
through the ceiling, my grandfather's.
Then, the four open-toed shoes climbing the
basement stairs and leaving the house.
Then a pair of high heels and voices: my
grandfather's and a woman's, probably, I
thought, one of his church bazaar friends.
For awhile I heard nothing.
Then the high heels leaving.
Then the squeaks and splashes of my
grandfather washing his face.
Then my grandmother's open-toed shoes
returning.
Then both my grandparents' voices, mostly my
grandmother's.
After the door slammed and I knew they were
looking for me outside, I made my move.
They found me in my grandmother's sewing
room, lying behind the fabric remnants on my
burlap sack bed, facing them, eyes closed.
"Snoozing here all along," my grandmother
said.
I guess you could call it snoozing, I thought.
But there's probably a better word.
"Sick," my grandfather said.

Record Reviews

KMFDM Money Wax Trax
Industrial with texture! Who would have
guessed? KMFDM is an industrial/techno/
hardcore band hailing from Belgium that has
taken over American clubs like a programmed
blitzkrieg. Their latest release Money is driving,
loud, and yes, even interesting. In a musical genre
dominated by repetitive, mindless samples and
drum tracks, KMFDM manage to create a musical
environment that won't kill with boredom.
Unique sounds and original ideas are the
standard of this band and they continue to live up
to their reputation.

Concrete Blonde Walking In London I.R.S.
This latest release from Concrete Blonde was
well worth the wait. For those of you that were
lulled to sleep by their last disc, you won't be
caught napping on this one. The band seems to
have gotten their sleepy time ballads out of their
system and are once again recording with the
intensity that we have grown to expect from
them.

Temple of the Dog Temple of the Dog A&:M
Part of Soundgarden joins some unknowns to
form a new critter entirely. Funny, sounds like
Dennis DeYoung playing for Uriah Heep!
Hmmrnrnrnmrnrn.
Crust Crost Trance
Wow! Okay, now I've heard everything, even a
band directly influenced by early Swans. Crust is
loud, dirty, nasty, droning, and moderately
interesting.
BodyCount There Goes the Neighborhood
Warner Brothers
The (Ahem) singer of Public Enemy joins a
hardcore band for this release and with decent
results. At least if you can get past the mindless
racial bitching and concentrate on the music.

-Larry Kampf

Red Hot Chili Peppers Blood Sugar Sex
Magic Warner Brothers
Blah, Blah, Blah. Ptooey.
Pegboy Strong Reaction 114 Stick
Naked Raygun may be floundering in the
tarpits of mediocrity, but former guitarist John
Haggerty isn't. He joins Steve Saylers from The
Bhopol Stiffs to create Pegboy, a modem punk
rock band with that old-fashioned punk rock
sound that is so dear to our hearts. Loud, driving,
obnoxious, and relentless; Strong Reaction is aptly
named and much appreciated by a disenchanted
punk fan like me. BUYBUYBUYBUYBUY.

Mark Wisniewski "Sick" is drawn from his first novel,
Confessions of a Polish Used Car Salesman. His fiction
has also appeared in the Sonora Review, High Plains
Literary Review, and Kansas Quarterly.
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Kodo

Musical Political Satire
Saturday, September 26, 1992
8 P.M., Wright State University
Ervin J. Nutter Center

Leon Bates, piano
A Community Celebration
Wednesday, October 28, 1992
8 P.M., Victoria Theatre

Hymnody of Earth
Malcolm Dalglish, hammer
dulcimer, Glen Velez, hand
percussion, and the Indiana
University Youth Choir
Sunday, January 24, 1993
3 P.M. and 7 P.M., Wright State
University Creative Arts Center

Japanese Percussion Ensemble
Thursday, February 18, 1993
8 P.M., Memorial Hall

Mitchell-Ruff Duo
Dwike Mitchell, piano
Willie Ruff, double bass
and French horn
Wednesday, March 10, 1993
8 P.M., Wright State University
Creative Arts Center

The King's Singers
England's Ambassadors of
Harmony and Humor-Also
Celebrating Their 25th Year!
Wednesday, April 28, 1993
8 P.M., Memorial Hall

a special performance for series subscribers ...

Gail Niwa, piano
Winner of the 1991
Gina Bachauer Competition

Wednesday, May 12, 1993
8 P.M., Wright State University
Creative Arts Center

For more information, call the University Center Box Office, 513/873-2900.
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